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197 CONTROL OF GOODS 
Duty-free admission of fuel contained in the fuel tanks of 
commercial motor vehicles 
Council Directive 85/34  7/EEC of 8 July 1  985 amending Directive 
68/297/EEC on the standardization of provisions regarding the 
duty-free admission of fuel contained in the fuel tanks of 
commercial motor vehicles. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.10.85 
2) References  Official Journal L 1  83, 1  6.07.85 
85.347 
Reference  not  available 
B 
Zweite  Verordnung  vom  27/08/85  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.1873  N.48 
D  CEfngangsabgabenbefreiungen)  vom  11/09/85 
Reference  not  available 
DK 
Reference  not  available 
E 
Loi  N.1402,  83  Journal  Official A N.167,  18/11/83 
EL 
Note  du  17/09/85  J.451  (f2) 
F  N.2004 
Decreto  del  Presfdente della  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.80  p.3,  28/03/73 
I  Republica  del  23/01/73  N.43 
1.Duty-free admission  of  fuel  13/11/72 
IRL  contained  in the fuel  tanks  of 
commercial  motor  vehicles gene-
rat Order  C &  E N.27/1973 
2.Duty-free admission  of  fuel  01/08/86 
contained  in the fuel  tanks  of 
commercial  motor  vehicles gene-
ral Order  C &  E N.108/1986 
Arr6te ministeriel,  17/02/60  Memorial  A,  p.321 
L 
Reference  not  available 
NL 
Reference  not  available 
p 
Reference  not  available 
UK CONTROL OF GOODS 
Single administrative document : situation until 31.12.1992 
Council Regulation (EECI No  1900/85 of 8 July 1985 introducing 
Community import and export declaration forms. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  None required. 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 179, 11.07.85 
Regulation 85.1900 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
2 CONTROL OF GOODS 
Single administrative document : situation until 31.12.1992 
Council Regulation (EEC)  No  1901/85 of 8 July 1985 amending 
Regulation (EEC)  No 222/77 on Community transit. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  None required. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 179, 11.07.85 
Regulation 85.1901 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
3 CONTROL OF GOODS 
Postal charges for presentation to customs 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1797/86 of 9 June 1986 abolishing 
certain postal charges for customs presentation. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  Not required. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 157, 12.06.86 
Regulation 86.1797 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
4 CONTROL OF GOODS 
Abolition of exit customs formalities on exit: TIR 
Council Regulation (EEC)  No 3690/86 of 1 December 1986 concerning 
the abolition within the framework of the TIR Convention of 
customs formalities on exit from a Member State at a frontier 
between two Member States. 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  None required. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 341, 04.12.86 
Regulation 86.3690 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
5 CONTROL OF GOODS 
Elimination of customs formalities on exit: introduction of 
common border posts 
Council Regulation (EECI 4283/88 of 21  December 1988 on the 
abolition of certain exit formalities at internal Community 
frontiers - introduction of common border posts. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  None required 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 382, 31.12.88 
Regulation 88.4283 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
6 CONTROL OF GOODS 
Community transit procedure: guarantees 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1674/87 of June 11  1987 amending 
Regulation (EECl No 222/77 on Community transit. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  not required 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 157, 17.06.87 
Regulation 87.167  4 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
7 CONTROL OF GOODS 
Elimination of transport checks at frontiers 
Council Regulation (EECI 4060/89 of 21  December 1989 on the 
elimination of controls performed at the frontiers of Member 
States in the field of road and inland waterway transport. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  Six months 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 390, 30.12.89 
Regulation 4060/89 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
8 CONTROL OF GOODS 
Abolition of the transit advice note 
Council Regulation (EECI No 474/90 of 22 February 1990, amending 
Regulation (EECI No 222/77 in respect of the abolition of 
lodgement of the transit advice note on crossing an internal 
frontier of the Community. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  Not 
applicable. 
21 References  Official Journal L 51, 27/02/90 
Regulation 90.474 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
9 CONTROL OF GOODS 
Community transit 
Council Regulation (EEC) n°2726/90, of 17 September 1990 on 
Community transit. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  Not required. 














10 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Production and trade in milk 
Council Directive 85/397  /EEC of 5 August 1985 on health and 
animal-health problems affecting intra-Community trade in heat-
treated milk. 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 226, 24.08.85 
85.397 
Arrete Royal  du  18/09/89  relatif  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  au  COIIIIIerce  du  lait destine a La  van  09/11/89,  p.18487 
consonmatfon  h1.11111fne  et a l 1eXpor· 
tation/Koninklijk Besluit van 
18/09/89  inzake de  handel  in melk 
bestemd  voor  menselijke consumptie 
en  de  export. 
1.Milchverordnung  vom  23/06/86  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  S.1140,  28/06/89 
D  2.Allgemeine  Verwaltungsverordnung 
zur  Milchverordnung  vom  07!07!89  Bundesanzeiger  S.3441,  14/07/89 
3.Gesetz  zur  Gesamtreform  des 
Lebensmittelrechts  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, S.1945,  20/08/74 
4.Dritte Verordnung  zur  Xnderung 
der  Milchverordnung  vom  21/07/88  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  S.1083,  29/07/88 
Bekendtg•relse  N.807  af  15/12/88  Lovtidende  A hafte 120,  1988,  S.3005 
DK  Bekendtg•relse N.808  af  15/12/88  Lovtidende A hafte 120,  1988,  S.3011 
Transposition partielle : 
E  Real  Decreto  2561/82,  24/09/82  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  N.245, 
13/01/82 
Orden,  03/10/83  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  N.238, 
05/10/83 
Orden,  07/10/83  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  N.242, 
10/10/83 
Orden,  11/02!87  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  N.44, 
20/02!87 
Arrete presidentiel,  26/01/90  Journal  Officiel A/14  p.97,  08/02/90 
EL  Decret  presidentiel 38/1990 
Arrete ministeriel,  15/05/74  Journal  Officiel,  02/07/74 
F  Arr6te R6glement,  21/06/82  Journal  Officiel,  11!07/82,  p.6645 
Arr6te Rtglement,  03/01/85  Journal  Officiel,  17/02/85,  p.2093 
Arr6te R•glement,  21/11/83  Journal  Officiel,  16/12/83,  p.11091 
Arrite Rtglement,  30/12/88  Journal  Officiel 
Arrete Rtglement,  30/12/88  Journal  Official 
Decreto Ministeriale N.  212,  Supplemento  ordinario ella Gazzetta 
I  14/05/88  ufficiale N.54,  18/06/88 
European  Community  (Standards  for  Statutory Instrument  1990,  N.124, 
IRL  heat-treated milk  in  intra com- 18/05/90 
munity  trade)  Regulations  1990 
R6glement  Grand  Ducal,  15/06/89  Memorial  A,  N.53,  p.980,  03/08/89 
L 
Ministeriile Verordening  regeling  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1988, 
NL  melkbereiding  (EEG)  01/01/89 
Decreto-lei  340/90,  30/10/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1 p.4476, 
p  30/10/90 
Portaria 7/91,  02/01/91  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  p.22,  02/01/91 
11 The  Importation of  Milk  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.1803 
UK  Regulations  1988 
The  Importation of  Milk  (Scotland)  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.1814, 
Regulations  1988  (S. 166) 
The  Importation of  Milk  (Northern  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.420 
Ireland)  Regulations  1988 
Mflk  (Special  Designation)  (Amend· 
ment)  Regulations  1990 
The  Milk  and  Dairies (Semi-skimmed 
and  skimmed  Milk)  (Heat  Treatment 
and  Labelling)  (Amendment) 
Regulations  1990  (Food  and  Safety 
Act  1990) 
12 $WINE FEVER 
Classical swine fever 
Council Directive 87/486/EEC of 22 September 1987 amending 
Directive 80/217  /EEC introducing Community measures for the 
control of classical swine fever. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.87 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 280, 03.10.87 
87.486 
Arr6t6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  van  31/01/90  van  21/02/90,  p.3235. 
Schwefnepestverordnung  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I s.  2852,  15/11/75 
0  12/11/75 
Bekanntmachung  der  Neufassung  des  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.  386,  03/04/80 
Tierseuchengesetzes  vom  28/03/80 
Verordnung  Uber  Sera,  lmpfstoffe  Bundesgesetzblatt  I S.  15,  03/01/78 
und  Antfgene  nach  dem  Viehseuchen-
gesetz  vom  02/01/78 
AusfOhrungshinweise  zur  Schwefne- AusfUhrungsbekanntmachung  322-2861. 
pestverordnung  vom  25/01/76  1-40/75,  25/01/76 
Xnderung  der AusfUhrungshinweise  AusfUhrungsbekanntmachung  322-3602/32, 
zur  Schweinepest-Verordnung  vom  13/08/85 
25/01/76 
Vierte Verordnung  zur  Xnderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.  2651 
Schweinepestverordnung  vom 
19/12/86 
Erste Verordnung  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I s.  624,  28/04/84 
Tferfmstoffverordnung  vom 
12/04/84 
Schweinepestverordnung  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I s.  1559,  19/08/88 
03/08/88 
Bekendtg•relse N.916  af  15/12/87  Landbrugsministeriets  N.87-8801-85 
DK  Bekendts•relse N.300  af  15/12/85  Landbrugsministeriets  N.85-8801-51 
12/01/88 
Orden,  30!12/87  Boletfn Oficfal  del  Estado 
E  N.9,  11/01/88 
D6cret  Pr6sfdentiel  N.285,  Journal  Officfel  A N.129,  15/06/88 
EL  02/06/88 
Arr6t6 Minist6riel,  01/07/86  Journal  Offfciel,  26/07/86,  p.9234 
F  Arr6t6 Minist6riel,  06/05/88  Journal  Officiel,  10/05/88,  p.957 
I 
IRL  Not  appl feeble 
Uglement  Grand  Ducal,  01/08/88  M6morial  A,  N.44,  17/08/88 
L 
Veewet  Natfonaal  Staatscourant  1920,  153 
NL 
Regulamento  general  de  saude 
p  animal  (capitulo 21) 
Decreto  39209  de  1939  et plano 
aprovado  por  decisio da  Comissio 
Portarfa N.704/88,  20/10/88  Diario da  R~lica N.243,  20/10/88 
Decreto  •  lei  N 250/88,  16/07/88  Diario da  Re~lica N.163,  p.2887 
13 Swine  fever  (infected areas  re·  Statutory Instrument  1956,  N.1750 
UK  strictions) Order  1956 
Swine  fever  (infected areas  re· 
strictions) (amendment)  Order  1958  Statutory Instrument  1958,  N.1284 
14 SWINE FEVER 
Classical swine fever 
Council Directive 87/489/EEC of 22 September 1987 amending 
Directives 64/432/EEC and 7  2/461 JEEC as regards certain measures 
relating to swine fever. 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.88 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 280, 03.10.87 
87.489 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  V8n 02/01/91  van  12/02/91,  p.2814 
Bekanntmachung  der  Neufassung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, s.  911, 
D  Klauentiereausfuhrverordnung  vom  20/03/87 
12/03/87 
Verordnung  vom  09/12/88  Ein- und  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, s.  2225, 
Ausfuhrvorschriften  17/12/88 
Leucose-Verordnung-Rinder  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, s.  417, 
02/04/80  11/04/80 
Bekendts•relse N.207  af  27/04/82  Ministerialtidende  LMN  D 81-5201-4, 
DK  13/05/82 
Bekendtg•relse N.208  af 27/04/82  Ministerialtidende  LMN  D 81-5201-5, 
14/05/82 
Bekendts-relse N.209  af 27/04/82  Ministerialtidende  LMN  D 81-5201-7, 
14/05/82 
Real  Decreto,  26/01/90  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.28, 
E  p.3086,  01/02/90 
D6cret  presidential 8,  1989  Journal  Official A N.3,  03/01/89 
EL 
Arr6te minfsterfel,  16/05/89  Journal  Official,  p.6875,  02/06/89 
F 
I 
Diseases  of Animals  Acts  1966  and  Statutory Instrument  1986,  N.3, 
IRL  1979  (Order)  General  Authorisation  11/03/86 
for  Import  Regulation  1985 
General  Authorisation  (Animal  Department  of  Agriculture and  Food 
Health)  N.AH45  of  1989  11/05/89 
Rtglement  Grand  Ducal,  27/02/89  Memorial  N.14,  p.169,  17/03/89 
L 
Minfsterfile regaling van  08/02/89  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1989,  29 
NL  N.J.  14758 
Decreto-lei  N.S0/90  de  12/03/90  Di6rio da  Re~lica 1,  N.59,  p.1138, 
p  12/03/90 
Decreto-lei  N.98/90  de  20/03/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.66,  p.1378, 
20/03/90 
Portaria 467/90  de  22/06/90 
Portaria 765/90  de  30/08/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I  N.200,  p.3521, 
30/08/90 
Reference  not  available 
UK 
15 SWINE FEYER 
Classical swine fever 
Council Decision 87/230/EEC of 7 April 1987 amending Directive 
80/1 096/EEC and Decisions 80/1 096/EEC and 82/18/EEC with regard 
to the duration and the financial means of measures for the 
eradication of classical swine fever. 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 99, 11.04.87 
Decision 87.230 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
16 SWINE FEVER 
Classical swine fever 
Council Directive 87/487/EEC of 22 September 1987 amending 
Directive 80/1 095/EEC laying down conditions designed to render 
and keep the territory of the Community free from classical swine 
fever. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
National programmes to be implemented in Member States not yet 
officially swine fever free : minimum period of 6 years; maximum 
period 1  0 years. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 280, 03.10.87 
87.487 
IMPLEMENTATION NOT NECESSARY 
ArrAt6  Royal  du!Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  31/01/90  van  21/02/90,  p.3235 
D 
DK 
Reference  not  available 
E 
D6cret  pr6sidentiel  N.8,  1989  Journal  Official A N.3,  31/01/89 
EL 
ArrAt6  minist6riel,  06/05/88  Journal  Official,  10/05/88,  p.957 
F 
Reference  not  available 
I 
IRL 
R~lement Grand  Ducal,  Memorial  A p.169, 
L  27/02/89  17/03/89 
NL 
Decreto·lei  259/88,  16/07/88 
p  Portaria 704/88,  20/10/88 
Decreto·lti 98/90,  20/03/90  Di6rio  da  RepUblica  N.66,  P.1378, 
20/03/90 
Portaria 765/90,  30/08/9090  Di6rio  da  RepUblica  N.200,  p.3521 
30/08/90 
UK 
17 SWINE FEYER 
Classical swine fever 
Council Decision 87/488/EEC of 22 September 1987 supplementing 
and amending Decision 80/1 096/EEC introducing Community financial 
measures for the eradication of classical swine fever. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  No precise deadline for submission of new plans. 














ERADICATION PLAN TO BE SUBMITIED 
BY THE MEMBER STATES 
18 SWINE FEYER 
Classical swine fever 
Council Decision 87/231 /EEC of 7 April 1987 amending Directives 
64/432/EEC and 72/461/EEC as regards certain measures relating to 
swine fever. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 99, 11.04.87 
Decision  87.231 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
19 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Growth-promoting hormones 
Council Directive 85/358/EEC of 23 July 1985 supplementing 
Directive 81/602/EEC concerning the prohibition of certain 
substances having a hormonal action and of any substances having 
a thyrostatic action. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal l  191, 23.07.85 
85.358 
loi du/Wet  van  15/07/85  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staetsblad 
8  van  14/09/85,  p.12669 
Arzneimittelgesetz  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S 2445,  24/08/76 
D  Allgemeine  Verwaltungsverordnung  Bundesanzeiger  S 9649,  25/08/83 
zur  Durchfuhrung  des  Arzneimittel-
gesetzes 
Verordnung  Uber  tierarztliche  Bundesgesetzblatt  I s 753,  15/05/88 
Hausapotheken  vom  03/05/85 
Bekanntmachung  des  Fleischhygiene- Bundesgesetzblatt  I  s 649,  10/03/87 
gesetzes  vom  24/02/87 
Fleischygieneverordnung  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I s 1678,  05/11/86 
30/10/86 
Allgemeine  Verwaltungsverordnung  Bundesanzeiger  N.  238,  12/12/86 
Ober  die Durchfurung  der  amtlichen 
Untersuchungen  nach  dem  Fleischhy-
gfenegesetz  11/12/86 
Bekendtgtrelse  N.  312  af  25/06/80  Mfnisterialtfdende N.  10.  1.1.1-1, 
DK  27/06/80 
Bekendtgtrelse  N.  800  ef 14/12/89  LM  N.  83-8702  af 18/12/89 
Real  Decreto 378/84,  25/01!84  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  E,  N.49 
27/02/84 
E  Real  Decreto  1423/87,  22!11/87  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.280, 
p.  34796,  23/11/87 
Orden,  12/07/88  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  de 
18/07/88,  N.171 
D6cret  Pr6sidentiel  N.  439,  1987  Journal  Officiel A,  N.210,  26/11/87 
El 
Code  de  la Sant6  publique,  arti-
F  cles l  617-20,  21,  23. 
loi 65/543,  08/07/65  Journal  Officiel du  09/07/65,  p.5894 
D6cret  67-295,  31/03/67  Journal  Official du 04/04/67,  p.3301 
D6cret  71-636,  21/07/71  Journal  Official du  01/08/71,  p.7667 
D6cret  83-660,  21/07/83  Journal  Official du  22/07/83 
CN  Da/SVHA/C·80/N  8145  08/12!80 
l  84/609,  16/07/84  Journal  Officiel 
D6cret  minist6riel  84-1003,  Journal  Offfciel,  17/11/84,  p.3544 
18/11/84 
Circolare N.6  del  Ministero della  13/04/89 
I  SaniU 
European  Community  (Control  of  Statutory Instrument  N.218,  1988 
IRL  oestrogenic,  androgenic,  gestro-
genic  and  thyrostatic substances) 
regulations  1988 







Re;eling uitvoer vers  vlees 
van  18/12/84 
Toediening  van  stoffen met 
oestroe;ene werking  1961 
Decreto  - lei  210/84  de  08/06/84 
Decreto  - lei 386/87 de  28/12/87 
et plano  aprovado  por  decisio eta 
Comtssio 
Decreto  - lei  367/88  de  15/10/88 
Decreto  - lei  62/91,  01/02/91 
The  Medicine  (hormone  growth 
promoters)(prohibition)  Regulation 
The  Meat  and  Meat  Products  (hormo-
nel  substances)  Regulations  1989 
The  Meat  and  Meat  Products 
(Hormonal  substances)(Scotland) 
Regulations  1989 
The  Meat  and  Meat  Products 
(Hormonal  substances)(Northern 
Ireland)  Regulations  1990 
Circular:  Inset 44 
The  Animals  and  Fresh  Meat  Regula-
tions (examination  for  residues) 
21 
Nationaal  Staatscourant  1958,  408 
Nationaal  Staatscourant  1958,  72 
Nationaal  Staatscourant  1984,  252 
VBN.VV  15,  02/05/61 
Diario da  RepUblica  1,  26/08/84, 
N.146,  p. 1936 
Diario da  RepUblica 
Statutory Instrument  1986,  N.1876 
Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.2133 
Statutory Instrument  N.2157,  S.142, 
22/12/89 
Statutory Rules  N.151,  21/05/90 
Statutory  Instrument  1988,  N.848 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Growth-promoting hormones 
Council Directive 88/146/EEC of 7 March 1988 prohibiting the use 
in livestock farming of certain substances having a hormonal 
action. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.88 
2) Reference  Official Journall 70, 16.03.88 
88.146 
Arr6t6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  10/01/90  van  13/02/90,  p.2691 
Verordnung  zur  lnderung  von  Vor- Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.303,  24/03/88 
D  schriften Ober  Stoffe mit  pharma-
kologischer  Wirkung  vom  11/03/88 
Bekendtg•relse  N.496,  28/09/78 
DK  Bekendtg•relse  N.185,  27/04/82 
Bekendtg•relse  N.574,  26/08/87 
Bekendtg•relse N.800,  14/12/89  LM  N.83-8702  af  18/12/89 
Real  Decreto  378  L84,  25/01/84  Boletln Offcfal  del  Estado  N.49, 
E  27/08/84 
Real  Decreto  1423/87,  22!11/87  Boletln Oficlal del  Estado  N.280, 
23/11/87,  p.34796 
D6cret  pr6sidentiel  N.497/89  Journal  Officiel A 212,  p.4507, 
EL  28/09/89 
1.D6cret  84-1003,  16/11/84  Journal  Officiel 
F  2.Loi  84-609,  16/07/84  Journal  Officiel 
3.Avis,  24/12/87 
Clrcolare N.6  del  Ministero della  13/04/89 
I  San ita 
European  Community  (Control  of  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.218 
IRL  oestrogenic,  androgenic,  gestro-
genic  and  thyrostatic substances) 
regulations 1988 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  13/04/89  Memorial  A,  N.25,  p.514,  28/04/89 
L 
1.Ministeriele verordening  onder- Nationaal  Staat  scour ant  1957,  55 
NL  zoekingregulatief 
2.Ministeriele verordening  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant 
07/12/87 wijziging  onderzoekin-
regulatief 
3.Ministerlele verordening  rage- Nationaal 
ling uitvoer vers vlees 
Staatscourant  1984,  252 
4.Ministeriele verordening  van  Nationaal  Staaatscourant  1988 
17/02/88  wijziging  regeling  uit-
voer  vers vlees 
5.Stoffen met  hormonale  werking  VB  W9 
6.Dieragereekmiddelerwet  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1985,  410 
27/06/85 
7.Regeling  N.73473  van  27/04/87  Nationaal  Staatscourant  N.82 
8.Koninklijk Besluit van  26/04/22  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1922,  225 
9.Koninklijk Besluit N.67/75  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1980,  222 
30/10/80 
10.Regeling uitvoer vers  vlees  Nationaal 
1985  van  18/12/84 
Staatscourant  1984,  252 
Decreto-lei  210/84  de  08/06/84  Diario da  RepUblica  I  N.146  p.1936, 
p  26/06/84 
Decreto-lei  386/87 de  18/12/87 
Decreto-lei  62/91,  01/02/91 
Diario da  RepUblica  I 
22 The  animals  and  fresh  meat  (exa- Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.848 
UIC  minatfon  for  residues) 
Regulations  1988 
The  Medicines  (Hormone  Growth  Statutory  Instrument  1988,  N.705 
Promoters)  Prohibition of  use 
Regulations  1988 
23 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Fresh meat and poultrymeat (microbiology) 
Council Directive 85/323/EEC of 12 June 1985 amending Directive 
64/433/EEC on health problems affecting intra-Community trade in 
fresh meat. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States 
Fresh meat : within 6 months of the adoption of a code of good 
hygiene practice. This code has yet to be drawn up. 
Poultry meat : by a date to be fixed by the Council. 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 168, 28.06.85 
85.323 
Arret6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  03/02!88  van  16/02/88,  p.2227 
0 
Bekendtgfrelse  N.544  af  14/09/88  Ministerialtidende  LM  83-8202-5 
OK 
Real  Decreto  1754,  28/06/86  ·soletfn Oficial del  Estado,  N.207, 




European  Community  (fresh meat)  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.284 
IRL  Regulations  1987 
L 
NL 
Decreto-lei  N.106/90,  24/03/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.70,  24/03/90 
p  Portaria 817/90,  11/09/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.210,  p.3692 
11/09/90 
UK 
24 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Fresh meat and poultrymeat (microbiology) 
Council Directive 85/324/EEC of 12 June 1985 amending Directive 
,  71/118/EEC on health problems affecting intra-Community trade in 
fresh poultrymeat. 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States 
Fresh meat : within 6 months of the adoption of a code of good 
hygiene practice. This code has yet to be drawn up. 
Poultry meat : by a date to be fixed by the Council. 





Real  Decreto 644,  19/05/89  Boletfn official del  Estado,  N.140, 
E  p.18015,  13/06/89 
EL 
F 
Decreto  presidenziale N.193,  Supplemento  ordinario alla Gazzetta 




Decreto·lei  N.222/90  de  07/07/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.155,  p.2860, 
p  07/07/90 
UK 
25 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Medical examination of personnel 
Council Directive 85/325/EEC of 12 June 1985 amending Directive 
64/433/EEC on health problems affecting intra-Community trade in 
fresh meat. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  01.01.86 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 168, 12.06.85 
85.325 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  03/02188  van  16/02/88,  p.2227 
1.Bundesseuchengesetz  vom  18/12/79  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.2262 
D  2.BekaMtmachung  vom  11/03/87  Bundesanzeiger  N.94  A vom  21/05/87 
1.Bekendtg•relse N.691  af 20/12/84  Ministerialtidende N.83-8202-5, 
DK  05/02/85 
2.Bekendtg•relse N.307  af  29/06/79  Ministerialtidende 
3.Bekendtg•relse N.544  af 14/09/88  Ministerialtidende  LM  83-8202-5, 
16/09/88 
Real  Decreto 3263/76  de  26/11/76  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.30  de 
E  04/02/n 
Real  Decreto  1644/81  de  03/08/81  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.186  de 
05/08/81 
Real  Decreto 333/84  de  25/01/84  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.43  de 
20/02/84 
Real  Decreto  1754/86  de  28/06/86  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.207  de 
29/08/86 
Real  Decreto  1755/86  de  28/06/86  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.207  de 
29/08/86 
Real  Decreto  2355/86  de  07/11/86  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.268  de 
08/11/86 
Real  Decreto  1728/87  de  23/12/87  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.5  de 
06/01/88 
Real  Decreto 809/87 de  15/05/87  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.152  de 
26/06/87 
Decret  Presidential  N.299,  1986  Journal  Official A N.143,  p.3021 
EL  26/08/86 
Arrete ministerial du  25/08/72  Journal  Official de  la Republique 
F  fran~aise 
Arrete ministerial  du  18/07/n  Journal  Official de  la Republique 
fran~aise du  05/08/n,  p.4098 
I 
EC  (Fresh  meat)  Regulations  1987  Statutory Instruments  1987,  N.284 
IRL 
Rtglement  Grand  Ducal,  10/07/85  Memorial  A N.45,  p.739,  19/08/85 
L 
Ministeriile Verordening  van  Staatsblad 242,  1980 
NL  08/12/80  (regaling gezondheidsver-
klaring slachthuispersoneel) 
Mlnlsteriele Verordening  van  Staatsblad 201,  1985 
11/10/85 
Decreto-lei  N.106/90,  24/03/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.70,  24/03/90 
p  Portaria 817/90,  11/09/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.210,  p.3692 
11/09/90 
26 1.Fresh Meat  Export  (hygi~and  Statutory  Instrument  1987,  N.2237 
UK  inspection)  Regulations  1987 
2.Fresh  Meat  Export  (hygiene  and  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.800 
inspection)  Regulations  1987 
(Scotland) 
].Agriculture <•iscellaneous pro- Statutory Instrument  1977,  N. 1245 
vfsfons)  (Northern  Ireland)  (N.I  12),  26/07/77 
Order  1977 
4.Agrfculture Produce  (meat  Regu- 1962  CH  13 
latfon and  pig  industry) Act 
(Northern  Ireland) 
27 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Medical examination of personnel 
Council Directive 85/326/EEC of  12 June 1985 amending Directive 
71 /118/EEC on health problems affecting trade in fresh 
poultrymeat. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.86 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 168, 12.06.85 
85.326 
Arret6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  van  03/02!88  van  16/02/88 p.2227 
Bundesseuchengesetz  vom  18/12/79  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.2262 
D 
Bekendtg•relse  N.397  af 29/06/73 
DK 
Real  Decreto  1755/86  de  28/06/86  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.207, 
28/08/86 
E  Real  Decreto  1727/87  de  23/12/87  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.5, 
06/01/88 
Real  Decreto  644/89  de  19/05/89  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.140, 
p.18015,  13/06/89 
D6cret  Pr6sidentiel  N.299,  1986  Journal  Officiel A N.143,  p.3021, 
EL  26/08/86 
1.  Arret6 Minist6riel,  03/02/77  Journal  Officiel de  la Republique 
F  francaise p.1288,  06/03/77 
2.  Arret6 Minist6riel,  05/02/77  Journal  Officiel de  la Republique 
francaise p.1296,  06/03/77 
3. Arrete Ministeriel,  13/06/80  Journal  Officiel  de  la Republique 
francaise p.5965,  07/07/80 
Decreto del  Presidente della  Supplemento  ordinario ella Gazzetta 
I  Repubbl ice  N.193  del  17/05/88  Ufficiale N.50,  10/06/88 
European  Community  (fresh poultry  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.373 
IRL  meat)  Regulations  1988 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  10/07/86  Memorial  A.  N.45,  p.739 
L 
1.Ministeriele Verordening  van  Staatsblad 242,  1980 
NL  08/12/80  (regeling gezondheids· 
verklaring slachthuispersoneel) 
2.Ministeriele Verordening  van  Staatsblad 201,  1985 
11/10/85 
p 
1.  The  Poultry Meat  (hygiene)  Statutory Instrument  1976,  N.  1209 
UK  Regulations  1976  z.  The  Poultry Meat  (hygiene)  Statutory Instrument  1976,  N.  1221 
(Scotland)  Regulations  1976 
3.  The  Poultry Meat  (hygiene)  Statutory Instrument  1977,  N.165 
Regulations  (Northern  Ireland) 
1977 
28 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Medical examination of personnel 
Council Directive 85/327/EEC of 12 June 1985 amending Directive 
77/99/EEC on health problems affecting intra-Community trade in 
meat products. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  01.01.86 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 168, 12.06.85 
85.327 
Arr6t6  Royal  dUVKoninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  belge du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  03/02/88  van  16/02/88,  p.2227 
BUldesseuchengesetz  vom  18/12/79  BUldesgesetzblatt  I  5.2262 
D 
Bekendtgfrelse N.621  af 20/12/84  Ministerialtidende N.83-8202-5 
DK  05/02/85 
Bekendtgfrelse  N.673  af  14/10/88  Ministerialtfdende,  14/10/88 
Real  Decreto  1754486,  28/06/86  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.207 
29/08/86 
E  Real  Decreto 379/84,  25/01/84  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.49 
27/02/84 
Real  Decreto  1473/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.297, 
p.38495,  12/12/89 
D6cret  Pr6sidentiel  N.299,  1986  Journal  Officiel A N.143,  p.3021 
EL 
Arrft6 du  10/03/77  Journal  Officiel, 31/03/77,  p.27 
F 
Decreto del  Presidente della  Supplemento  ordinario ella Gazzetta 
I  Republica  N.194,  17/05/88  Ufficiale N.50,  10/06/88 
Circular 10/20/1/7/2 of  The  25/06/79 
IRL  Department  of  Agriculture 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  10/07/85  Memorial  A N.45,  p.739,  19/08/85 
L 
Minfsteriele Verordening  van  Staatsblad 242,  1980 
NL  08/12/80 
Ministeriele Verordening  van  Staatsblad 201,  1985 
11/10/85 
Decreto·lei  N.354/90,  10/11/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1 N.260,  p.4645, 
10/11/90 
p  Portaria 1164/90,  29/11/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I  N.276,  p.4907, 
29/11/90 
Circular Ministry of  Agriculture,  FH  8038  A dated 24/04/86 
UK  Fisheries and  Food 
29 PUBLIC HEALTH 
Control of residues 
Council Directive 86/469/EEC of 16 September 1986 concerning the 
examination of animals and fresh meat for the presence of 
residues. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.04.87, 31.12.87 or 31.12.88 for different articles. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 275, 26.09.86 
86.469 
Reference  not  available 
B 
1.Paragraph  5 Anlage  1,  Kap.lll  Bundesgesetzblatt  N.10,  S.l, 24/03/88 
D  Fleischhygiene  Verordnung 
2.Kap.lll  N.2  Allgemeine  Verwal- Bundesanzeiger  N.238a,  23/12/86 
tungsvorschrift  Ober  die amt· 
lichen Untersuchungen  nach  dem 
Fleischhygienegesetz  (VwVF1HG) 
vom  11!12!86 
3.ROckstandskontrollplane fur die  Genehmigungsenfscheidungen  der  EG-
Bundesrepublik  Deutschland  Kommission  88/198/EWG  u.  89/270/EWG 
Bekendts-relse N.496  af 29/09/78 
DK  Bekendtg•relse  N.  59  af 02/02/88 
Bekendtg•relse  N.  65  af  09/02/88 
Bekendtg•relse  N.800  af  14/12/89 
Real  Decreto  1262,  26/10/89  Boletin Oficial  del  Estado  N.257, 
E  p.  33767,  26/10/89 
Ordenes  ministeriales,  13/11/89 
Reference  not  available 
EL 
1.Loi  65-543,  08/07/65  Journal  Officiel, 09/07/65 
F  2.D6cret  Ministerial  71-636,  Journal  Official,  01/08/71 
21!07/71 
3.Loi  75·409,  29/05/75  Journal  Officiel, 30/05/75,  p.5381 
4.Loi  84·609,  16/07/84  Journal  Officiel,  17/07/84,  p.2288 
S.Arrete Ministerial,  24/12/87  Journal  Official,  24/12/87,  p.15165 
6.Arrite Ministerial,  24/11/84  Journal  Official, 01/12/84,  p.11033 
7.Arrete Ministerial,  15/07/82  Journal  Officiel, 30/07/82 
8.Decret Ministerial  67-295,  Journal  Official,  04/04/67 
31/03/67 
9.Circulaire Direction Generale 
Alimentation  SVHA/N.88/N.8057 
041  23/03/88 
Cfrcolare N.12  del  Ministero della  Ref.  N.6007·24490·AG  7- 899,  08/02/88 
I  SaniU 
European  Community  (control  of  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.218 
IRL  oestrogenic,  androgenic,  gestro· 
genic  and  thyrostatic substances) 
Regulations  1988 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  25/06/87  Memorial  A,  N.61,  31/10/87 
L 
30 1.Ministeriile Verordening  onder· 
zoekingsregulatief 
NL  2.Ministeriele Verordening  van 
07/12/87 wfjzigfng  onderzoe· 
kingsregulatief 
p 
3.Mfnisteriele Verordening  van 
18/12/84  regeling uitvoer vers 
vlees  1985 
4.Ministerfile Verordening  van 
17/02/88 wijziging  regeling 
uitvoer vera  vlees 
1.Decreto·lei 210/84,  08/06/84 
2.Decreto·lei 386/87,  28/12/87 
3.Decreto·lei 62/91,  01/02/91 
4.Portaria 94/91,  01/02/91 
1.The  Animals  and  Fresh  Meat 
UK  (examination  for  residua) 
Regulations  1988 
2.The  Animals  and  Fresh  Meat 
(hormonal  substances)  Regula-
tions 1988 
3.The  Meat  and  Meat  Products 
(hormonal  substances)  Regula· 
tions 1989 
4.The  Meat  and  Meat  Products 
(hormonal  substances)(Scotland) 
Regulations  1989 
5.The  Meat  and  Meat  Products 
(hormonal  substances)(Northern 
Ireland)  Regulations  1990 
6.Circular 
FDM  inset  44 
31 
Nationaal  Staatscourant  1957,  55 
Nationaal  Staatscourant 
Nationaal  Staatscourant  1984,  252 
Nationaal  Staatscourant  1988 
Di6rio da  RepQblica  I  N.146,  p.1936, 
26/06/84 
Di6rio da  Repablica  I,  28/12/87 
Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.848 
Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.849 
Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.2133 
Statutory Instrument  N.2157,  S.142, 
22/12/89 
Statutory Rules  N.151,  21/05/90 SWINE FEVER 
Classical and African swine fever 
Council Directive 85/320/EEC of 12 June 1985 amending Directive 
64/432/EEC as regards certain measures relating to classical 
swine fever and African swine fever. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.86 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 168, 28.06.85 
85.320 
Arr6t6 du/Besluit  van  28/07/71  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  28/07/71 
Circulaire,  05/07/85  REF  9500/5/1/0018/84,  05/07/85 
Verorclnung  vom  12/11/75  zum  Schutz  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.2852,15/11/75 
D  gegen  die Schweinepest  (Schweine· 
pestverorclnung) 
Verordnung  vom  23/07/85  (dritte  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.1584,31/07/85 
Verordnung  zur  lnderung  der 
Schwefnepestverorclnung) 
Cirkul•re skr.  af  landbrugs·  Ministerialtidende,  16/05/86 
OK  ministeriet N.86·8801-66 
1.0rden de  28/02/86  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.52  p.7954 
E  2.0rden de  28/02/86  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.52  p.7956 
3.0rden de  03/02/87  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.37 
4.Real  Decreto 379/87 de  06/03/87  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.66 
S.Orden  de  29/10/87  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.287 
D6cret  Pr6sidentiel  N.125,  1986  Journal  Officiel A N.43,  15/04/86, 
EL  p.553 
Arr6t6 Minist6riel  du  08/10/86  Journal  officiel, 31/10/86,  p.13105 
F 
Decreto del  Presidente della Repu·  Supplemento  ordinario alla Gazzetta 
I  blica N.231  del  24/05/88  Ufficiale,  N.59,  28/06/88 
Diseases  of  Animals  Act  1966  Statutory Instrument  N.6  of  1966 
IRL  01/03/66 
R6glement  Grand  Ducal  du  03/12/86  Memorial  A N.106,  p.2669,  27/12/86 
L 
Veewet  van  26/03/20  (Art.38)  Natfonaal  Staatscourant  153,  1920 
NL 
Decreto-lef  N.S0/90,  12/03/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  N.59,  p.1138, 
p  12/03/90 
Portarfa 467/90,  22/06/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  N.142,  p.2618 
22/06/90 
Decreto-lei  N.201/90,  19/06/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  N.139,  p.2575 
19/06/90 
The  Importation of  Animal  Products  Statutory Instrument  1980,  N.14 
UK  and  Poultry Products,  Order  1980 
32 SWINE FEVER 
Classical and African swine fever 
Council Directive 85/321/EEC of 12 June 1985 amending Directive 
80/215/EEC as regards certain measures relating to African swine 
fever. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.86 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 168, 28.06.85 
85.321 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  03/02/88  van  16/02/88  p.2227 
Reference  not  available 
D 
Cirkul•re skr.  af  landbrugs- Ministerialtidende,  16/05/86 
OK  ministeriet N.86-8801-66 
Bekendtgtrelse N.673  af 14/10/88  Ministerialtidende,  14/10/88 
Real  Decreto  1066/90  de  27/07/90  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.194, 
E  p.23816,  14/08/90 
Orden  ministerial,  10/11/88  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  16/11/88 
Decret  Presidentiel  N.299,  1986  Journal  Officiel A N.143,  26/08/86, 
EL  p.3021 
Arr6te Ministeriel,  21/11/86  Journal  Officiel,  06/12/86,  p.14677 
F 
Decreto del  Presidente della  Supplemento  ordinario alla Gazzetta 
I  Repubblica  N.194  del  17/05/88  Ufficiale del  10/06/88,  N.50 
Diseases  of  Animals  Act  1966  Statutory Instrument  1966,  N.6, 
IRL  01/03/66 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  03/12/86  Memorial  A N.106  p.2669 
L 
Veewet  van  26/03/20  (Art.38)  Nationaal  Staatscourant  153,  1920 
NL 
Decreto-lei  N.354/90,  10/11/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I  N.260,  p.4645, 
10/11/90 
p  Portario 1164/90,  29/11/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I  N.276,  p.4907, 
29/11/90 
The  Importation of  Animal  Products  Statutory Instrument  1980,  p.14 
UK  and  Poultry Products,  Order  1980 
33 SWINE FEYER 
Classical and African swine fever 
Council Directive 85/322/EEC of 12 June 1985 amending Directive 
7  2/461/EEC as regards certain measures relating to classical 
swine fever and African swine fever. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.86 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 168, 28.06.85 
85.322 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgische Staatsblad 
B  van  16/05/89  van  10/06/89,  p.10485 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgische Staatsblad 
van  16/05/89  van  10/06/89,  p.10486 
Application not  compulsory 
0 
Circulare sk.  af  landbrugs·  Ministerialtidende,  16/05/86 
OK  ministeriet N.86·8801·66 
Real  Decreto  1754/86,  28/06/86  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.207 
29/08/86 
E  Real  Decreto  1728/87,  23/12/87  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.5 
06/01/88 
Orden,  07/12/88  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.308, 
p.36063,  24/12/88 
Real  Decreto  26/01/90  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.28, 
p.3086,  01/02!90 
Oecret  Presidentiel  N.299,  1986  Journal  Officfel A N.143,  26!08!86 
EL  p.3021 
Arrete Ministeriel  du  21/11/86  Journal  Officiel p.14677,  06/12/86 
F 
I 
Diseases  of  Animals  Act  1966  Statutory Instrument  1966,  N.6, 
IRL  01/03/66 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  03/12/86  Memorial  A N.106  p.2669,  27/12/86 
L 
veewet  van  26/03/20  (art.38)  Nationaal  Staatscourant  153,  1920 
NL 
Oecreto·lei  N.98/90,  20/03/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.66,  p.1378, 
p  20/03/90 
Portaria 765/90,  30/08/90  Di6rfo da  RepUblica  I, 
30/08/90 
N.200,  p.3521 
The  Importations  of  Animal  Pro·  Statutory Instrument  1980,  N.14 
UK  ducts  and  Poultry Products, 
Order  1980 
34 ANIMAL HEALTH 
Control of foot-and-mouth disease 
Council Directive 85/51 1  /EEC of 1  8 November 1  985 introducing 
Community measures for the control of foot-and-mouth disease. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 315, 26.11.85 
85.511 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 







Bundesrats  zum  Viehseuchengesetz 
vom  07/12/11 
2.A.  vom  09/02/38 
3.A.  vom  29/09/42 
4.Dritte Verordnung  zum  Schutz 
gegen  die Maul-und  Klauenseuche 
vom  29/01/71 
5.Sperrbezirksverordnung  vom 
10/06/72 
6.Tierseuchengesetz  vom  28/03/80 
7.Verordnung  zum  Schutz  gegen  die 
Maul-und  Klauenseuche  vom 
04/04/86 
Bekendts•relse  N.  af 12/04/88 
Orden,  03/05/85 
Real  Decreto 832/89,  07/07/89 
Decret  presidential 36/1987 
1.Code  rural  art.219,  224·228 
2.Code  de  La  Sante  publique art.L. 
617-1,2;  art.R.5146-33 
3.Code  general  des  imp6ts  art. 
298bis,  quater,  quinquies,  260, 
265,  266,  267,  267  ter,  267 
quater. 
4.Note  de  Service:  DGA/SVSPA/N.87/ 
N.8039,  05/03/87 
5.Code  des  communes  art.L 131-1,2, 
13. 
6.Arrete ministeriel,  01/04/1898 
7.Decret,  06/10/1904 
&.Arrete ministerial,  28/02/57 
9.Decret,  02/03/57 
10.Arrete ministeriel,  16/07/59 
11.Decret 61·707,  03/07/61 
12.Arrete ministeriel,  23/08/61 
13.Arrete ministeriel,  12/10/61 
14.Arrete ministeriel,  15/01/62 
15.Arrete ministeriel,  08/06/65 
16.Arrete ministeriel,  24/12/67 
17.Arrete ministeriel,  18/07/69 
18.Arrete minfsteriel,  02/06/71 
35 
Reichsgesetzblatt  1912,  S.3 
Reichsanzeiger  N.36 
Reichsanzeiger  N.230 
Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.74 
Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.886 
Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.386 
Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.205 
LM  Ministerialtidende N.33-8801-10 
12/04/88 
Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.  , 
13/05/85 
Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.165, 
p.22150,  12/07/89 
Journal  Official A N.10,  p.416, 
04/02/87 
Journal  Official,  18/10/1904 
Journal  Official,  01/03/57 
Journal  Officiel,  05/03/57,  p.2446 
Journal  Officiel,  18/07/59,  p.7120 
Journal  Official,  07/07/61,  p.6195 
Journal  Official,  02/09/61,  p.8200 
Journal  Official,  14/10/61,  p.9392 
Journal  Official,  18/01/62,  p.594 
Journal  Official,  29/06/65,  p.5401 
Journal  Officiel,  31/12/67,  p.12003 
Journal  Official, 30/07/69,  p.7660 
Journal  Officiel,  10/06/71,  p.5590 1.0rdinanza ministeriale N.288,  Gazzetta  Ufficiale p.8642,  10/10/84 
I  del  Ministero della Sanita, 
06/10/84 
2.0rdinanza ministeriale del  Gazzetta Ufficiale N.167,  20/07/87 
26!06!81 del  Ministero della 
Sanfta 
3.Decreto del  Presidente della  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.142,  24/06/54 
Repubblica  del  08/02/54  N.320 
(regolemento di  polizfa veterf· 
rfa) 
1.Foot  and  Mouth  Disease Order  Statutory Instrument  1956,  N.354 
IRL  1956 
2.Foot  and  Mouth  Disease  (regula·  Statutory Instrument  1967,  N.271 
tion of  movement  of  persons) 
Order  1967 
3.Foot  and  Mouth  Disease  (amend·  Statutory Instrument  1967,  N.297 
ment)  Order  1967 
4.Foot  and  Mouth  Disease  (amend- Statutory Instrument  1967,  N.310 
ment  2)  Order  1967 
5.Foot  and  Mouth  Disease  (amend- Statutory Instrument  1968,  N.69 
ment)  Order  1968 
6.Disease of  Animal  Act  N.6  of 
1966 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  12/09/86  Memorial  A,  N.80,  p.2066,  10/10/86 
L 
Wet  verwet  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1920,  153 
NL 
Partial  Implementation 
p  Regulamento  general  de  saUde 
animal  (decreto 39-209  de  1939) 
1.The  Foot  and  Mouth  Disease  Statutory Instrument  1983,  N.1950 
UK  Order  1983 
2.Animal  Health  Act  1981 
3.The  Movement  and  Sale of  Pigs  Statutory Instrument  1915,  N.346 
(amendment)  Order  1915 
4.Dfseases  of  Animals  (approved  Statutory Instrument  1978,  N.32 
disinfectants) order  1978 
36 SWINE FEVER 
African swine fever in Portugal 
Council Decision 86/649/EEC of 16 December 1986 introducing a 
Community financial measure for the eradication of African swine 
fever in Portugal. 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 382, 31.12.86 
Decision 86.649 
B  Not  applicable 
0  Not  applicable 
OK  Not  applicable 
E  Not  applicable 
EL  Not  applicable 
F  Not  applicable 
I  Not  applicable 
IRL  Not  applicable 
L  Not  applicable 
NL  Not  applicable 
Reference  not  available 
p 
UK  Not  applicable 
37 SWINE FEVER 
African swine fever in Spain 
Council Decision 86/650/EEC of 16 December 1986 introducing a 
Community financial measure for the eradication of African swine 
fever in Spain. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 382, 31.12.86 
Decision 86.650 
8  Not  applicable 
D  Not  applicable 
DK  Not  applicable 
E  Reference  not  available 
EL  Not  applicable 
F  Not  applicable 
I  Not  applicable 
IRL  Not  applicable 
L  Not  applicable 
NL  Not  applicable 
p  Not  applicable 
UK  Not  applicable 
38 ANIMAL HEALTH 
Brucellosis, tuberculosis and leukosis in  cattle 
Council Decision 87/58/EEC of 22 December 1986 introducing a 
supplementary Community measure for the eradication of 
brucellosis, tuberculosis and leukosis in cattle. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
Article 1 and 3: 01.07.88 
Article 2: 01.07.90 
2) References 
Official Journal L 24, 27.01.87 
Corrigendum 
Official Journal L 32, 03.02.87 
Decision 87.58 
NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION MEASURE 
OBLIGATORY SOLELY FOR  SPAIN AND PORTUGAL 
Not  applicable 
8 
· Not  applicable 
D 
OK  Not  applicable 
Leucose  :  Commission  Decision 
E  87/268 
Brucellose et Tuberculose  : 
Decision 87/292 
EL  Not  applicable 
Not  applicable 
F 
I  Not  applicable 
IRL  Not  applicable 
L  Not  applicable 
NL  Not  applicable 
Leucose  :  Commission  Decision 
p  88/209 
Brucellose et Tuberculose  : 
Commission  Decision 87.270 
UK  Not  applicable 
39 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Protective measures against the introduction of organisms harmful 
to plants 
Council Directive 85/574/EEC of 19 December 1985 amending 
Directive 77/93/EEC on protective measures against the 
introduction into the Member States of organisms harmful to 
plants or plant products. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.87  ·. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 372, 31.12.85 
85.574 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  19/11/87  van  08/01/88  p.183 
Vierte  Veror~~ung zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.1358,  16/12/87 
0  Pflanzenbeschauverordnung  vom 
05!06!87 
Bekendtg0relse N.820  af 11/12/87  Ministerialtidende-LM 0-85-730-27, 
OK  16/12/87 
1.0rden,  12/03/87  Boletin Oficial del  Estado  N.71, 
E  p.8395,  24/03/87 
2.Real  Oecreto 339/87,  06!03!87  Boletin Oficial del  Estado  N.59, 
10/03/87 
Decret  Presidentiel  N.525,  88  Journal  Officiel A N.237,  26/10/88 
EL 
1.Arrete Ministeriel,  15/07/87  Journal  Officiel,  01/11/87,  p.12786 
F  2.Arrete Ministeriel,  15/07/87  Journal  Officiel,  01/11/87,  p.12788 
3.Arrete Ministeriel,  15/07/87  Journal  Officiel,  01/11/87,  p.12789 
4.Arrete Ministeriel,  15/07/87  Journal  Officiel,  01/11/87,  p.12791 
5.Arrete Ministeriel,  15/07/87  Journal  Officiel,  01/11/87,  p.12792 
6.Arrete Ministeriel,  15/06/87  Journal  Officiel,  02/10/87,  p.11504 
Decreto Ministeriale del  30/03/88  Gazzetta Ufficiale N.107,  09/05/88 
I 
EC  (In~roduction of  organisms  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.265 
JRL  harmful  to plants or plant 
products)(prc:,ibi tion)(amendment) 
Regulation  19d7 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  27/02/89  Memorial  A,  N.18,  p.224,  05/04/89 
L 
MinisteriiHe Besluit van  23/11/.S7  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1987,  230 
NL  J.8201  CBlz  12)  27/11/87 
Decreto-lei  N.348/88  de  30/09/88  Diario da  Republica  N.227,  p.3993, 
p  30!09!88 
Portaria N.661/88  de  30/09/88  Diario da  Republica  N.227,  p.4000 
Portaria N.968/90  de  10/10/90  Diario da  Republica  I  N.234,  p.4191, 
10/10/90 
40 Plant  Health  (Great  Britain)  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.1758 
UK  Order  1987 
Plant  Health  (Forestry)  (Great  Statutory lnstr1.111ent  1989,  N.823 
Britain) Order  1989 
Plant  Health  Order  (Northern  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.175 
Ireland)  1988 
Plant Health  (Wood  and  Bask)  Order  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.154 
(Northern  Ireland)  1989 
41 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Protective measures against the introduction of organisms harmful 
to plants 
Council Directive 88/5  72/EEC of 14 November 1988 amending 
Directive 77/93/EEC on protective measures against the 
introduction into the Member States of organisms harmful to 
plants or plant products. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 31 3,  1  9.1 1  .88 
88.572 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge/Belgisch  Staatsblad, 
B  van  09/05/89  p.11262,  23/06/89 
Pflanzenbeschauverordnung  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.905,  19/05/89 
D  10/05i89 
Bekendtg~relse N.  782  af  13/12/89  LM.  Ministerialtidende 0.88-735-65, 
DK  18/12/89 
Orden,  07!09!89  Boletin Oficial  del  Estado  N.226, 
E  21/09/89,  p.29648 
Decret  presidentiel  292/1990  Journal  Officiel A N.117,  1990 
EL 
Arrete,  03!09!90  Journal  Officiel de  La  Republique 
F  fran~aise, 27/12/90 
Decreto ministeriale,  23/06/89  Supplemento  ordinario alla Gazzetta 
I  Ufficiale N.56,  04/08/89 
European  Community  (Introduction  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.92 
IRL  of  organisms  harmful  to plant or 
plant products)(prohibition> 
(Amendment)  Regulations  1989 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  27/02/89  Memorial  A,  N.18,  p.224,  05/04/89 
L 
Ministeriele Verordening  Staatscourant N.254,  30/12/88 
NL  J.SB/12333 
Portaria N.968/1990,  10/10/90  Diario da  republica N.234,  p.4191, 
p  10/10/90 
The  Plant  Health  (Amendment)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.553 
UK  Order  1989  (Great  Britain) 
The  Plant Health  (Forestry)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.823 
Order  1989  (Great  Britain) 
The  Plant Health  (Wood  and  bark)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.154 
Order  1989  (Northern  Ireland) 
The  Plant  Health  (Amendment)  Order  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.426 
1989  (Northern  Ireland) 
42 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Pesticide residues :!1  cereals and food of animal origin 
Council Directive 86/362/EEC of 24 July 1  986 on the fixing of 
maximum levels for pesticide residues in and  on cereals. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  30.06.88 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 221, 07.08.86 
86.362 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  05/12/88  van  02/02/89,  p.2037 
Zweite  Verordnung  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S 563,  29/04/88 
D  Pflanzenschutzmittelhochstmenge 
vom  25/04/88 
Bekendtg0relse af  20/10/87  Levnedsmiddelstyrelsen 2 K.T.J.N. 
OK  L 100-51,  20/10/87 
Bekendtg0relse af 09/05/88  Levnedsmiddelstyrelsen  J.N.L  100-32, 
18/05/88 
Orden  11/03/87  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.69 
E  21/05/87 
Orden  2711011.-9  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.265, 
p.  34621,  05/11/89 
AR  N.290341,  20/07/88  Journal  Officiel  B N.560,  04/08/88 
EL 
1.Loi  65-543,  08/07/65  Journal  Officiel,  09/07/65 
F  2.Decret 67-295,  31/03/67  Journal  Officiel,  04/04/67 
3.Decret 71-636,  21/07/71  Journal  Officiel,  01/08/71 
4.Annexe  IV  de  la note service  Journal  Officiel,  02/11/88 
Direction Generate Alimentation 
SVA/N88/N8186 
5.Arrete ministeriel,  09/02/89  Journal  Officiel 25/02/89,  p.2572 
Ordinanza  ministeriale,  18/07/90  Supplemento  ordinaria alla Gazzetta 
I  Ufficiale N.202,  30/08/90 
European  Community  (pesticides re- Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.216 
IRL  sidues)(cereals) Regulations  1988 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  14/12/89  Memorial  A N.84,  28/12/89,  p.1643 
L 
Ministeriele Verordening  wijziging  Nationaal  Staatscourant  <blz.4), 
Nl  beschikking  resionen bestrijdings- 03/01/89,  11.681930 
middelen  var.  04/10/88,  N.681930 
Decreto-lei  N.160/90,  18/05/90  Diario da  Republica  I  serie N.114, 
p  p.2265-2266,  18/05/90 
Portaria 492/90,  30/06/90  Diario da  Republica  I,  N.149,  p.2764, 
30/06/90 
1.The  Pesticides  {maximum  resicue  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.1378 
UK  levels  in food)  Regulations  1988 
2.The  Pesticides  (maximum  residue  Statutory Rules  of  NI  1988,  N.313 
levels  in food)  Regulations  1988 
(Northern  Ireland) 
43 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Pesticide re!:idues in cereals and food of animal origin 
Council Directive 8;)/353/EEC of 24 July 1986 on the fixing of 
maximum levels of pesticide residues in and on foodstuffs of 
animal origin. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  30.06.88 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 221, 07.08.86 
86.363 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninkijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  05/12/88  van  02/02/89,  p.2037 
Zweite  Verordnung  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.563,  29/04/88 
D  Pflanzenchutzmittelhochstmengen 
Verordnung  vom  25/04/88 
Bekendtg~relse af  09/05/88  Levnedsmiddelstyrelsen J.N.  L100-32, 
DK  18/05/88 
Real  Decreto  N.569/90,  17/04/90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.111, 
E  p.12398,  09/05/90 
Decret  presiuentiel  N.497,  Journal  Officiel A N.212,  p.4507, 
El  15/09/89  23/09/89 
1.Loi  65-543,  08/07/65  Journal  Officiel,  09/07/65 
F  2.Decret  67-295,  31/03/67  Journal  Officiel,  04/04/67 
3.Decret 71-636,  21/07/71  Journal  Officiel,  01/08/71 
4.Annexe  IV  de  la note de  service  Journal  Officiel,  02/11/88 
Direction Generate Alimentation 
SVA/N88/N8186 
Ordinanza  ministeriale,  18/07/90  Supplemento  ordinario alla Gazzetta 
I  Ufficiale N.202,  30/08/90 
European  Community  (Pesticide re- Statutory  Instr~.~nent  1988,  N.217 
IRL  sidues)(foodstuffs of animal  ori- 09/09/88 
gin)  Regulations  1988 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  14/12/89  Memorial  A N.84,  p.1643,  28/12/89 
l 
Ministeriele Verordening  wijziging  Nationaal  Staatscourant N.2, 
Nl  beschikking  resionen bestrijdings- N.681930,  (Blz.4),  01/10/88 
middelen  van  01/10/88 
Decre~~-lei 62/91,  01/02/91 
p  Portaria 93/91,  01/02/91 
1.The Pesticides  (Maximum  Residue  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.1378 
UK  levels  in food)  Regulations  1988 
2.The  Pesticides  (Maximum  Residue  Statutory Rules  of  Nl  1988,  N.313 
levels  in  Food)  Regulations 
(Northern  Ireland)  1988 
44 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Plant protection products : ethylene oxide 
Council Directive 86/355/EEC of 21  July 1986 amending Directive 
79/117/EEC prohibiting the placing on the market and use of plant 
protection products containing certain active substances. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 212, 02.08.86 
86.355 
Arr6t6  Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge/Belgisch  Staatsblad, 
B  van  06/05/75  p. 
Pflanzenschutzanwendungsverordnung  Bundesgesetzblatt,  30/12/80,  I, S.2335 
D  vom  19/12/80 
Bekendtg~relse N.410  af 17/09/80  Ministerialtidende N.D.27001·13 
OK  Bekendts•relse N.349  af  16/06/77  Ministerialtidende N.D.27005·1 
Bekendtg•relse  N.82  af 21/02/86  Ministerialtidende N.D.84·27008·9 
26/02/86 
Orden,  07/09/89  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.219 
E  p.28955,  13/09/89 
Dfcret  Minist6riel  N.92477,  Journal  Official  B N.436,  19/08/87 
EL  20/07/87  . 
Arrit6 Minist6riel,  05/05/88  Journal  Officiel,  p.6588,  08/05/88 
F 
Not  applicable 
I 
European  COIIIIU'lity  (prohibition of  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.342 
IRL  certain active substances  in 
plant)(protectfon products) 
(Amendment)  N.2  Regulation  1987 
Rtglement  Grand  Ducal  du 29/10/81  Memorial  A N.79  p.1986,  10/11/81 
L 
Bestrijdingsmiddelenwet,  1962  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1962,  288 
NL 
Decreto-lei  N.347/78,  30/09/89  Diario da  Re~blica N.227,  p.3992, 
p  30/09/89 
Portaria N.660/88,  30/09/89  Diario da  R~blica N.227,  30/09/89 
1.Pesticides (The  control  of  pes·  Statutory Instrument  1986,  N.1510, 
UK  ticides) Regulations  1986  29/07/87 
2.Circular of  Minister of  01/07/87 
Agriculture 
45 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Additives in animal feedingstuffs 
Council Directive 87  /153/EEC of 16 February 1987 fixing 
guidelines for the assessment of additives in animal nutrition. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 64, 07.03.87 
87.153 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  10/09/87  van  28/01/88,  p.1240 
Arrete Mfnfsteriel  du/Ministeriele  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
Besluit van  11/09/87  van  28/01/88,  p.1327 
Bekanntmachung  uber  Leitlinien zur  Bundesanzeiger  S.3577,  02/04/87 
D  Beurteilung  von  Zusatzstoffen  in 
Tternahrung  vom  26/03/87 
Bekendtg•relse N.337  af  17/06/88  Ministerialtidende  LM  87·7701·33 
DK 
Real  Decreto  N.418/87  de  20/02/87  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado,  N.75, 
E  p.9015,  28/03/87 
Orden,  23/03/88  Boletfn Oficfal  del  Estado,  N.92, 
p.11263,  16/04/88 
AR.N.252  676,  28/02/89  Journal  Officiel B N.179,  p.14, 
EL  10/03/89 
Arrete ministeriel,  20/12/89  Journal  Officiel  de  la Republique 
F  fran~aise, p.16220,  28/12/89 
Circolare del  Ministero della 
I  Seniti del  26/08/89  N.601/24400/ 
AG.78112!1424 
European  Community  (additives  in  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.49, 
IRL  feedingstuffs)  Regulations  1989  16/03/89 
Uglement  Grand  Ducal,  27/10/88  Memorial  A N.75,  p.1582,  31/12/88 
L 
v.  otervoeder  1986  (wijzfging  IV)  VB  N.  JZ  567 
NL  VVR  van  28/10/87 
Ministeriile Besluit,  04/12/89,  Nationaal  Staatscourant  N.238, 
N.J.  89/10/506  06/12/89 
Portarfa N.1104/89,  27/12/89.  Di6rio da  RepOblica  N.296,  27/12/89 
p 
1.Ctrcular Ministry of  Agriculture  22/05/87 
UK  ·  DW  435  B 
2.Ctrcular Ministry of  Agriculture  09/03/87 
•  DR  2392  A. 
46 ZOOTECHNICS 
Pure-bred breeding cattle 
Council Directive 87/328/EEC of 18 June 1987 on the acceptance 
for breeding purposes of pure-bred breeding animals of the bovine 
species. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  01.01.89 
(except for Spain and Portugal who have three years longer). 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 167, 26.06.87 
87.328 
Arret6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  18/03/88  van  28/03/88,  p.4372 
Tierzuchtgesetz,  22/12/89  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, S.2493,  30/12/89 
D 
1.Bekendtg•relse N.25  af 22/01/81  Ministerialtfdende  LM  D 80-5301-6, 
DK  27/01/81 
2.Lov  N.211,  31/05/68  Ministerialtidende  NV  324-67 
3.Bekendtg•relse N.24  af  03/01/69  Ministerialtidende  NV  324-8-68 
Derogation  until: 01/01/92 
E 
EL 
Arret6 minist6riel,  24/01/89  Journal  Officiel, 31/01/89 
F 
Decreto ministeriale del  09/01/88  Gazzetta  Ufficiale,  29/03/88 
I  N.96 
Decreto ministeriale del  11/01/88  Gazzetta  Ufficiale,  29/03/88 
N.97 
IRL 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  12/07/90  M6morial  A N.34,  p.460,  26/07/90 
L 
NL 
Decreto-lef  403/89,  15/11/89  Di6rio  da  RepQblica  I,  N.263,  p.5002, 
p  15/11/89 
Portaria N.1055/89,  06/12/89  Di6rio da  RepQblica  I,  p.5313, 
06/12/89 
1.The Artificial  Insemination of  Statutory Instrument  1985,  N.1861 
UK  Cattle (animal  health)  (England 
and  Wales)  Regulations  1985 
2.The  Artificial  Insemination of  Statutory Instrument  1985,  N.1861 
Cattle (animal  health)  (England 
and  Wales)  Regulations  1985 
3.Artificial Insemination of  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.339 
Cattle Regulations  (N  I)  1988 
47 ANIMAL HEALTH 
Eradication of infectious haemopoietic necrosis of salmonids 
Council Decision 90/495/EEC of 24 September 1990 introducing a 
Community financial measure for the eradication of infectious 
haematopoietic necrosis of salmonids in the Community. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
21  References  Official Journal L 276, 06.10.90 
Decision 90.495 













48 ANIMAL HEALTH 
Heat treatment of pork products 
Council Directive 87/491/EEC of 22 September 1987 amending 
Directive 80/215/EEC on animal health problems affecting intra-
Community trade in meat products. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  01.01.88 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 279, 02.10.87 
87.491 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge/Belgisch  Staaatsblad, 
B  van  03/02/88  p.2227,  16/02/88 
Bekanntmachung  der  Neufassung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I' s.  911,  20/03/87 
D  Klauentiereausfuhrverordnung  vom 
vom  12/03/87 
Verordnung  (Klauentiere - Bundesgesetzblatt  I, s.  912,  20/03/87 
ausfuhrverordnung) 
Dritte Verordung  vom  09/12/88  Bundesgesetzblatt  I' s.  2225, 
Ein-und  Ausfuhrvorschriften  17/12/88 
Bekendtg•relse N.673  af 14/10/88  Landbrugsministeriets  N.83·8202·11, 
DK  10/11/88 
Orden,  10/11/88  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.275, 
E  p.32598,  16/11/88 
Real  Decreto  1066/90,  27/07/90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.194 
p.23816,  14/08/90 
Decret  Presidential 371,  89  Journal  Official A,  N.65,  p.4010, 
EL  16/06/89 
Arrete Ministeriel,  22/01/88  Journal  Official  p. 1607,  02/02/88 
F 
I 
1.Diseases of  Animals  Acts  1966  & 
IRL  1979 
2.European  community  (diseases of  Statutory Instrument  1985,  N.365 
animals  acts)  1966  &  1979  Orders 
(general  authorisations for  im· 
ports) Regulations  1985 
3.The Agriculture  (alteration  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.97 
of  name  of  department  and  title 
of  Minister)  Order  1987 
4.General  Authorisation  (animals  Department  of  Agriculture and  Food, 
health)  N.36  of  1989  11/05/89 
Riglement  Grand  Ducal,  08/04/88  Memorial  A,  N.19,  p.442,  29/04/88 
L 
1.Mfnisterfele verordenlng  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1979,  N.150 
NL  01/08/79,  regaling uitvoer  en  160,  06/08/79. 
vleesprodukten. 
2.Mfnfsteriele verordening  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1988,  lO. 
08/02/88,  N.J.  12321 
Decreto-lei  N.99/90  de  20/03/90  Di6rio  da  RepUblica  I,  N.66,  p.1378, 
p  20/03/90 
Decreto-lei  N.354/90,  10/11/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica .I  N.260,  p.4645, 
10/11/90 
Portaria 1164/90,  29/11/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I  N.276,  p.4907, 
29/11/90 
49 1.S.Animals  Health  Act  1981  CC.36) 
UK  2.1mportation of  Animals  Products  Statutory Instrument  1980,  N.14  as 
and  Poultry Products  1980,  Order  amended 
3.Handlfng  of  Carcases  and  Animal 
Products Order  (Northern 
Ireland)  1985 
50 Intra-Community trade in fresh meat 
Council Directive 88/288/EEC of 3 May 1988 amending Directive 
64/433/EEC on health problems affecting intra-Community trade in 
fresh meat. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.89 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 124, 18.05.88 
88.288 
B 
Verordnung  Ober  die DurchfUhrung  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  S.3615 
D  der  Fleischbeschau  und  Geflugel-
fleischhygienestatistik  vom 
20/12/76 
Zweite  lnderung  der  Bekanntmachung  Paragraph  11  Abs.1  Fleischhygienever-
der Anforderungen  fur die Zulas·  ordnung  Bundesgesetzblatt  N.10, 
sung  von  Betrieben fur den  inner·  Teil  I,  in verbindung  mit  Bundes-
gemeinschaftlichen Handelsverkehr  anzeiger  N.218,  5.4943,  23/11/88. 
mit  frischem  Fleisch  und  der  Mus-
ter der Genusstauglichkeitsbe-
schelnigungen  vom  12/11/88 
Bekendtg•relse N.544  af 14/09/88  Ministerialtidende  LM  83-8202·5, 
OK  16/09/88 
Real  Decreto 467/90,  06/04/90  Boletfn Oficlal del  Estado  N.87, 
E  p.10039,  11/04/90 
EL 
1.Arret6 Minist6rlel,  15/05/74  Journal  Official,  26/06/74 
F  2.Arrit6 Minist6rlel,  26/06/74  Journal  Officiel,  31/07/74 
3.Arret6 Minist6riel,  25/08/72  Journal  Officiel, 09/09/72 
4.Arret6 Minist6riel,  18/07tn  Journal  Officiel,  05/08/n 
5.Arret6 Mfnfst6riel,  18/06/80  Journal  Officiel, 30/07/80 
I 
European  Community  (Fresh  meat)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.66 
IRL  (amendment)  Regulations  1989 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  13/04/89  M6morial  A,  N.25,  p.516,  28/04/89 
L 
Regeling,  09/12/88,  m.J.88/10019  Staatscourant 245,  09/12/88 
NL  Koninklijk  Besluit,  06/09/89,  Staatsblad 430,  24/10/89 
houdende  wijziging  van  enige bes-
luften gebaseerd  op  de  vlees-
keuringswet 
Decreto-lei  24/90,  16/01/90 
p  Portarla 817/90,  11/09/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.210,  p.3692, 
11/09/90 
51 1.1mportation of  Animals  Products  Statutory Instrument  1980 
UK  and Poultry Products Order  1980 
2.Fresh  Meat  Export  (hygiene  and  Statutory Instrument  1987 
inspection)  Regulations  1987 
3.Pesticides (maximum  residues  Statutory Instrument  1988 
levels  in food)  Regulations  1988 
4.Meat  and  Meat  Products  (hormonal  Statutory Instrument  1989 
substances)  Regulations  1989 
52 PUBLIC AND ANIMAL HEALTH 
Inspection of imported cattle, pigs and fresh meat 
Council Directive 88/289/EEC of 3 May 1988 amending Directive 
7 2/462/EEC on health and veterinary inspection problems upon 
importation of bovine animals and swine and fresh meat from third 
countries. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.89 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 124, 18.05.88 
88.289 
8 
Verordnung  Uber  die Durchfuhrung  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  S.3615,  1976 
D  der  Fleischbeschau und  Geflugel· 
flefschhygienestatfstik vom 
20/12/76 
Verordnung  zur  lnderung  von  Vor·  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  I  1988 
schriften Ober  Stoffe mit  pharma· 
kologischer  Wirkung  vom  11/03/88, 
Fleischhygfenegesetz  vom  24/02/87,  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  I  1987 
Fleischhygieneverordnung  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  1986 
30/10/86. 
Bekendtg•relse  om  urdenlandskC609)  Lovtidende  A S.2115,  19/09/89 
DIC  Kod  • 
Real  Decreto 467/90,  06/04/90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.87, 
E  p.10039,  11/04/90 
Arrit6 pr6sfdentiel,  12/01/90  Journal  Officlel A/8,  25/01/90,  p.51 
EL  D6cret  pr6sidentiel  26/1990 
Carrying  out  of  national  Measures 
F  not  necessary.  Besides,  France  has 
not  implemented  the derogations 
permitted to the article 18  of  the 
Directive 72/462 
Reference  not  available 
I 
Diseases  of  animals  Acts  1966  and 
IRL  1979  Orders 
General  Authorisation  for  Import  Statutory Instrument  I  N.365,  1985 
Regulations  1985 
Rtglement  Grand  Ducal,  13/04/89  Memorial  A,  N.25,  p.516,  28/04/89 
L 
Koninklfjk  Besluit  Nationaal  Staatscourant,  01/07/89 
NL  Besluit,  06/09/89,  houdende  wfjzf·  Staatsblad 1989  N.430,  24/10/89 
ging  van  enige besluiten gebaseerd 
op  de  vleeskeurfngswet 
Decreto·lei  N.24/90,  16/01/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  16/01!90 
p  Portaria  N.380/90,  18/05/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  serfe N.114, 
p.2266,  18/05/90 
1.Animal  products  and  poultry  Statutory Instrument  1980,  N.14,  as 
UK  products Order  1980  amended 
2.The  imported  food  Regulations  Statutory Instrument  1984,  N.1918, 
1984  01/07/85 
53 ANIMAL HEALTH 
Trade in animal semen: animals of the bovine species 
Council Directive 88/407  /EEC of 14 June 1988 laying down the 
animal health requirements applicable to intra-Community trade in 
and imports from third countries of deep-frozen semen of domestic 
animals of the bovine species. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.90 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 194, 22.07.88 
88.407 
B 
Vierte Verordnung  zur  lnderung  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  5.2113,  19/12/89 
D  Tierseuchenrechtlicher Ein·und 
Ausfuhrvorschriften,  12/12/89 
Klauentiere·Einfuhrverordnung,  Bundesgesetzblatt  Teil  1,  5.832, 
06/04/90  06/04/90 
Klauentiere·Ausfuhrverordnung,  Bundesgesetzblatt  1,  5.734,  29/03/90 
29/03/90 
Bekendtg•relse N.374  af 01/06/90  Lovtidende  A,  5.1251,  01/06/90 
DK 
Real  Decreto 877/90  de  06!07!90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.165, 
E  p.19827,  11/07/90 
D6cret  pr4sidentiel 316/1990,  Journal  Officiel A N.130,  p.1119, 
EL  13/09/90  27/09/90 
Arrit4 minist4riel,  01/08/90  Journal  Officiel de  la Republique 
F  fran~aise, 11/09/90,  p.11050 




Besluft van  de  Minister van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  N.253,  1989 
NL  Landbouw 
Partial  implementation 
p  Decreto·lef  N.353/90,  10/11/90  Di6rio  da  RepUblica  N.260,  p.4645 
Portaria 231/90,  21/03/91 
Partial  implementation 
England  General  Import  The  London  Gazette, 
UK  Licence  N.90/BS/I  p.9486,  22/05/90 
scotland General  Import  The  Edinburgh  Gazette, 
Licence  N.90/BS/I  p.22775,  p.1079,  12/06/90 
Northern  Ireland General  Belfast Gazette, 
Import  Licence,  Art.l  22/06/90 
54 Intra-Community trade in meat products 
Council Directive 88/658/EEC of 14th December 1988 amending 
Directive 77/99/EEC on health problems affecting intra-Community 
trade in meat products. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.90 Derogation for Greece 31.12.92. 




Bekendtgfrelse N.500  af 29/06/90  Lovtidende  A,  1990,  5.1682,  29/06/90 
DK 
E 






Decreto-lei  N.99/90,  20/03/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1 N.66,  p.1378, 
p  20/03/90 
Decreto-lei  354/90,  10/11/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I  N.260,  p.4645, 
10/11/90 




Purebred breeding pigs 
Council Directive 88/661/EEC of 19 December 1988 on the 
zootechnical standards applicable to breeding animals of the 
porcine species. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.91 
Derogations for Spain and Portugal until 01.01.93 
2) References  Official Journal L 382, 31.12.88 
88.661 
B 
Not  yet  available 
D 
DK 
Reference  not  available 
E 
EL 
Loi  66-1005,  art.  1 et 3,  28/12/66 
F  D6cret  69-667,  art.  1,  2,  3, 5 et 
titre 3,  14/06/69 
I 
IRL 
Reference  not  available 
L 
NL 
Derogation  until  01.01.93 
p 
UK 
56 ANIMAL HEALTH 
Contagious Bovine Pleuropneumonia in Portugal 
Council Decision 89/145/EEC of 20 February 1989 introducing a 
Community financial measure for the eradication of contagious 
bovine pleuropneumonia (CBPP) in Portugal. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
2) References  Official Journal L53, 25.02.89 
Decision 89.145 
Not  applicable 
a 
Not  applicable 
D 
Not  applicable 
DK 
Not  applicable 
E 
Not  applicable 
EL 
Not  applicable 
F 
Not  applicable 
I 
Not  applicable 
IRL 
Not  applicable 
L 
Not  applicable 
NL 
Eradication plan  to be  submitted 
p 
Not  applicable 
UK 
57 Imports of meat products from third countries 
Council Directive of 21  March 1989 amending Directives 72/462/EEC 
and 77/99/EEC to take account of the introduction of public 
health and animal health rules which are to govern imports of 
meat products from third countries. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  30.06.90 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 93, 06.04.89 
89.227 
B 
Verordnung  Uber  die hygienische  Bundegesetzblatt  I  N.56,  05/11/86 
D  Anforderungen  und  amtliche Unter·  S.1678 
auchung  beim  Verkehr  mit  Fleisch 
vom  30/10/86 
verordnung  zur  lnderung  von  Vor- Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.303,  04/03/88 
schriften Ober  Stoffe mit  pharma-
kologiacher  Wirkung  vom  11/03/88 









Decreto·lei  24/90,  16/01/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  N.13,  p.232,· 
p  16/01/90 
Portaria 380/90,  18/05/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  N.114/90, 
p.2266,  18/05/90 
Decreto·lei  N.354/90,  10/11/90 
Portarfa 1164/90,  29/11/90 
Reference  not  available 
UK 
58 ZOOTECHNICS 
Purebred breeding sheep and goats 
Council Directive 89/361/EEC of 30 May  1989 concerning purebred 
breeding sheep and goats. 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.91 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 153, 06.06.89 
89.361 
B 
Reference  not  available 
D 
DK 
Real  Decreto  286/1991,  08/03/91  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.61, 
E  12/03/91,  p.8262,  8263,  8264 
EL 
Loi  66·1005,  art. 1 et 3, 28/12/66 
F  D6cret  69·667,  art.  1,  2,  3,  5 et 







59 ANIMAL HEALTH 
Trade in bovine embryos 
Council Directive 89/556/EEC of 25 September 1989 on animal 
health conditions governing intra-Community trade in and 
importation from third countries of embryos of domestic animals 
of the bovine species. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.91 




Bekendtgtrelse  om  indftrsel  og  ud·  Lovtidende  A S.259, 
DK  ftrsel  af embryoner  af  tamkvag, 
N.36,  21/01!91 












21/01/91 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Official Certification of seed 
Council Directive 88/380/EEC of 13 June 1988 amending Directives 
66/400/EEC, 66/401/EEC, 66/402/EEC, 66/403/EEC, 69/208/EEC, 
70/457/EEC and 70/458/EEC on the marketing of beet seed, fodder 
plant seed, cereal seed, seed potatoes, seed of oil and fibre 
plants and vegetable seed and on the common catalogue of 
varieties of agricultural plant species. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.90 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 187, 16.07.88 
88.380 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsbled 
B  van  02/01/90  van  26/01/90,  p.1114 
Arrete Royal  du/Konfnklfjk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  02/01/90  van  31/01/90,  p.1346 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  02/01/90  van  03/02/90,  p.1869 
Vferte Verordnung  zur  Anderung  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  s.  2025 
D  saatgutrechtlicher Verordnungen 
vom  16/11/89 
Bekendtgfrelse af  22/11/90  J.N.  90-210-5 
DK  (Grfnsagsfrf  - sadekorn  - markfr•> 
plantedirektiv 
Orden  ministerial,  16/07/90  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.186, 
E  p.22920,  04/08/90 
Arrete Ministeriel  N.297549,  Journal  Officiel  B,  N.348,  p.3573, 
EL  26/04/89  11/05/89 
Arrete Ministeriel  N.297551  Journal  Officiel  B,  N.364,  16/05/89 
Arrete Ministeriel  N.297576  Journal  Officiel  B,  N.430,  02!06!89 
Arrete Minfsteriel  N.297584  Journal  Officiel  B,  N.465,  13/06/89 
Arrete Ministeriel  N.375762  Journal  Officiel  B,  N.697,  06/11/90 
18/10/90 
Arrete ministeriel,  01/08/89  Journal  Officiel,  15/08/89,  p.10276 
F  Arrete ministeriel,  01/08/89  Journal  Officiel,  14/09/89,  p.11618 
Arrete ministeriel,  01/08/89  Journal  Officiel,  14/09/89,  p.11619 
Arrete ministeriel,  01/08/89  Journal  Officiel,  14/09/89,  p.11621 
Arrete,  25/09/89  Journal  Officiel,  29/10/89,  p.13346 
Arrete,  28/12/89  Journal  Officiel,  19/01/90,  p.800 
Arrete ministeriel,  18/06/90  Journal  Officiel,  13/07/90,  p.8288 
Arrete ministeriel,  19/12/90,  Journal  Official,  01/02/91 
completant  lea quelques  lacunes 
constatees dans  l'Arrete du 
19/11/89  instituant  les reglements 
techniques 
I 
Partial  implementation  (Cereals 
IRL  only) 
European  Community  (Cereals  Seeds)  Statutory Instrument  N.346,  1990 
(Amendment)  Regulations  1990 
L 
Reference  not  available 
NL 
61 p 
1.The  Beet  Seeds  Regulations  1985  Statutory Instrument  1985,  N.978, 
UK  26/06/85 
2.The  Beet  Seeds  (amendment)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1310 
Regulations  1989 
3.The  Fodder  Plant Seeds  (amend·  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1312 
mant)  Regulations  1989 
4.General  Licence 89/6,  30/08/89 
5.The  Fodder  Plant Seeds  Regula·  Statutory Instrument  1985,  N.975, 
tions 1985  26/06/85 
6.The  Cereal  Seeds  (amendment)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1311, 
Regulations  1989  26/07/89 
7.General  Licence  89/5·30/08/89 
S.The  Cereal  Seeds  Regulations  Statutory Instrument  1985,  N.976, 
1985  26/06/85 
9.The  Oil  and  Fibre Plant  Seeds  Statutory Instrument  1985,  N.9n, 
Regulations  1985  26/06/85 
10.The Oil  and  Fibre Plant  Seeds  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1313, 
(amendment)  Regulations  1989  26/07/89 
11.The  Vegetable  Seeds  (amendment)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1315, 
Regulations  1989  26/07/89 
12.The  Vegetable  Seeds  (amendment)  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.1093, 
Regulatl ons  1987  24/06/87 
62 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Marketing of seed potatoes 
Council Directive 89/366/EEC of 30 May 1989 amending Directive 
66/403/EEC on the marketing of seed potatoes. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
2) Reference  Official JournaiL159 10.06.89 
89.366 














63 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Protection against organisms harmful to plants 
Council Directive 89/439/EEC of 26 June 1989 amending Directive 
77/93/EEC on protective measures against the introduction into 
the Member States of organisms harmful to plants or plant 
products. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.90 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 212,22.07.89 
89.439 
Arr6t6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  van  05/06/90  p.13722,  10/07/90 
Pflanzenbeschauverordnung  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  1,  s.305,  19/05/89 
D  10/05/89 
Bekendtg•relse N.782,  13/12/89  LM  Ministerialtidende 0.88·735·65, 
DK  18/12/89 
Orden  de  08/03/90  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.62, 
E  p.7129,  13/03/90 
D6cret  pr6sidentiel  292/1990,  Journal  Officiel A N.117,  p.1011 1 
EL  03/08/90  06/09/90 
Arr6t6,  03/09/90  Journal  Officiel de  La  R6publique 
F  fran~aise, 27/12/90 
Reference  not  available 
I 
European  Community  (Introduction  Statutory Instrument  1990,  N.119, 
IRL  of  organisms  harmful  to plants or  14/05/90 
plant  products)  (prohibition) 
(amendment)  Regulation  1990 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  29/06/90  Memorial  A N.34,  p.458,  26/07/90 
L 
Minfsterieel  Besluit  in en  uit·  National  Staatscourant  1990,  91, 
NL  voeretsen planten  11/05/90 
p 
The  Plant  Health  (Great  Britain)  Statutory Instrument  1991  N.240, 
UK  (Amendment)  Order  1991  21/01/91 
64 SWINE FEVER 
Eradication of African swine fever in Sardinia 
Council Decision 90/217/EEC of 25 April 1990 on financial aid 
from the Community for the eradication of African swine fever in 
Sardinia. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States 
21  References  Official Journal L 116, 08.05.90 
Decision 90.217 
Not  applicable 
a 
Not  applicable 
D 
Not  applicable 
OK 
Not  applicable 
E 
Not  applicable 
EL 
Not  applicable 
F 
Plan  of  eradication of  five years 
I  to be  submitted 
Not  applicable 
IRL 
Not  applicable 
L 
Not  applicable 
NL 
Not  applicable 
p 
Not  applicable 
UK 
65 ANIMAL HEALTH 
Eradication of brucellosis in sheep and goats 
Council Decision 90/242/EEC of 21  May 1990, introducing a 
Community financial measure for the eradication of brucellosis in 
sheep and goats. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  Not applicable. 
2) References  Official Journal L 140, 01.06.1990 
Decision 90.242 
Not  applicable 
B 
Not  applicable 
D 
Not  applicable 
DIC 
Plan  of  eradication to  be  submit· 
E  ted 
Plan  of  eradication to  be submit· 
EL  ted 
Plan  proposed 
F 
Plan  of  eradication to  be submit· 
I  ted 
Not  applicable 
IRL 
Not  appl feeble 
L 
Not  applicable 
NL 
Plan  proposed 
p 
Not  applicable 
UIC 
66 PUBLIC AND ANIMAL HEALTH 
Expenditure in the veterinary field 
Council Decision 90/424/EEC, of 26 June 1990, on expenditure in 
the veterinary field. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  None required 
2) References  Official Journal L 224, 18.08.90 
Decision 90.424 













67 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Protection against organisms harmful to plants 
Council Directive 90/168/EEC of 26 March 1990 amending Directive 
77/93/EEC on protective measures against the introduction into 
the Member States of organisms harmful to plants or plant 
products. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.91 
21 References  Official Journal L 92, 07.04.90 
90.168 
Arrite Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  05/06/90  van  10/07/90,  p.13722 
Pflanzenschutzgesetz  vom  15/09/86  Bundesgesetzblatt  1 s.1505 






Reference  not  available 
I 
European  Community  (Introduction  Statutory Instrument  N.346,  1990 
IRL  of  Organisms  Harmful  to Plants or 
Plant  Products)  (Prohibition) 




The  Plant  Health  (Great  Britain)  Statutory Instrument  1991  N.240, 
UK  (Amendment)  Order  1991  21/01/91 
68 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Pesticide residues in fruit and vegetables: maleic hydrazide 
Council Directive 89/186/EEC of 6 March 1989 amending Annex II to 
Directive 76/895/EEC relating to the fixing of maximum levels for 
pesticide residues in and on fruit and vegetables. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.08.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 66, 10.03.89 
89.186 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgfsch  Staatsblad 
B  van  05/12/88  van  02/02/89,  p.2037 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Konfnklfjk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  05/12/90  van  26/01/91 
Vferte Verordnung  zur  lnderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  N.12,  S.4n, 
D  Pflanzenschutzmittelhochstmengen·  21/03/90 
verordnung  vom  03/03/90 
Bekendtg•relse  N.  ,  09/05/88  Ministerialtidende  LM  N.L100·32, 
DK  18/05/88 
Orden,  27/10/89  Boletfn Oficfal  del  Estado  N.265, 
E  p.34621,  04/11/89 
Arrit6 minist6rfel  N.295568,  Journal  Offfciel  B N.95,  13/02/90 
EL  05/02/90 
Arrit6 minist6rfel,  09/02/89  Journal  Officfel  p.2572,  25/02/89 
F 
Ordinanza  ministeriale 18/07/90  Supplement  ordinario alla Gazzetta 
I  Ufficiale N.202,  30/08/90 
European  Community  (Pesticide re·  Statutory Instrument  N.105,  1989 
IRL  sfdues)(fruft and  vegetables) 
Regulations  1989 
R6glement  Grand  Ducal,  14/12/89  M6morial  A N.84,  p.1643,  28/12/89 
L 
Minfsterieel  Besluit Residuen  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant N.54,  1984 
NL  bestrijdfngsmiddelen van  31/01/84 
Decreto-lei  N.160/90,  18/05/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.114,  p.2265, 
p  18/05/90 
Decreto-lef  N.491/90,  30/06/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.149,  p.2764, 
30/06/90 
UK 
69 ANIMAL HEALTH 
Brucellosis, tuberculosis and leukosis in cattle 
Council Directive 88/406/EEC of 14 June 1988 amending Directive 
64/432/EEC as regards enzootic bovine leukosis and repealing 
Directive 80/11 02/EEC 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
Articles 1 and 3: 01.07.88 
Article 2: 01.07.90 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 194, 22.07.88 
88.406 
1.Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklfjk  Bes- Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgfsch  5taatsblad 
B  luft van  07/05/69  van  13/05/69 
2.Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Bes- Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  5taatsblad 
luit van  07/04/87  van  30/04/87,  p.6480 
3.Arret6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Bes·  Moniteur  Beige  du/Belgisch  5taatsblad 
luit van  18/04/88  van  03/05/88,  p.6324 
4.Arret6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Bes- Moniteur  Beige  du/Belgisch  5taatsblad 
luit van  16/02/89  van  14/03/89,  p.4663 
Bekanntmachung  der  Neufassung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.417,  11/04/80 
D  Leucose  Verordnung  Rinder  vom 
02/04/80 
Verordnung  vom  09/12/88  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.4663,  14/03/89 
Bekendtg•relse N.219,  02/04/90  Lovtidende  A 5.756,  02/04/90 
OK 
Real  Decreto,  103/90,  26/01/90  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.27, 
E  p.2958,  31/01/90 
Orden,  01/02/90  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.30, 
p.3344,  03/02/90 
Real  Decreto 434/90,  30/03/90  Boletfn Oficfal  del  Estado  N.81, 
p.9382,  04/04/90 
Orden,  04/04/90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.82, 
p.9471,  05/04/90 
Dicret  pr6sidentiel,  12/01/90  Journal  Officiel A N.8,  p.51, 
EL  25/01/90 
1.Arrit6 minist6riel,  14/05/87  Journal  Officiel,  10/06/87 
F  2.Arret6 minist6riel, 08/10/86 
3.Arrit6 ministiriel,  06/08/84  Journal  Officiel,  13/09/84 
4.D6cret  90-1223,  31/12/90  Journal  Officiel  p.29,  01/01/91 
5.Arrit6s (2), 31/12/90 
I 
The  Diseases  of  Animals  (Bovine  Statutory Instrument  N.327,  1977 
IRL  leukosis)  Order  1977 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  27/02/89  Memorial  A N.14,  p.169,  17/03/89 
L 
Regeling  uitvoer  1974  Nationaal  5taatscourant 1974,  35 
NL 
Decreto·lei  N.80/90,  12/03/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.59,  p.1138, 
p  12/03/90 
Portaria 467/90,  22/06/90  Di6rfo da  RepUblica  I,  N.142,  p.2618 
22/06/90 
70 r 
71 Health rules for fresh meat and fees charged for the inspection 
thereof 
Council Directive 88/409/EEC of 15 June 1988 laying down the 
health rules applying to meat intended for the domestic market 
and the levels of the fees to be charged, pursuant to Directive 
85/73/EEC, in respect of the inspection of such meat. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.91  Derogations for Greece until 01.01.93 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 194, 22.07.88 
88.409 
B 
Gesetz  zur  Anderung  des  Fleisch·  Bundesgesetzblatt  1 S.398 
D  beschaugesetzes  vom  18/04/86 






Loi  N.90·1169,  29/12/90  Journal  Officiel  de  La  R6publique 
F  fran~aise, p.15430,  30/12/90 
D6cret  N.91·298,  20/03/91  Journal  Officiel de  La  R6publique 






The  Fresh  Meat  and  Packaged  Meat  Statutory Instrument  1990 
UK  (Hygiene,  inspection and  examin· 
ation for  residues)  (charges) 
Regulations  1990 
The  Fresh  Meat  Inspection  (Amend·  Statutory Instrument  1990 
ment)  Regulations  1990 
72 PLANT HEALTH CONTROLS 
Plant protection products: extension of list of prohibited 
products 
Council Directive 90/533/EEC of 15 October 1990 amending the 
Annex to Directive 79/117/EEC prohibiting the placing on the 
market and use of plant protection products containing certain 
active substances 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
30.09.91: for the dicofol; 
31.12.90: for the other compounds. 




Not  applicable 
DK 
Orden,  01/02!91  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.37, 




European  Community  (Prohibition of  Statutory Instrument  N.339,  24/12/90 
IRL  Certain Active  Substances  in Plant 
Protection Products)(Amendment) 




The  Control  of  Pesticides  Statutory Instrument  N.4  of  1986 
UK  Regulation  1986 
Notice  of  15/10/90  •  Control  of 
Pesticides Regulations  1986 
73 CONTROL OF INDIVIDUALS 
Tax-free allowances : international travel 
Council Directives 85/348/EEC of 8 July 1985, 88/664/EEC of 21 
December 1988 and 89!194/EEC of 18 March 1989 amending Directive 
691169/EEC on the harmonization of provisions laid down by law, 
regulation and administrative action relating to exemption from 
turnover tax and excise duty on imports in international travel. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.89 
2) References  Official Journal L 382, 31.12.88 
88.664 
Arrtt6 Royal  du!Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  van  06/07/89  van  14/07/89 
Gesetz,  20/06/89  Bundesgesetzblatt  1 s.113o 
D 
Bekendta•relse N.413,  13/06/89 
DK 
Real  Decreto  772/89,  23/06/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  27/06/89 
E 
D6cret  minfst6riel,  27/06/89, 
EL  N.1075515/2353. 
D6cision  administrative N.89·46  Bulletin offfciel des  douanes  N.5241, 
F  21/03/89 
I 
Administrative Decision N.26/89,  Notice  by  the  Revenue  Commissions, 
IRL  30/06/89  June  89 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  22/06/89  Memorial  A N.44,  30/06/89 
L 
Wet  WD/89/406,  06/07/89  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1989,  129, 
NL  06/07/89 
1.Decreto·lei  N.295/87,  31/07/87  Diarfo  da  RepUblica,  31/07/87 
p  2.Decreto·lei  N.179/88,  19/05/88  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.116 
3.Lei  N.96/89,  12/12/89  Diario da  RepUblica  p.5384,  12/12/89 
4.Decreto·lei  N.177/90,  05/06/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.129,  p.2444 
The  Customs  Duty  (Personal  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.2252 
UK  Reliefs)  (Amendment)  Order  1989 
74 CONTROL OF INDIVIDUALS 
Tax relief : small consignments of non-commercial goods 
Council Directives 85/349/EEC of 8 July 1985 and 88/663/EEC of 21 
December 1988 amending Directive 7  4/651/EEC on the tax reliefs to 
be allowed on the importation of goods in small consignments of a 
non-commercial character within the Community. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.89; derogation for Ireland 
21  References  Official Journal L 382, 31.12.88 
88.663 
Arret6  Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  van  06/07/89  van  14/07/89 
Gesetz,  20/06/89  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  S.1130 
0 
Administrativ beslutning N.413  af 
OK  13/06/89 
Real  Decreto  N.772,  23/06/89  Boletfn Oficfal  del  Estado,  27/06/89 
E 
D6cision ministerielle,  27/06/89, 
EL  N.1075515/2353 
06cision administrative N.772/89  Bulletin Offlciel des  douanes, 
F  21/03/89 
I 
Administrative Decision  26/89,  Notice  by  the Revenue  Commissions, 
IRL  30/06/89  June  89 
R•glement  Grand  Ducal,  22/06/89  Memorial  A,  N.44,  30/06/89 
L 
Reference  not  available 
NL 
Lei  N.96/89,  12/12/89  Oi6rio da  RepUblica  N.284,  1989 
p 
The  Value  Added  Tax  (Sillall  non·  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.2273 
UK  commercial  Consignments)  Relief 
(Amendment)  Order  1989 
The  Excises Duties  (Small  non·  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.2253 
commercial  Consignments)  Relief 
(Amemdment)  Regulations  1985 
75 CONTROL OF INPNIDUALS 
Tax exemption : small consignments and other final imports of 
goods 
Council Directive 88/331 /EEC of 13 June 1988 amending Directive 
83/181/EEC determining the scope of Article 14(1) (d) of 
Directive 77  /388/EEC as regards exemption from value added tax on 
the final importation of certain goods. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 151, 17.06.88 
88.331 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  29/12!88  van  07/01/89 
Zwefte  Verordnung  zur  Xnderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  5.2118 
D  Einfuhrumsatzsteuerbefrefungs-
verordnung  vom  17/11/88 
Forordning  N.869,  21/12/88 
DK 
Decreto ley N.7,  1988,  29/12/88  Boletin Oficial  del  Estado  N.314, 
E  31/12!88 
Loi  N.1684/87  Journal  Officiel A N.18,  26/02/87 
El 
1.  Circulaire N.5199,  21!12!88  Bulletin Officiel des  douanes  N.5199, 
F  21/12/88 




R6glement,  14/02/89  Memorial  A,  N.9,  22/02/89 
l 
Mfnfsterfile Regeling  van  22/12/88  Nationaal  Staatscourant  06/01/89,  N.5 
Nl  N.088·3917 
Decreto·lei  N.31/89,  25/01/89  Di6rio da  RepUblica  N.21,  25/01/89 
p 
The  Value  Added  Tax  ( lqxlrted  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.2212 
UK  Goods)  Relief  (Amendment)  (N.2) 
Order  1988 
76 CONTROL OF INDIVIDUALS 
Tax exemption : permanent import of personal property 
Council Directive 89/604/EEC of 23 November 1989 amending for the 
first time Directive 83/183/EEC on tax exemptions applicable to 
permanent imports from a Member State of the personal property of 
individuals. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.90 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 348, 29.11.89 
89.604 
Reference  not  available 
B 
Verordnung  zur  ~nderung der  Ein- Bundesgesetzblatt  Teil  I,  N.29, 
0  fuhrumsatzsteuer-befreiungsveror- p.1119,  27/06/90 
dnung 
Beskatnings·  vedtagt  Lovtidende  A,  hafte 68,  29/06/90 
OK 
E 
D6cision  du  Ministere des  Finan- Journal  Officiel A N.81,  16/06/90 




Reglement  Grand-Ducal,  04/09/90  Memorial  A 46,  p.662/664,  19/09/90 
L 
Ministerieel  Besluit wijziging  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  N.124, 
NL  de Regeling  vrijstellingen belas- 29!06!90 
tingen bij  invoer 
p 
UK 
77 NEW APPROACH  IN  HARMONIZATION 
Simple pressure vessels 
Council Directive 87/404/EEC of 25 June 1987 on the harmonization 
of laws of the Member States relating to simple pressure vessels. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.90 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 220, 08.08.87 
87.404 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  11/06/90  van  21/06/90,  p.12640 
D 
Bekendtgfrelse  om  EF-direktiv  om  Lovtidende A N.99,  07!09!90 




Arrit6 minist6riel  du  10/03/86  Journal  Offfciel,  20/03/86 
F  Arrit6 minist6rfel  du  14/12/89  Journal  Officfel p.16226,  26/12/89 
Arrit6 minfst6riel  du  14/12/89  Journal  Officiel  p.16228,  26/12/89 







78 NEW APPROACH ON HARMONIZATION 
Extension of information procedures on standards and technical 
rules 
Council Directive 88/1 82/EEC amending Directive 83/1 89/EEC laying 
down a procedure for the provision of information in the field of 
technical standards and regulations. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 81, 26.03.88 
88.182 
Arrit6 Royal/Konfnklfjk  Besluit  Monfteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  N.89/237  van  01/02/89,  p.1950 
Application by administrative 
D  means 
Circular af 22/12/88  Industri  og  Handelsstyrelsen  1988, 
OK  273/800-2 
Real  Decreto  568/1989,  12/05/89  Boletin Oficial del  Estado  N.125, 
E  26/05/89,  p.15706 
D6cret  pr6sidentiel  N.S23,  Journal  Offfciel  A,  24/10/88,  p.3572 
EL  13/10/88 
Cfrculaire du  Premier  Ministre, 
F  20/12/88,  N.3421/54 
Legge  N.428,  29/12/90  Supplemento  ordinario alla Gazzetta 
I  Ufficiale N. 10 
Circular of  the Department  of 
IRL  Industry and  Commerce  07/09/88 
Reference  not  available 
L 
Reference  not  available 
NL 
Resolu~io do  Conselho  de  Di6rio da  Re~blica I,  p.4273, 
p  Ministros  41/90,  13/10/90  13/10/90 
Administrative Circular of 
UK  25/08/88  (REF.  SA/48/02/SUB  6) 
79 NEW APPROACH ON HARMONIZATION 
Toy Safety 
Council Directive 88/378/EEC of 3 May 1988 on the approximation 
of the laws of the Member States concerning the safety of toys. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  30.06.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 187, 16.07.88 
88.378 
Loi  du/Wet  van  29/06/90  Moniteur  Belge/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  p.14184,  18/07/90 
Verordnung  Ober  die Sicherheit von  8undesgesetzblatt  I  s.2541,  30/12/89 
D  Spielzeug 
Allgemeine  Verwaltungsverordnung  8undesanzeiger  1989,  S.5956,  30/12/89 
Sicherheigesetz 
Lov  N.307,  16/05/90  Lovtidende  A s.997,  16/05/90 
DIC  Bekendtg•relse N.125,  om  sikker·  Lovtidende  A S.567,  06/03/91 
hedskrav til  leget•j,  06/03/91 
Correcci6n de  errores del  Real  Boletfn Oficiel  del  Estado  N.2, 
E  Decreto 880/90  de  29/06/90  p.  27264,  18/09/90 
D6cret  mfnisteriel  6342/863,  Journal  Officiel 8 N.223  p.2056, 
03/05/88  27/03/89 
EL  D6cret  mfnist6rfel  6813/1325,  Journal  Officiel  8 N.218,  04/04/90 
03/04/90 
D6cret  89/662,  12/09/89  Journal  Officiel,  p.11673,  15/09/89 
F  Arrite minist6riel  du  04/10/89  Journal  Officiel,  14/10/89 
I 




Decreto·lei  140/90,  30/04/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  N.99, 
p  30/04/90 
Portaria N.924·A/90,  01/10/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.227, 
p.4058·4,  01/10/90 
Portaria N.924·B/90,  01/10/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  N.227, 
p.4058-5,  01/10/90 
Consumer  Protection The  Toys  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1275, 
UK  (Safety)  Regulations  1989  26/07/89 
80 NEW APPROACH ON  HARMONIZATION 
Certification and testing: procedures for assessing conformity of 
products 
Council Decision 90/683/EEC of 13 December 1990 concerning the 
modules for the various phases of the conformity assessment 
procedures which are intended to be used in the technical 
harmonization directives. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  Not applicable. 














81 MOTOR VEHICLES 
Air pollution : exhaust gases 
Council Directive 88/76/EEC of 3 December 1987 amending Directive 
70/220/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States 
relating to measures to be taken against air pollution by gases 
from the engines of motor vehicles. 
11  Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.88 
21 Reference  Official Journall 36, 09.02.88 
88.76 
Arrit4 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  08/08/88  van  01/09/88,  p.2245 
Achte  Verordnung  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.1371,  24/11!84 
D  Strassenverkehrszulassungsordnung 
vom  16/11/84 
Bekendtg•relse  N.451  af  01/08/73  Lovtidende  A 1973-51455 
DK 
Orden,  10/04/89  Boletin Oficial del  Estado  N.96, 
E  p.11858 
EL 
Arrit6 Minist4riel,  06/05/88  Journal  Officiel,  08/05/88,  p.6678 
F 
Decreto  ministeriale del  30!06!88  Supplemento  ordinario alla Gazzetta 
I  N.389  Ufficiale N.208,  p.59,  05/09/88 
Decreto  ministeriale del  05/06/89  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.229  (Supplemento) 
ordinario ella Gazzetta Ufficiale 
N. 76),  30!09!89 
European  Community  (motor  vehicles  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.35 
IRL  type  approval)  Regulations  1989 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  27/02/89  Memorial  A,  N.12,  p.149 
L 
Ministeriele verordening  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant,  19/10/88 
NL  12/10/88 
Portaria N.725/90  de 21/08/90 
p 
Motor  Vehicles  (type approval)  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.1103 
UK  (Amendment)  Regulations  1988 
Motor  Vehicles  (type approval)  Statutory Rules  of  NI,  1988,  N.310 
(EEC)(Amendment)  Regulations 
(Northern  Ireland)  1988 
82 MOTOR VEHICLES 
Air pollution : exhaust gases from diesel engines 
Council Directive 88/77/EEC of 3 December 1987 on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the 
measures to be taken against the emission of gaseous pollutants 
from diesel engines for use in vehicles. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  01.07.88 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 36, 09.02.88 
88.77 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  08/08/88  van  01/09/88 p.2245 
Achte  Verordnung  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.1371,  24/11/84 
D  Strassenverkehrszulassungsordnung 
vom  16/11/84 
Bekendtgfrelse  N.451  af  01/08/73  Lovtidende  A 1973  S.1455,  01/08/73 
OK 
Orden,  10/04/89  Boletin Oficial del  Estado  N.96, 
E  p.11858,  22/04/89 
EL 
Arrit6 minist6riel,  06/05/88  Journal  Official  p.6679,  08/05/88 
F 
Decreto ministeriale del  05/06/89  Supplemento  ordinario ella Gazzetta 
I  (Limiti  alle emissioni  di  gas  Ufficiale N.229,  p.95,  30/09/89 
inquinanti) 
European  Community  (motor  vehicles  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.35 
IRL  type-approval)  regulations  1989 
R~glement Grand  Ducal  du  27/02/89  Memorial  A N.12  p.149 
L 
Ministeriele verordening  van  Nationaal  Staaatscourant  1989,  156 
NL  28/07/89,  N.33508  14/08/89 
Portaria N.1009/89  de  21/11/89  Oi6rio de  RepUblica  I,  N.268,  p.5106, 
p  21/11/89 
Motor  vehicles  (type approval)  Statutory Instrument  1988,  p.1103 
UK  (amendment)  regulations  1988 
Motor  vehicles  (Type  approval>  Statutory Rules  of  NI,  1988,  N.310 
(EEC)(Amendment)  Regulations 
(Northern  Ireland)  1988 
83 MOTOR VEHICLES 
Air pollution : gas emission standards from diesel engines 
Council Directive 88/436/EEC of 16 June 1988 amending Directive 
70/220/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States 
relating to measures to be taken against air pollution by gases 
from engines of motor vehicles.  (Restriction of particulate 
pollutant emissions from diesel engines). 
1  1  Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.10.88 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 214, 06.08.88 
88.436 
Arret6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  24/04/90,  N.1275  van  19/05/90,  p.10180 
Siebzehnte Verordnung  zur  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.2355 
D  Xnderung  der  Stasserverkehrszulas· 
sungsordnung  vom  16/12/88 
Bekendtgtrelse N.451  af  01/08/73  Lovtidende  A 1973,  S.1455,  01/08/73 
DK 
Orden,  10/04/89  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.96, 
E  p.11858,  22/04/89 
EL 
Arret6 Minfst6riel,  16/07/84  Journal  Officiel  p.391,  17/08/84 
F 
Decreto  ministeriale,  05/06/89  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.229,  supplemen· 
I  Climitf  alle emissioni  di  gas  to ordinario alla Gazzetta  Ufffciale 
fnqufnanti)  N.76,  p.95,  30/09/89 
European  Community  (motor  vehicles  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.35 
JRL  type  approval  )  Regulations  1989 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  22/06/89  Memorial  A,  N.50,  p.912,  19/07/89 
L 
Koninklijk  Besluit  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1989,  72 
NL  Minfsteriile Verordening  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1989,  156, 
28/07/89  N.R.33508  14/08/89 
Portaria N.1009/89  de  21/11/89  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.268,  p.5106, 
p  21/11/89 
Motor  Vehicles  (type approval)  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.1669 
UK  (amendment)(N.2)  Regulations  1988 
Motor  Vehicles  (Type Approval)  Statutory Rules  of  NI,  1988,  N.403 
(EEC)(Amendment  N.2)  Regulations 
(Northern  Ireland)  1988 
84 MOTOR VEHICLES 
EEC Type-approval : motor vehicles and trailers 
Council Directive 87/358/EEC of 25 June 1987 amending Directive 
70/156/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States 
relating to the type-approval of motor vehicles and their 
trailers. 
11  Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  01.10.88 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 192, 11.07.87 
87.358 
Arr6t6  Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  du  08/08/88  van  01/09/88  p.2245 
Achte  Verordnung  zur  lnderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.1371,  24/11!84 
D  StraBenverkehrs  vom  16/11/84 
Bekendtg•relse  N.451  af 01/08/73  Lovtidende  A 1973,  S.1455 
DK 
Orden,  04/02/88,  N.3903  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.40, 
E  p.4906,  16/02!88 
EL 
Arr!t6 minist6riel,  13/10/87  Journal  Officiel,  p.24,  27/10/87 
F 
Decreta ministeriale,  14/06/88  Supplemento  ordinaria alla Gazzetta 
I  (Ministro del  Trasporti)  Ufficiale N.82,  05/09/88 
European  Community  (motor  vehicles  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.35 
IRL  type  approval)  regulations  1989 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  27/02/89  Memorial  A,  N.12,  p.149 
L 
Ministeriele Verordening  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1988,  214 
NL  30/09/88  03/11/88 
Portaria N.1009/89,  21/11/89  Diario da  RepUblica  I  N.268,  p.5106, 
p  21/11/89 
Motor  vehicles  (type approval)  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.1103 
UK  (amendment)  regulations  1988 
Motor  vehicles  (type  approval)  Statutory Rules  of  Nl,  1988,  N.310 
(EEC)  (Amendment)  Regulations 
(Northern  Ireland)  1988 
85 MOTOR VEHICLES 
Motorcycle exhaust system noise 
Council Directive 89/235/EEC of 13 March 1989 amending Directive 
1811 0 15/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States 
of the permissible sound level and exhaust system of motorcycles. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  01.10.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 98, 11.04.89 
89.235 
Arr6t6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  van  24/04/90,  N.1275  van  19/05/90,  p.10180 
StraBenverkehrsZulassungsordnung 
0  Paragraphen  19,  Absatz  1 und  21b 
Bekendtg•relse  N.451  af  01/08/73  Lovtidende  A 1973- S.1455,  01/08/73 
OK 
Orden  N.29544,  24/11/89  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.301, 
E  p.39055,  16/12/89 
EL 
Arrete minfst6riel  du  25/09/89  Journal  officiel du  04/10/89,  p.12488 
F 
Decreto  ministeriale,  06/12/89  Supplemento  ordinario alla Gazzetta 
I  Ufficiale N.96,  23/12/89 
European  Community  (Motor  vehicles  Statutory Instrument  N.13,  1990 
JRL  type  approval)  Regulations  1990 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  24/01/90  Memorial  A N.7,  p.63,  08/02/90 
L 
Mfnfsteriile verordening  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1989,  N.156 
NL  28/07/89,  N.33508  van  14/08/89 
Portaria N.1009/89,  21/11/89  Diario da  Re~blica I  N.268,  p.5106, 
p  21/11/89 
The  Motorcycles  (sound  level  Statutory Instrument  N.1591,  1989. 
UK  measurement  certificates)  (Amend· 
ment)  CNo2)  Regulations  1989 
86 MOTOR VEHICLES 
Lateral protection for goods vehicles 
Council Directive 89/297/EEC of 13th April 1989 on the 
approximation of the laws of the member states relating to the 
lateral protection (side-guards) of certain motor vehicles and 
their trailers. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  30.1 0.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 124, 05.05.89 
89.297 
Arr6t6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  19/06/89  van  21/06/89 
B  Arr6t6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
24/04/90  van  19/05/90,  p.10180 
Achte  Verordnung  zur  lnderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.1371,  24/11/84 
D  Strassenverkehrszulassungsordnung 
vom  06/11/84 
Bekendtg•relse N.451  af 01/08/73  Lovtidende  A,  1973  S.1455,  01!08/73 
DK 
Orden  N.29544,  24/11/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.301, 
E  p.39055,  16/12/89 
EL 
Arrite minist6riel  du  28/08/89  Journal  officiel du  07/09/89,  p.11322 
F 
Decreto ministeriale,  21/07/89  Supplemento  ordinario ella Gazzetta 
I  Ufficiale N.75,  p.5,  28/09/89 
European  Community  (Motor  vehicles  Statutory Instrument  N.13,  1990. 
IRL  type  approval)  Regulations  1990 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  24/01/90  Memorial  A N.7,  p.63,  08/02/90 
L 
Ministeriile Verordening  28/07/89,  Nationaal  Staatscourant  156,  14/08/89 
NL  N.33508 
Portaria N.1009/89,  21/11/89  Diario da  RepUblica  I  N.268,  p.5106, 
p  21/11/89 
The  Motor  Vehicles  (type approval)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1578 
UK  (Amendment)  Regulations  1989 
The  Motor  Vehicles  (type apporval  Statutory Rules  of  Nl,  1990,  N.31 
CEEC)  (Amendment)  Regulations 
(Northern  Ireland)  1990 
87 MOTOR VEHICLES 
Air Pollution : Gas emission standards for cars below 
1400 cc 
Council Directive  89/458/EEC of 18 July 1989 amending Directive 
70/220/EEC on the approximation of the laws of Member States 
relating to measures to be taken against air pollution by gases 
from the engines of motor vehicles (European emission standards 
for cars below 1.4 litres). 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.90 
2) Reference  Official Journal l  226, 03.08.89 
89.458 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  24/04/90,  N.1275  van  19/05/90,  p.10180 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  24/04/90,  N.1276  van  19/05/90,  p.10184 
D 
Partial  implementation 
Achte  Verordnung  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, S.1371, 
StraBenverkehrsordnung  vom  24/11/84 
16/11!84 
Partial  implementation 
DK  Bekendtg•relse N.451,  01/08/73  Lovtidende  A 1973,  S.1455,  01/08/73 
Orden  N.29544,  24/11/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.301, 
E  p.39055,  16/12/89 
EL 
Arrete ministeriel,  16/07/84  Journal  Officiel  NC  p.391,  17/08/84 
F  Arrete ministeriel,  17/07/84  Journal  Officiel,  07/08/84 
Arrete,  06/05/88  Journal  Officiel, 08/05/88 
Arrete minlsteriel,  22/03/90  Journal  Officiel,  p.4309,  08/04/90 
Arrete,  24/01/90  Journal  Officiel, 07/02/90 
Decreto ministeriale,  02/06/90  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.147,  26/06/90 
I 
Partial  implementation 
IRL  European  Community  (Motor  Vehicles  Statutory Instrument  N.13,  1990 
Type  Approval)  Regulation  1990 
Partial  implementation 
L  R~glement Grand  Oucal,  17/05/90  Memorial  A N.25,  28/05/90 
Ministeriile Verordening  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  N.77,  p.6, 
NL  02/04/90,  N.R.55943  20/04/90 
Ministeriile Verordening  N.  M.72 
21890029,  21/08/90  Staatscourant  1990  N.164,  p.23, 
24/08/90 
Portaria N.1009/89,  21/11/89  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.268,  p.5106, 
p  21/11/89 
Portaria N.725/90,  21/08/90 
Partial  implementation 
UK  The  Motor  Vehicles  (Type  Approval)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.2262 
(Amendment)(N.2)  Regulation  1989 
The  Motor  Vehicle  (Type  Approval)  Statutory Rules  of  Northern  Ireland, 
(EEC)(Amendment)  Regulations  1990,  N.31 
(Northern  Ireland)  1990 
88 TRACTORS AND AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 
EEC type-approval 
Council Directive 88/297/EEC of 3 May 1988 amending Directive 
7 4/150/EEC on the approximation of thelaws of the Member States 
relating to the type-approval of wheeled agricultural or forestry 
tractors. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.88 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 126, 20.05.88 
88.297 
Arr6te Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  08/08/88  van  01/09/89,  p.2245 
15.  Verordnung  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  1988,  S.765 
D  Strassenverkehrszulassungsordnung 
vom  19/12/88 
Erlass vom  19/12/88 
Bekendtg•relse N.474  af 18/09/75  Lovtidende  A N.46,  S.1295,  30/09/75 
DK 
Orden,  10/04/79  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.96, 
E  p.11858 
Decret  Ministeriel  N.290548,  Journal  Officiel  B,  N.872,  p.8216, 
EL  18/11/88  05/12!88 
Arr6te Ministerial,  26/12/88  Journal  Offfciel,  04/01/89,  p.124 
F 
I 
European  Community  (Agriculture or  Statutory Instrument  1979,  N.137 
IRL  forestry tractor type  approval) 
Regulations  1979 
European  Community  (Agriculture or  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.361 
forestry tractor type  approval) 
Regulations  1988 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  22/06/89  Memorial  A N.50,  p.912,  19/07/89 
L 
Ministeriele Besluit van  12/05/89  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1985,  95, 
NL  N.J.14529  van  19/05/89 
Portaria 651/90,  08/08/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.182,  p.3253 
p  08/08/90 
The  Agriculture or  Forestry Tree·  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.1567 
UK  tors and  Tractors Components  (ty-
pe  approval)  Regulations  1988 
89 TRACTORS ANP AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 
Front-mounted protection structures 
Council Directive 87/402/EEC of 25 June 1987 on roll-over 
protection structures mounted in front of the driver's seat on 
narrow-track wheeled agricultural and forestry tractors. 
11  Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  26.06.89 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 220, 08.08.87 
87.402 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  08/08/88  van  01/09/88,  p.2245 
Verordnung  vom  16/11/84  (achte  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.1371,  24/11!84 
D  Verordnung  zur  lnderung  der  Stras-
senverkehrsordnung) 
Bekendtgtrelse N.475  af 18/09/75  LA  5.1295,  01/10/75 
DIC 
Orden,  04/02/88,  N.3903  Boletin Oficial  del  Estado,  N.40, 
E  p.4906,  16/02/88 
Dtcret Ministeriel  N.290542,  Journal  Officiel  B N.872  p.8216, 
EL  18/11!88  05/12!88 
Arrete Ministerial,  04/09/87  Journal  Officiel,  p.11469,  01/10/87 
F 
I 
European  Community  (Agricultural  Statutory Instrument  N.288,  07/11/89 
IRL  or  forestry tractors type  approval 
Regulations)  1989 
R6glernent  Grand  Ducal,  27/02/89  Memorial  A,  N.12,  p.149 
L 
Ministeriele Verordening  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1987,  p.225, 
NL  20/11/87 
Portaria 651/90,08/08/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.182,  p.3253, 
p  08!08!90 
Agricultural  or  forestry tractors  Statutory Instrument  N.1567 
UK  and  tractor components  (type 
approval)  Regulations  1988 
90 TRACTORS AND AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY 
EEC type-approval: components and characteristics 
Council Directive 89/17  3/EEC of 21  December 1988 on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to 
certain components and characteristics of wheeled agricultural or 
forestry tractors. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 67, 10.03.89 
89.173 
Arr6t6  Royal  ~Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  24/04/90,  N.1275  van  19/05/90,  N.10180 
Achte  Anderung  der  StraBenver- Bundesgesetzblatt  1,  24/11/84 
0  kehrszulassungsordnung  vom 
16/11/84 
Bekendtg•relse N.451,  01/08/73  Lovtidende  A,  1973,  5.1455,  01/08/73 
OK  Bekendtg•relse N.474,  18/09/75  Lovtidende  N.46,  30/09/75 
Orden  N.29544,  24/11/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.301, 
E  p.39055,  16/12/89 
D6cret  minist6riel 321126/90  Journal  Officiel B N.254,  09/04/90 
EL 
Arret6 Ministeriel,  27/06/89  Journal  Officiel,  12/07/89,  p.8770 
F  Arret6 Ministeriel,  05/10/89  Journal  Officiel,  18/10/89,  p.12994 
I 
European  Community  (agricultural  Statutory Instrument  N.288,  07/11/89 
IRL  or  forestry tractors type  appro-
val) Regulations  1989 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  24/01/90  Memorial  A N.7,  p.63,  08/02/90 
L 
Ministeriele Verordening  van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1990,  N.100, 
NL  21/05/90,  N.J905924  25/05/90 
Portaria 651/90,  08/08/90  Diario da  Re~blica I,  N.182,  p.3253 
p  08/08/90 
The  Agricultural  or  Forestry Trac- Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.?275 
UK  tors and  Tractors Components  (Type 
approval)(Amendment) 
Regulations  1989 
91 FOODSTUFFS 
Sampling and analysis of foodstuffs 
Council Directive 85/591/EEC of 20 December 1985 on the 
introduction of Community methods of sampling and analysis for 
the monitoring of foodstuffs intended for human consumption. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  23.12.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 372, 31.12.85 
85.591 
Loi  du/Wet  van  24/01/77  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgfsch  Staatsblad 
B  van  08/04/77,  p.4501 
Paragraph  35  Lebensmittel- und 
D  Bedarfsgegenstandegesetz  und 
hferauf  gestutzte amtliche 
Sammlung  von  Untersuchungsver-
fahren 
Reference  not  available 
DK 
Orden,  23/07/87  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.185, 
E  p.23817,  04/08/87 
Reference  not  available 
EL 
Arrit4 mfnfst4riel,  19/09/83  Journal  Officiel,  28/10/83 
F  Arrit6 minist6riel,  21/08/85  Journal  Officiel,  04/09/85 
arret6 minist6riel,  05/05/86  Journal  Officiel,  27/05/86 
Reference  not  available 
I 
The  food  standards Act,  1974 
IRL  (N.11)  sections 2 and  4 (2) 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  17/02/89  Memorial  A,  N.7,  p.88,  17/02/89 
L 
Reference  not  available 
NL 
Reference  not  available 
p 
Food  composition  and  labelling the  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.1986 
UK  coffee and  the coffee products 
(amendment)  regulations  1987 
92 ADDITIVES 
Preservatives (potassium bisulphite and thiabendazole) 
Council Directive 85/585/EEC of 20 December 1985 amending 
Directive 64/64/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the 
Member States concerning the preservatives authorized for use in 
foodstuffs intended for human consumption. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  31.12.86 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 372, 31.12.85 
85.585 
Arrite Royal  du/Koninklfjk  Besluft  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  06/08/86 modiffant  l'arrite  van  14/11/86,  p.15489 
royal  du 02/10/80  relatff au  com-
merce et' l'etiquetage des  addi-
tffs. 
Verordnung  Ober  die Zulassung  von  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.2711 
D  Zusatsstoffen zu  Lebensmitteln  vom 
20/12/77 
E 233  Thfabendazol:  Anlage  3 zur  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.1633 
Zusatzstoff-Zulassungsverordnung 
vom  22/12/81,  zuletzt geindert  am  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.1123 
19/07/89 
E 228  Kaliumbfsulfft:  Paragraph  2 
der  Wein  Verordnung  vom  04/08/83,  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.1078 
zuletzt geindert  am  22/05/87.  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.1346 
1.Lov  N.310  af  06/06/73 
DK  2.Bekendtg•relse  N.65  af 20/02/81 
3.P.  N.113/1985  af 01/10/85 
4.Bekendtg•relse  N.91  af 04/05/79 
Orden,  23/07/87  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  de  04/08/87 
E  N.  185,  p.23817.  Correcci6n de  errores 
Boletfn Oficial  de  30/09/87 N.284 
Decret  ministerial  1596/86  Journal  Officiel  B,  N.58,  p.470, 
EL  22/01!87  05/02/87 
Arrite ministerial,  12!08/85  Journal  Officiel,  10/09/85,  p.10431 
F 
Decreto del  Ministero della  Gazzetta  Ufffcfale N.45,  24/02/86, 
I  Sanft' 07/02/86.  Aggiornamento  del  p.9 
Decreto ministeriale 31/03/65 
Decreto  ministeriale del  29/11/83  Gazzetta Ufficiale N.331,  p.9361, 
02/12/83 
Health  (Preservatives  in food)  Statutory Instrument  N.263,  1989 
IRL  (Amendment)  Regulations  1989 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  31/08/86  Memorial  A,  06/09/86,  N.69,  p.1935 
L 
Besluit van  24/09/87  tot wijziging  Staatsblad 1987,  N.503 
NL  van  het Conserveermiddelen, 
besluit 
Portarfa N.833/89,  22/09/89  Diario da  RepUblica  N.219,  I, 
p  22/09/89 
93 The  Preservatives  in  Food  Regu- Statutory Instrument  1979,  N.752 
UK  lations 1979 
The  Preservatives  in  Food  Regu- Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.533 
lations 1989 
The  Preservatives  in  Food  (Scot- Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.581 
land)  Regulations  1989 
The  Preservatives  in  Food  Regu- Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.152 
lations (Northern  Ireland)  1989 
94 ADDITIVES 
Emulsifiers, stabilizers, thickeners and gelling agents 
Council Directive 86/1 02/EEC of 24 March 1986 amending for the 
fourth time Directive 7  4/329/EEC on the approximation of the laws 
of the Member States relating to emulsifiers, stabilizers, 
thickeners and gelling agents for use in foodstuffs. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  26.03.88 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 88, 03.04.86 
86.102 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  06/08/86  14/11/86 
Verordnung  zur  lnderung der  Bundesgesetzblatt  1,  S.1053,  20/06/90 
D  Zusatzstoffzulassungsverordnung 
und  anderer  Lebensmittelrecht-
lfcher Verordnungen  vom  13/06/90 
L•v  N.310  af 06/06/73 
DK  Bekendtg•relse N.65  af 20/02/81 
Orden  28/07/88  Boletin Oficial del  Estado  N.193, 
E  P.1771,  12/08/88 
Approbation ministerielle du  Journal  Officiel,  N.58,  Volume  2, 
EL  22/01/87  05/02/87 
Arrete minist6riel  du  07/12/84  Journal  Officiel 
F  D6cret  84·1147  du 07/12/84  Journal  Officiel 
Circulaire du  17/05/85  D.C.R.F.  N.850554,  BOCC  du  11/03/86 
Instruction du  07/08/86  BOCCRF,  08/08/86 
Decreto ministeriale (Ministero  Gazzetta Ufficiale N.204,  p.S-8, 
I  della Sanit6)  N.252,  24/07/90  01/09/90 
Health  (emulsifiers,  stabilisers,  Statutory  Instrument  N.102,  25/04/90 
IRL  thickening  and  gelling agents  in 
food)  (Amendment)  Regulations  1990 
L 
Koninlijk Besluit van  06/06/88  Nationaal  staatscourant 326,  08/06/88 
NL 
Portaria N.27/90,  12/01/90  Di6rfo da  RepUblica  N.10,  p.160 
p  12/01/90 
1.The  Emulsifiers and  Stabilisers  Statutory  lnstri.IIIE!nt  1989,  N.876 
UK  in Food,  Regulations  1989 
2.The  Emulsifiers and  Stabilisers  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.308 
in Food,  Regulations  1989  (Nor-
thern  Ireland) 
3.The Emulsifiers and  Stabilisers  Statutory  lnstri.IIIE!nt  1989,  N.945 
in Food,  Regulations  1989  (S.92) 
(Scotland) 
95 FOOPSTUFFS 
Coffee and chicory extracts 
Council Directive 85/573/EEC of 19 December 1985 amending 
Directive 77  /436/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the 
Member States relating to coffee extracts and chicory extracts. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.87 Products not meeting with the requirements of 
the Directive may nevertheless be sold until 01.07.88 in order to 
allow for disposal of existing stocks. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 372, 31.12.85 
85.573 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  van  05/03/87  van  12/06/87,  p.9035 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  22/10/87  van  20/02/88,  p.2506 
Erste Verordnung  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.906,  20/03/87 
D  Kaffeeverordnung  vom  10/03/87 
Bekendtg~relse N.835  af 09/12/86  Milj~inisteriet J.N.  0.86-5100·38 
OK  09/12/86 
Reglemento  tecnico-sanitario  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.252, 
E  664/83  p.30205,  20/10/88 
Reglemento  tecnico-sanitario 
2323/85 
Real  Decreto  1231/88  de  14/10/88 
Decret  Ministeriel  2020,  86,  Journal  Officiel  B N.58  p.470, 
EL  22/01/87  05/02/87 
Decret  421/90,  16/05/90  Journal  Officiel de  La  Republique 
F  fran~aise, p.9119,  22/05/90 
Decreto  Ministeriale N.599  del  Supplemento  ordinario alla Gazzetta 
I  03/12/87  Ufficiale N.33,  20/04/88 
European  Community  (coffee ex- Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.102 
IRL  tracts and  chicory extracts) 
(amendment)  Regulations  1988 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  14/09/87  Memorial  A,  N.79,  P.1835,  25/09/87 
L 
Koninklijk  Besluit van  24/02/87  Nationaal  Staatscourant 1987,  136 
NL  (Houdende  wijziging van  het  kof-
fiebesluit)  (Warenwet) 
Decreto·lei  N.53/89,  22/02/89  Diario da  RepUblica  N.44,  p.749 
p 
Food  Composition  and  Labelling  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.1986 
UK  Coffee  and  Coffee  Products 
(Amendment)  Regulations  1987 
Coffee  and  Coffee Products  Statutory Instrument  N.2014,  S.138, 
(Amendment)  (Scotland)  1987 
Regulations  1987 
Coffee  and  Coffee Products  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.23 
(Amendment)  Regulations  (Northern 
Ireland)  1988 
96 LABELLING 
Spirit drinks 
Council Directive 86/197/EEC of 26 May  1986 amending Directive 
79/112/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States 
relating to the labelling, presentation and advertising of 
foodstuffs for sale to the ultimate consumer. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  The Member States will if necessary, amend their laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions so as to: 
- permit trade in products conforming to this Directive by 1 May 
1988 at the latest; 
- prohibit trade in products not conforming to this Directive 
from 1 May 1989. 
2) Reference  Official Journall 144, 29.05.86 
86.197 
Arrit6 Royal  du/KoninklfJk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  08/08/88  van  18/10/88,  p.14457 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklfjk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge/Belgisch  Staatsblad, 
van  13/11/88  p.  1637 
Orftte Verordnung  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  1988,  11 
0  Lebensmfttel·Kennzefchnungsver·  s.  2231/2232 
ordnung  09/12/88 
1.Bekendtg•relse N.66  af 20/02/81 
DK  2.Bekendtgerelse N.25,  01/01/87 
3.Bekendtgerelse N.295  af 08/06/88 
4.Bekendtgerelse  N.296  af 08/06/88 
Real  Decreto  1122/88,  23/09/88  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.238, 
E  04/10/88 
D6cret  Minist6riel  1415/88,  Journal  Officiel B N.755,  p.7160, 
EL  03/10/88  19/10/88 
D6cret  91-187,  19/02/91  Journal  Officiel  de  la R6publique 
F  fran~aise, 22/02/91 
Arrit6,  19/02/91  Journal  Officiel de  la R6publique 
fran~aise, 22/02/91 
Decreto  Ministeriale N.595  del  Supplemento  ordinario alla Gazzetta 
1  28/11/87  Ufficiale N.33,  20/04/88 
European  Community  (Labelling,  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.202 
lRL  presentation and  advertising of  18/08/88 
foodstuffs)(amendments) 
Regulations  1988 
Riglement  Grand  Ducal,  25/05/87  M6morial  A,  N.45,  22/06/87 
L 
Koninklijk  Besluit van  03/07/87  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1987,  421 
NL  24/09/87 
p 
97 Food  Labelling,  Description,  etc  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.768 
UK  The  Food  Labelling  (Amendment) 
Regulations  1989 
The  Food  Labelling  (Scotland)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.809 
(Amendment)  Regulations  1989 
The  Food  Labelling  (Amendment)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.229 




Council Directive 88/388/EEC of 22 June 1988 on the approximation 
of the laws of the Member States relating to flavourings for use 
in foodstuffs and to source materials for their production. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  21.12.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 184, 15.07.88 
88.388 
Arret6  Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  24/01/90  van  24/04/90,  p.7634 
D 
Bekendtg•relse  (aromaer  m.m.  der  Sundhedministeriets  J.N.4000-41/1990, 
OK  mi  anvendes  til levnedsmidler)  01/08/90 
N.560,  01/08/90 
Real  Decreto  1477/90,  02/11/90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.28, 
E  p.34604  - 34611,  22/11/90 
Dkision du  Conseil  sup6rieur de  Journal  Officiel  B N.599,  p.7445, 




Riilemant  Grand-Ducal,  20/12/90  M6morial  A N.82,  31/12/90 
L 
Reference  not  available 
NL 
Portaria 620/90,  03/08/90  Diario da  RepUblica  N.178,  p.3171, 
p  03/08/90 
Portaria 248/91,  25/03/91 
Reference  not  available 
UK 
99 FOODSTUFFS 
Fruit jams, jellies, marmalades and chestnut pur~e 
Council Directive 88/593/EEC of 18 November 1988 amending 
Directive 79/693/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the 
Member States relating to fruit jams, jellies, marmalades and 
chestnut puree. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
31.12.89 to permit trade in products complying with the Directive 
01.01.91 to prohibit trade in products not complying with the 
Directive 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 318, 25.11.88 
88.593 
Arr6te  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  13/12/89  CArt.4.2)  van  23/02/90,  p.3391 
D 
Bekendtg•relse  N.18  af  16/01/90  Lovtidende  A,  16/01/90 
DK 
Real  Decreto 670/90  (Correcci6n  Boletfn Oficiel del  Estado  N.224, 
E  de errores)  p.27262,  18/09/90 
Decision du  Conseil  superieur de  Journal  Officiel 8 N.546,  p.6962, 
EL  Chimie,  1049/89  28/08/90 
F 
Decreto  ministeriale (Ministero  Gazzetta  Ufficiale 204,  p.S-8, 





The  Jam  and  Similar Products  Statutory Instrument  1990,  N.2085 
UK  CAmenctnent)  Regulations  1990 
100 FOOQSTUFFS 
Quick-frozen food 
Council Directive 89/1 08/EEC of 21  December 1988 on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to quick-
frozen foodstuffs for human consumption. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  The Member States must, if necessary amend their laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions as to: 
- permit trade in products which meet the requirements of the 
Directive by 10 July 1990 at the latest; 
- prohibit trade in products which do not meet the requirements 
of this Directive by  1  0 January 1991 at the latest. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 40, 11.02.89 
89.108 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  05/12/90  van  26/01/91,  p.1748  - 1750 
D 
Bekendtg•relse  om  dybfrosne  Sundhedsministeriet  4 kt.  j .nr.1990-







Warenwetregeling  diepgevroren  Staatscourant 2,  31/01/91 
NL  levensmiddelen  van  21/12/90 
p 
The  Quick-Frozen  Foodstuffs  Statutory Instrument  1990,  N.2615 
UK  Regulations  1990 
The  Quick-Frozen  Foodstuffs  Statutory Rules  of  Northern  Ireland 
Regulations  (Northern  Ireland)  N.455,  10/01!91 
1990 
101 ADDITIVES 
Authorized food additives 
Council Directive 89/1 07/EEC of 21  December 1988 on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States concerning food 
additives for use in foodstuffs intended for human consumption. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  The Member States must, if necessary, amend their laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions so as to: 
- permit trade in products which meet the requirements of this 
Directive by 28 December 1990 at the latest; 
- prohibit trade in products which do not meet the requirements 
of this Directive by 28 December 1991  at the latest. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 40, 11.02.89 
89.107 
Arrete Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge/Belgisch  Staatsblad 





Oecret  674/89,  18/09/89  Journal  Officiel de  La  Republique 









Materials in contact with foodstuffs 
Council Directive 89/1 09/EEC of 21  December 1988 on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to 
materials and articles intended to come into contact with 
foodstuffs. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States: The Member States must, if necessary, amend their laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions so as to: 
- permit trade in products which meet the requirements of this 
Directive by 1  0 July 1990 at the latest; 
- prohibit trade in products which do not meet the requirements 
of this Directive by 10 January 1991 at the latest. 




Sundhedministerfets bekendtg•relse  Sundhedministeriets 04/10/90, 
DK  N.561  af 01/08/90  N.4000·35 
Real  Decreto  397/90,  16/03/90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.74, 
E  p.8562,  27/03/90 
Real  Decreto 668/90,  25/05/90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.130, 








Reference  not  available 
UK 
103 FOODSTUFFS 
Foodstuffs for particular nutritional uses 
Council Directive 89/398/EEC of 3 May 1989 on the approximation 
of the laws of Member States relating to foodstuffs intended for 
particular nutritional uses. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  The Member States shall amend their laws, regulations 
and administrative provisions so as to: 
- permit, from 16 May 1990 onwards, trade in products which meet 
the requirements of this Directive. 
-to prohibit, as from 16 May 1991, trade in products which do 
not meet the requirements of this Directive. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 186, 30.06.89 
89.398 
Arr6t6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  18/02/91 
D 
Bekendtg•relse N.162,  09/03/90  LM  J N.4000·33·1990,  09/03/90 
DK 
E 
D6cision  du  Conseil  Sup6rieur  de  Journal  Officiel B N.786,  volune  II, 





Partial  Implementation 
NL 
p 
Partial  implementation 
The  legislation of  Great  Britain 




Council Regulation 89/1576/EEC of 30 May 1989 laying down general 
rules on the definition, description and presentation of 
spirituous beverages. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  None required 












Reference  not  available 
p 
Reference  not  available 
UK 
105 FOOPSTVFFS 
Fruit juices and similar products 
Council Directive 89/394/EEC of 14 June 1989 amending for the 
third time Directive 75/726/EEC on the approximation of the laws 
of the Member States concerning fruit juices and certain similar 
products. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  The Member States shall take the necessary steps to meet 
the requirements of this Directive, which they will apply so 
that: 
- trade in products which meet the requirements of this Directive 
by June 1990 at the latest; 
- trade in products which do not meet the requirements of this 
Directive be prohibited as from 14 June 1991. 
2) Reference  Official Journal l  186, 30.06.89 
89.394 
Arr6t6  Royal  clu/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  clu/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  21!03/90  van  19/05/90,  p.10190 
Zwefte  Verordnung  zur  Anderung  von  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, 5.1400,  21!07/90 
D  Verordnungen  Uber  aus  Fruchten 
hergestellte Lebensmittel  vom 
11/07/90 





Decreto  ministeriale (Ministero  Gazzetta  Ufficiale 204,  p.5-8, 
I  della Sanit6)  N.252,  24/07/90  01/09/90 
IRL 
R6;lement  Grand-Ducal,  08/11/90  M6morial  A N.62,  p.890  - 895, 
L  07/12/90 
Reference  not  available 
NL 
Decreto-lei  N.159/90,  18/05/90  Di6rio da  Re~blica 1,  N.114,  p.2264, 
p  18/05/90 
Portaria 189/91,  06/03/91 
Partial  implementation 
UK 
106 FOODSTUFFS 
Materials in contact with foodstuffs: testing 
Council Directive 85/572/EEC of 19 December 1985 laying down the 
list of simulants to be used for testing migration of 
constituents of plastic materials and articles intended to come 
into contact with foodstuffs. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  Same as 
for Directive 82/711/EEC. 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 372, 31.12.85 
85.572 
B 
Richtlinie wird  entspr. Art.6 der 
D  Richtlinie 82/711/EWG  aufgrund  der 
Einzel·Richtlinie der  Kommission 
Ober  Materialien und Gegenstande 
aus  Kunststoff,  die dazu  bestimmt 
sind,  mit  Lebensmitteln  in Beruh· 
rung  zu  kommen,  vom  23/02/90 
(K(90)308  endg.)  in deutsches 
Recht  umgesetzt  werden. 




Arrete du  19/12/88  Journal  Officiel de  la Republique 





Norma  portuguese  sobre materials  Diario da  Re~blica III,  N.276, 
p  plasticos para  contacto  com  gene·  CT  58,  30/11/87 
ros  alimentfcios np-1393  de 1987 
UK 
107 LABELLING 
Labelling, presentation and advertising 
Council Directive 89/395/EEC of 14 June 1989 amending Directive 
79/112/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States 
relating to the labelling, presentation and advertising of 
foodstuffs for sale to the ultimate consumer. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
The Member States will if necessary, amend their laws, 
regulations and administrative provisions so as to: 
- permit trade in products conforming to this Directive by 20 
December 1990 at the latest; 
- prohibit trade in products not conforming to this Directive 
from 20 June 1992. 
2) References  Official Journal L 186, 30.06.89 
89.395 
Arret6  Royal  du/Koninklik  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/  Belgisch  Staats-




Lof  703/77  Journal  Offfciel 278,  26/09/77 
EL 
D6cret  91-187,  19/02/91  Journal  Official de  la R6publique 
F  fran~aise, 22/02/91 







Food  Labelling  (Amenchent)  Statutory Instrument  1990,  N.Z488, 
UK  Regulations  1990  and  Food  Label- 2489,  2491,  2492 
lfng  (Amendment)  (Irradiated Food) 




Council Directive 89/396/EEC of 14 June 1989 on indications or 
marks identifying the lot to which a foodstuff belongs. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
Where necessary, Member States will have to amend their laws, 
regulations or administrative provisions so as to authorize trade 
in products complying with the Directive and prohibit trade in 
products not complying with the Directive. In the first instance 
the deadline is 20 June 1990. Trade in products placed on the 
market before 20 June 1991 may continue until stocks run out. 
21  References  Official Journal L 186, 30.06.89 
89.396 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 




D6cret  minist6riel,  09/08/90  Journal  Officiel  B N.546,  p.6963, 
EL  28/08/90 
D6cret  91·187,  19/02/91  Journal  Officiel de  la R6publique 
F  fran~aise, 22/02/91 








109 PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS 
High-technology medicinal products : marketing authorization 
Council Directive 87/22/EEC of 22 December 1986 on the 
approximation of national measures relating to the placing on the 
market of high-technology medicinal products, particularly those 
derived from biotechnology. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 15, 17.01.871 
87.22 
Arr6t6  Royal  du  06/07/87 modifiant  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  l 1A.R.  du  03/07/69/Koninklijk  van  15/07/87 
Besluit van  06!07!87,  tot wij· 
ziging van  het  K.B.  van  03!07!69. 
Bekanntmachung  vom  30/06/87  Bundesanzeiger  N.118,  02/07/87 
D 
Bekendt;•relse N.451,  06/08/82  Lovtidende 
DK 
E 
D6cret  Minist6riel  A 6/6667/87  Journal  Offlciel B 388,  27/07/87 
EL 
D6cret  88·661,  06/05/88  Journal  Officiel 
F 
Decreto  Ministeriale,  28/04/88  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.107,  09/05/88 
I 
1.Medical  Preparations  (licensing  Statutory Instrument  N.210  of  1984 
IRL  advertisement  and  sale) 
Regulations  1984 
2.Guidelines  for  applicants publi· 
shed  by the National  Drugs 
Advisory  Board 
R•glement  Grand  Ducal,  14/09/87  Memorial  A,  N.79,  p.1834,  25/09/87 
L 
1.  Besluit van  17/04/86  regeling  Nederlandse  Staatscourant  1986,  p.86 
NL  registratie diergeneesmiddelen 
J.  7027 
2.  Besluit van  19/11/87,  J.  7763  Nederlandse  Staatscourant  1987,  p.229 
3.  Konlnklijk  Besluit,  22/09/88  Staatsblad 1988,  p.465 
houdende  wijziging  van  het  Bes· 
luit registratfe geneesmiddelen 
(STB  1958,  408) 
Decreto·lei  421/89,  30/11/89  Di6rio  da  RepUblica  N.276,  p.S226, 
p  30/11/89 
Decreto·lei  81/90,  12/03/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I  N.59,  p.1138, 
12/03/90 
Decreto·lei  72/91,  08/02/91  Di6rio  da  RepUblica  I, 08/02/91 
Portaria 258/91,  30/03/91 
Portaria 260/91,  30/03/91 
Medicines  Act  1968  Her  Majesty•s  Stationary Office 
UK 
110 PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS 
Proprietary medicinal products : standards and protocols for 
testing 
Council Directive 87/19/EEC of 22 December 1986 amending 
Directive 75/318/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the 
Member States relating to analytical, pharmaco-toxicological and 
clinical standards and protocols in respect of the testing of 
proprietary medicinal products. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 15, 17.01.87 
87.19 
Arrit6 Royal  du  06/07/87 modtfiant  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  l 1A.R.  du  16/09/85  (normes  et pro- van  18/07/87 
tocoles)/Koninklijk Besluit van 
06!01!87 tot wijziging van  het 
K.B.  van  16/09/85  (normen  en  pro-
tocol). 
Allgemeine  Verwaltungsvorschrift  Bundesanzeiger  N.243a  (Beilage)  vom 
D  zur  Anwendung  der Arzneimittel- 29/12!89 
prOfrichtlinien vom  14/12/89 
Bekendtg•relse  N.451,  06/08/82  Lovtidende 
OK 
E 
D6cret  minist6riel A 6/6304/87  Journal  Officiel  B 351,  06/07/87 
EL 
D6cret  N.88·661,  06/05/88,  Journal  Officiel de  La  R6publique 
F  modifiant  certaines dispositions  fran~aise, 08/05/88,  p.6717 
du  CSP  (2°  partie) 
Decreto ministeriale del  ministero  Gazzetta Ufficiale N.107,  p.8, 
I  della sanitl, 28/04/88  09/05/88 
1.Medical  Preparations  (licensing,  Statutory Instrument  N.210  of  1984 
IRL  advertisement  and  sale) 
Regulations  1984 
2.Guidelines  for  applicants publi-
shed  by the National  Drugs 
Advisory  Board 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  29/04/83  M6morial  A,  N.32,  p.758,  11/05/83 
L  Uglement  Grand  Ducal,  14/09/87  M6morial  A,  N.79,  p.1834,  25/09/87 
Besluit van  17/04/86  regeling  re- Nationaal  Staatscourant  1986,  N.86 
NL  gistratie diergeneesmiddelen 
J.7027 
Besluft van  19/11/87,  J.7763  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1987,  N.229 
Konfnklijk  Besluit van  22/09/88,  Staatsblad 1988,  N.465 
houdende  wijziging van  het  besluit 
registratte geneesmiddelen  CSKN 
1977,  N.537) 
Partial  Implementation 
p  Decreto·lei  N.81/90,  12/03/90  Di6rio  da  RepUblica  I  N.59,  p.1138 
Portaria 258/91,  30/03/91 
Portaria 260/91,  30/03/91 
111 Medicines  Act  1968  Her  Majesty's Stationery Office 
UIC 
112 PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS 
Veterinary medicinal products: testing standards 
Council Directive 87/20/EEC of 22 December 1986 amending 
Directive 81/852/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the 
Member States relating to analytical, pharmaco-toxicological and 
clinical standards and protocols in respect of the testing of 
veterinary medicinal products. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.87 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 15, 17.01.87 
87.20 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninkltjk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  06/07/87 modtftant  l 1Arret6  van  18/07/87 
Royal  du  12/03/85 
Application  by  administrative  Application by  administrative 
D  measures  measures 
Bekendtgfrelse N.451,  06/08/82  Lovtidenc:le 
DK  Cirkul•re,  19/06/87 
Real  Decreto  163/81  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.36, 
E  11!02/81 
Real  Decreto  796/82  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.97, 
23/04/82 
Real  Decreto  794/83  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.92, 
18/04/83 
Orden  de 13/06/83  Boletfn Ofictal del  Estado  N.144, 
17/06/83 
Circular 3/87 del  Mintsterio de  la 
Agriculture 
Decret  Mtnist6riel A 6/2405/88  Journal  Officiel  B 266,  04/05/88, 
EL  21/04/88  p.2512 
D6cret  88-661,  06/05/88  Journal  Officiel 
f 
I 
1.European  Communities  (veterinary  Statutory Instrument  of  1986 
IRL  .adtcal products) 
Regulations  1986 
2.Guidelines  for  applicants publi· 
shed  by  the National  Drugs 
Advisory  Board 
Rt;lement  Grand  Ducal,  28/01/86  Memorial  A N.12,  p.736,  17/02/86 
L 
1.  Besluit van  17/04/86  regaling  Nederlanc:lse  Staatscourant  1986,  86 
NL  registratie diergeneesmiddelen 
J. 7027 
2.  Besluit van  19/11/87,  J.7763  Nederlanc:lse  Staatscourant  1987,  229 
p  Decreto  •  let 386/87,  28/12/87  Di6rio da  R~ltca N.297,  28/12/87 
Decreto  •  lei 72/91,  08/02/91  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I  I  A,  N.33, 
08/02/91 
113 Medicine  Acts  1968  Her  Majesty•s  Stationery Office 
UIC 
114 PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS 
Proprietary medicinal products: simplified procedure 
Council Directive 87/21/EEC of 22 December 1986 amending 
Directive 66/65/EEC on the approximation of provisions laid down 
by law, regulation or administrative action relating to 
proprietary medicinal products. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
before the 01.07.87 
01.01.92 (Greece, Portugal and Spain) 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 16, 17.01.87 
87.21 
Arrlt6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblld 
B  van  06/07/87 modifiant  l 1Arrit6  van  18/07/87 
Royal  du  03/07/69 
Zweites  Gesetz  zur  Anderung  des  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  S.1296,  21/08/86 
D  Arzneimittelgesetzes  vom  16/08/86 
Bekendtg•relse N.451,  06/08/82  Lovtidende 
DK 
Derogation  until: 01/01/92 
E 
Derogation  until: 01/01/92 
EL 
D6cret  N.88-661,  06/05/88  Journal  Official 
F 
Decreto Ministeriale,  28/04/88  Gazzetta Ufficiale  N.107,  09/05/88 
I 
1.Medical  Preparations  (licensing  Statutory Instrument  N.210  of  1984 
IRL  advertisement  and  sale) 
Regulations  1984 
2.Guidelines  for  applicants publi-
shed  by the National  Drugs 
Advisory  Board 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  14/09/87  Memorial  A,  N.79,  p.1834,  25/09/87 
L 
Besluit van  17/04/86  regeling  re- Nationaal  Staatscourant  1986,  N.86 
NL  gistratie diergeneesmiddelen 
J.7027 
Besluit  van  19/11/87,  J.7763  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1987,  N.229 
Koninklijk  Besluit van  22/09/88,  Staatsblad 1988,  465 
houdende  wijziging  van  het  besluit 
registratie geneesmiddelen  (SKN 
1958,  N.408) 
Decreto-lei  72/91,  08/02/91  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  A,  N.33, 
p  08/02/91 
Portaria 258/91,  30/03/91 
Portaria 259/91,  30/03/91 
Portaria 260/91,  30/03/91 
Medicines  Act  1968  Her  Majesty's Stationery Office 
UK 
115 PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS 
Proprietary medicinal products: standards for testing 
Council Recommendation 87  /176/EEC of 9 February 1987 concerning 
tests relating to the placing on the market of proprietary 
medicinal products. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  Not applicable. 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 73, 16.03.87 
Recommendation 87.176 













116 PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS 
Pricing: price regulation 
Council Directive 89/1 05/EEC of 21  December 1988 relating to the 
transparency of measures regulating the pricing of medicinal 
products for human use and their inclusion in the scope of the 
national health insurance systems. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.89 
21 Reference  Official Journal L40, 11.02.89 
89.105 
1.Lof  du/Wet  van  22/01/45. 
B  2.Arr6t6  Royal  du!Koninklijk 
Besluft  van  08/08/75. 
3.Tftre VI  de  la Loi  du/Titel  VI  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
ven  de  Wet  ven  22/12/89.  van  30/12/89. 
4.0rdre minist6riel du/Ministerie·  Moniteur  Belge  du!Belgisch  Staatsblad 
le Verordening  van  29/12/89.  van  06/01/90. 
5.Arr6t6 Royal  du!Koninklijk  Bes- Moniteur  Belge  du!Belgisch  Staatsblad 
luft van  02/02/90.  van  23/02/90. 
1.Gesetz  vom  06/12/60  Bundesanzefger  2,  N.251,  20/12/60 
D  2.Verorclnlq  vom  14/11/80  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, S.2147 
3.Gesundheitsreformgesetz,  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, S.2477 
30/12/88 
1.Lov  N.370,  07/06/89 
DK  2.Ministeriets forordning  N.288, 
14/06/85 
3.Sundhedlforordning  N.802, 
14/12/89 
4.Lov  af  regeringen 
1.Decreto 2065/74,  30/05/74  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  20/07/74 
E  2.Real  Decreto 946/78,  14/04/78  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  06/05/78 
3.Ley  14/86,  25/04/86  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  29/04/86 
4.Real  Decreto 2730/81,  19/10/81  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  25/11/81 
5.0rden,  25/11/81  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  26/11/81 
6.0rden,  17/09/82  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  29/09/82 
7.0rden,  16/07/86  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  30/07/86 
&.Orden,  23/10/87  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  16/11/87 
9.0rden,  10/10/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  14/11/89 
10.0rden,  10/10/89  (correcci6n)  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  01/12/89 
11.0rden,  13/11/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  26/10/89 
12.0rden,  13/10/89  (correcci6n)  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  03/11/89 
D6cret  minist6riel  A 3/46,  Journal  Officiel B 
EL  03/01/90 
Arr6t6  du  02/01/90  Journal  Official de  la R6publique 
F  fran~aise du  04/01/90 
I 
1.Health Act,  1970  (N.1)  (Ch.3) 
IRL  2.The  Misuse  of  Drugs  Acts,  1977  Regulations  1984 
and  1984 
3.The Medical  Preparations  Clicen- Statutory Instrument  N.210,  1984 
sing,  advertisement  and  sale) 
1.Rtglement  Grand  Ducal,  08/06/79  M6morial  A,  p.1096 
L  2.Rtglement  Grand  Ducal,  13/12/88  M6morial  A N.66  p.1243,  16/12/89 
3.Rtglement  Grand  Ducal,  13/12/89  M6morial  A N.  p.1442 
Wijziging  van  het Besluit  Farma·  R.  Zekering  van  26/07/89 
NL  ceutfsche hulp  ziekenfondsverorde· 
nfng 
117 Portaria N.29/90,  13/01/90  Oiario da  RepUblica,  I,  p.201, 
p  13/01!90 
Decreto·lei  231/90,  14/07/90  Diario da  RepUblica,  I,  N.161,  p.2960, 
14/07/90 
Portaria 337/90,  03/05/90  Diario da  RepUblica  N.101,  p.2098, 
03/05/90 
Decreto·lei  72/91,  08/02/91  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  A,  N.33, 
08/02/91 
Portaria 258/91,  30/03/91 
Portaria 260/91,  30/03/91 
Pharmaceutical  Price Regulations 
UK  Scheme  (PPRS) 
Selected List  Scheme 
118 MARKETING AND USE OF DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES 
Polychlorinated biphenyls and terphenyls - 6th modification 
Council Directive 85/467  /EEC of 1 October 1985 amending for the 
sixth time (PCBs/PCTsl Directive 76/769/EEC on the approximation 
of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the 
Member States relating to restrictions on the marketing and use 
of certain dangerous substances and preparations. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  30.06.86 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 269, 11.10.85 
85.467 
Arr•t6 Royal  du/Konlnklljk  Beslult  Moniteur  Belga  du/Balglsch  Staatsbled 
8  Yin 09/07/86  van  31/07/86,  p.10732 
Varordnung  vom  18/07/89  (PCB-PCT- Bundesgesetzblatt  I 5.1482 
D  VC  Verbotsverordnung) 
Bakendtgfrelsa N.718  af 09/10/86  Milj~inisteriet J.N.D.86-27001-14 
DK  p.  2774  af  09/10/86 
Real  Decreto  1406/89,  10/11/89  Boletfn Oflcial  del  Estado,  N.278, 
E  p.36363,  20/11/89 
Real  Decreto  1406/89,  10/11/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  p.38500, 
(Correcci6n)  12/12/89 
D6clsion  ck.t  Consei l  Sup6rieur  de  Journal  Official B N.605,  p.5788, 
EL  la Chimie  (modification)  1310,  86,  23/09/86 
15/09/86 
D6crat  87·59,  02/02/87  Journal  Official, 04/02/87,  p.1272 
F  Arrtt6 Minlst6riel,  09/09/87  Journal  Officiel,  29/12/87,  p.15338 
Decreto  del  Prasidente della  Gazzetta Ufficiale N.143,  20/06/88, 
I  Republica  N.216,  24/05/85  p.8 
EC  (Dangerous  substances  and pre- Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.204 
IRL  parations)(Marketing  and  use) 
Regulations  1987 
Rqle~~~~~nt Grand  Ducal,  26/06/86  M6morial  A,  N.50,  p.1555,  30/06/86 
L 
Koninklijk Besluit van  03/05/85  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1985,  254 
NL  tot wijziglng van  het  PCB  besluit 
1.Decreto-lei  28/87,  14/01/87  Diario da  RepUblica  I N.11,  p.183, 
p  14/01/87 
2.Dacrato·lel  124/88,  20/04/88  Diarlo da  Re~llca I  N.  ,20/04/88 
3.Dacreto-lei  221/88,  09/06/88  Diario  da  RepUblica  N.147  p.2626, 
28/06/88 
The  Control  of  Pollution (supply  Statutory  Instrument  1986,  N.902 
UIC  and  usa  of  injurious substances) 
Regulations  1986 
119 MARKETING AND USE OF DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES 
Asbestos - 7th modification 
Council Directive 85/61 0/EEC of 20 December 1985 amending for the 
seventh time (asbestos) Directive 76/769/EEC on the approximation 
of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the 
Member States relating to restrictions on the marketing and use 
of certain dangerous substances and preparations. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  31.12.87 
2) Reference  Official Journall375, 31.12.85 
85.610 
Arr6t6  Royal  dufKoninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  van  30/03/81  van  31/03/81,  p.3896 
Arr6t6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  20/12/82  van  31/12/82,  p.15511 
Arr6t6  Royal  dufKoninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  07/08/84  van  08/11/84,  p.14611 
Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  23/09/87,  p.13784-6 
Gefahrstoffverordnung  vom  26/08/86  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.1469-85, 
D  05/09/86,  N.47 
Bekendts•relse N.660  af 24/09/86  Arbejdsministeriet J.N.  1986-3240-60, 
OK  24/09/86 
Real  Decreto  1406/89,  10/11/89  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado,  N.278, 
E  p.36363,  20/11/89 
Real  Oecreto  1406/89,  10/11/89  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado,  p.38500, 
(Correcci6n)  12/12/89 
D6cret  minist6riel  N.1517,  87,  Journal  Official  B N.559,  p.5633, 
EL  01/10/87  23/10/87 
D6cret  88-466,  28/04/88  Journal  Official, 30/04/88,  p.5900 
F 
Decreto  del  Presidente della  Supplemento  ordinario ella Gazzetta 
I  Republica  N.215  del  24/05/88  Ufficiale N.55,  20/06/88 
European  Community  (dangerous  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.294 
IRL  substances  and  preparation)(marke-
ting and  use)  Regulations  1988 
R~lement Grand  Ducal,  26/06/86  M6morial  A,  N.SO,  p.1555,  30/06/86 
L 
Koninklijk  Besluit van  18/12/87  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1987,  669, 
NL  tot wfjziging van  het  asbest- 02/02/88 
besluit (warenwet) 
Decreto-lei  N.138/88,  22/04/88  Diarfo da  RepUblica  N.94  p.1560, 
p  22/04/88 
Consumer  Protection the Asbestos  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.1979 
UK  Products  (Safety)(Amendment) 
Regulations  1987 
The  Asbestos  (Prohibition)  (Amend- Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.711 
ment)  Regulations  1988 
120 CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 
Detergents 
Council Directive 86/94/EEC of 1  0 March 1986 amending for the 
second time Directive 73/404/EEC on the approximation of the laws 
of the Member States relating to detergents. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 80, 25.03.86 
86.94 
Arrlt6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Bealuit  Moniteur  Belge  du!Belgisch  Staatsbled 
B  van  25/10/88  van  10/11/88 
Verordnung  vaa 04/06/86  Bundesgesetzblatt  I S.851,  N.25 
D  11!06/86 
Bekendtg~relse N.124  af  14/03/86  Lovtidende  af  14/03/86 
DK 
1.0rden,  05/09/85  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.260, 
E  30/10/85,  p.34265  - 75. 
2.0rden,  05/09/85  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.311, 
p.40675 
D6cret  Pr6sidentiel  N.370/86,  Journal  Official B N.422,  p.4139,  158 
EL  27/05/86  24/06/86 
Arrtt6 minist6riel du  24/12/87  Journal  Officiel de  la R6publique 
F  fra~aise, 30/12/87,  p.15386 
I 
European  COIIIIU'Iity  (detergent)  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.7 
IRL  Regulation  1988  (Miendment) 
1.Loi,  08/07/86  M6morial  A N.55,  11/07/86,  p.1676 
L  2.R~le~~~ent Grand  Ducal,  09/07/86  M6morial  A N.55,  11/07/86,  p.1679 
3.Ugle~~ent Grand  Ducal,  09/07/86  m6morial  A N.55,  11/07/86,  p.1681 
Besluit van  06/06/90  Staatsbled van  het Koninkrijk  der 
NL  Nederlanden  1990·292,  p.1,  26/06/90 
1.Decreto-lei  N.8/90,  04/01/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.3  p.23. 
p  04/01!90 
2.Portaria N.89/90,  05/02/90  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  p.477. 
The  Detergent  (composition)  Statutory Instrument,  1986,  N.560 
UK  (lllleiiCinent)  Regulation  1986 
121 CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 
Marketing of fertilizers : liquid fertilizers 
Council Directive 88/183/EEC of 22 March 1988 amending Directive 
76/116/EEC in respect of fluid fertilizers. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  25.03.89 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 83, 29.03.88 
88.183 
Arrlt6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  van  07/03/90  van  01/05/90 
Arrlt6 •inist6riel du!Ministeriile  Moniteur  Belge  du!Belgisch  Staatsblad 
besluft van  07/03/90  van  23/05/90 
Neunte  Verordnung  zur  lnderung  der  Bundegesetzblatt  N.29  I  S.921, 
D  DOngBMittelverordnung  vom  30/06/88 
24/06/88 
Bekendt&~relse N.867  af 20/12/88  Landbrugsministeriets  AFD  4KT  J.N. 
DK  83·7601·1  - 15/01/89 
Real  Decreto  72/88  de  05/02/88  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.32, 
E  p.4043,  06/02/88 
Orden  de  14/07/88  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.191, 
p.24096,  10/08/88 
Orden  de  18/07/89  Boletfn Oficfal  del  Estado  N.176, 
p.23581,  25/07/89 
EL 
D6cret  N.192/90,  28/02/90  Journal  Official, 04/03/90,  p.2712 
F 
I 
European  Community  (Marketing  of  Statutory Instrument  N.180,  1989 
IRL  Fertilisers) Regulations  1989 
L 
Mfnisterieel  Besluit Wijziging  Staatscourant 78,  23/04/90 
NL  Meststoffenbeschikkfng  1977 
Decreto·lei  256/90,  07/08/90  Di6rlo da  RepOblica  1,  N.181,  p.3220 
p  07/08/90 
The  Fertilisers Regulations  1990  Statutory Instrument  1990,  N.887 
UK  (England,  Wales,  Scotland)  29/03/90 
The  Fertilisers Regulations  1990  Statutory Rules  of  Northern  Ireland, 
(Northern  Ireland)  N.286,  1990,  30/06/90 
122 CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 
Marketing of fertilizers : solid and fluid fertilizers 
Council Directive 89/284/EEC of 13 April 1989 supplementing and 
amending Directive 76/116/EEC in respect of the calcium, 
magnesium, sodium and sulphur content of fertilizers. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  17.04.90 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 111, 22.04.89 
89.284 
Arr6t6  Royal  du!Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du!Balgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  07/03/90  van  01/05/90 
Arr6t6 •inist6riel du/Ministeriile  Moniteur  Belge du!Belgisch  Staatsblad 
besluit van  07/03/90  van  23/05/90 
Zehnte  Verorclnu1g  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, 5.2020,  30/11/89 
D  DQngemittelverordnung  vom 
15/01/89 








Ministerieel  Besluft  wijziging  Nationaal  Staatscourant  N.78, 
NL  Meststoffen beschikking  19n,  24/03/90 
23/04/90 
Decreto-lei  N.256/90,  07/08/90  Di6rfo  da  Repdblica  I  N.181,  p.3220 
p  07!08!90 
UK 
123 CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 
Marketing of fertilizers : trace-elements 
Council Directive  89/530/CEE of 18 September 1989 on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States in respect of the 
trace-elements boron, cobalt, copper, iron, manganese, molybdenum 
and zinc contained in fertilizers. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  18.03.91 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 281, 30.09.89 
89.530 
I 
11.  Verordnung  zur  Anderung  der 
D  DOngemittelverordnung 
Bekendtgtrelse  om  handel  med  gtd- Lovtidende  A 5.98,  10/01/91 
DK  ning  og  grundgtdskningsmidler  m.m. 








Decreto·lel  N.256/90,  07/08/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I  N.181,  p.3220, 
p  07!08!90 
Portarla 909  B/90,  27/09/90 
UIC 
124 CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS 
Tower cranes: sound levels 
Council Directive 87/405/EEC of 25 June 1987 amending Directive 
84/634/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States 
relating to the permissible sound power level of tower cranes. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  26.06.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 220, 08.08.87 
87.405 
Partial  Implementation 
B 
AEF  14/12/88  (Mesures  anti-bruit  Monfteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
grues  •  tour etc.)  van  25/04/89,  p.6903 
Reference  not  available 
D 
Bekendtgfrelse  N.674  af 27/10/89  Lovtfdende  A 
DK 
Real  Dacreto  245,  27/02/89  (Det.  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.60, 
E  y  limitaci6n potencia acU.tica  p.6893,  11/03/89 
admisible mat.  y maquinaria  de 
obra) 
EL 
Arr6t6 du  13/01/88,  modifiant  Journal  Officiel de  la R6publique 
F  l 1Arr6t6 du  02/01/86  (Journal  fran~aise, 11/03/88,  p.3239  et 
Offlciel, 26/01/86)  suivantes. 
I 
European  COIIIILnity  (Construction  Statutory Instrument  N.230,  02/12/88 
IRL  plant and  equipment)(Permiss.· 
noise  levels) Regulation  1988 
R~lement Grand  Ducal,  01/06/89  M6morial  A,  N.39,  p.749,  17/06/89 
L  (Niveau  de puissance acoustique 
admissible  ·  grues  •  tour) 
Konlnklijk  Besluit van  21/09/89  Nationaal  Staatscourant  N.394, 
NL  (Wijziging  B.  geluidproduktie  29/09/89 
torenkranen) 
Decreto·lei  N.251/87  de  24/06/87  Di6rio de  RepUblica  1,  N.142,  p.2386, 
p  24/06/87 
Dacreto·lei  N.292/89  de  02/09/89  Di6rio de  RepUblica  1,  N.202,  p.3770, 
02/09/89 
Portaria 879/90,  20/09/90  Di6rio de  RepUblica  I  N.218,  p.3897, 
20/09/90 
Construction Plant  and  Equipment  Statutory Rule  of  Northern  Ireland, 
UK  (Noise  emission)  Regulations  Nor·  1987,  N.328,  13/08/87 
thern  Ireland 1987 
Construction Plant  and  Equipment  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1127, 
(Hannonisation noise emissions  05/07/89 
Standards )(Amencinent)  Regulations 
1989 
Construction Plant  and  Equipment  Statutory Instrument  1990,  N.102, 
(Noise  emissions)(Amendment)  15/03/90 
Regulation  Northern  Ireland  1990 
125 MOTOR VEHICLES 
Tyres : Tyre pressure gauges for motor vehicles 
Council Directive 86/217/EEC of 26 May 1986 on the approximation 
of the laws of the Member States relating to tyre pressure gauges 
for motor vehicles. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  30.11.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 152, 06.06.86 
86.217 
Arrit6 Royal  ~Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van 30/03/89  van  27/04/89 
Arrit6 Royal  du  10/09/90,  modi- Moniteur  Belge du!Belgisch  Staatsblad 
ffant  l•A.R.  du  30/03/89  relatif  van  10/10/90,  p.19447 
aux  ~tres  des  v6hicules  au-
tomobiles/Koninklijk  Besluit van 
10/09/90,  tot wijziging  van  het 
K.B.  van  30/03/89  inzake  manome-
ters voor  motorrijwielen 
Erlass der  Eichordnl.l1g  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I 5.1657 Z 5702 
D  12/08/88  A N.43  vom  26/08/88 
MAleteknisk  direktfv N.3600-01  om  EF-Tidende,  16/09/87 
DK  111an0111etre  tf l  IIOtorktretfjsdak, 
udg. 1 af 20/08/87 
Orden,  28/12/88  Boletin Oficial del  Estado,  N.20, 
E  24/01/89 
D6cret  minfst6riel  F.  3,  1325,  Journal  Official  B N.596,  10/11/87 
EL  20/10/87 
D6cret  88-78,  19/01/88  Journal  Officiel, 23/01/88 
F  Arrit6 minist6riel,  21/03/88  Journal  Officiel, 07/04/88 
Decreto ministeriale N.435  del  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.241,  p.4, 
I  12/09/88  13/10/88 
European  Communities  Tyre-gauge  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.175 
IRL  Formation  Vehicles  Regulations 
1988 
Rltlement  Grand  Ducal,  23/12/87  M6morial  N.109,  29/12/87 
L 
Jlk.regeling manometers  voor  Nationaal  Staatscourant  77  N.89012602, 
NL  luchtbanden  van  31/03/89  20/04/89 
Partial  Implementation 
Decreto•lef  291/90,  20/09/90 
Portaria 963/90,  09/10/90  Df6rio de  RepUblica  I,  p.4185, 
p  09/10/90 
Portaria 962/90,  09/10/90  Di6rio de  RepUblica  I N.233,  09/10/90 
Weights  and  Measures  (the measu- Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.186 
UK  ring  instruments)  Regulations  1988 
126 OTHER AREAS 
Noise : emissions from construction plant 
Council Directive 86/662/EEC of 22 December 1986 on the 
limitation of noise emitted by hydraulic excavators, rope-
operated excavators, dozers, loaders and excavator-loaders. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  24.12.88 
Six years after implementation common noise levels to be adhered 
to. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 384, 31.12.86 
86.662 
B 
(Baumaschinenlirm-Verordnung),  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  N.57,  5.1729, 
D  10/11/86  18/11/86 
Erste Verordnung  zur  lnderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, S.166,  1988 
15.Verordnung  zur  DurchfUhrung  des 
Bundesimmissionsschutzgesetzes, 
23/02/88 
Bekendtgfrelse N.6,  04/01/89 
OK  (begrensning  af stfjmissioner fra 
hydr.  gravemaskiner) 
Real  Decreto  245/1989,  27/02/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.60, 
E  (Det.  y  limitaci6n potencia acus- p.6893,  11!03/89 
tlca admisible mat.  y maquinaria 
de  obra) 
EL 
Arrit6 du  18/09/87 relatif  ~ la  Journal  Officiel, 05/12/87,  p.14179 
F  limitation des  6missions  sonores 
des  pelles hydrauliques  '  cables, 
des bouteurs,  des  chargeuses  et de 
chargeuses-pelleteuses. 
I 
European  Community  Construction  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.320, 
IRL  Plant  and  Equipment  (Permissible  02/12/88 
Noise  Level)  Regulations  1988 
L 
Ministerieel  Beslult  (Besluit  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1988,  634, 
NL  geluidsproduktfe grondverzet- 29/12/88 
machines)  van  23/12/88 
Mfnfsteriile regulatie 1719114,  Nationaal  Staatscourant  N.26, 
25/01/89  (Aanw.keuringsinst.grond- 27/01/89 
verzetmachfnes) 
Mlnisteriile regulatie 1719115,  Nationaal  Staatscourant  N.26, 
25/01/89  (Keuringsvoorachr.grond- 27/01/89 
verzetmachlnes) 
Mlnisteriile regulatie 1719116,  Nationaal  Staatscourant  N.26, 
25/01/89  (EEG  docu..gel.prod.  27/01/89 
grondverzetmachines) 
127 Decreto-lei  N.251/87,  24/06/87  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.142, 
p  p.2386,  24/06/87 
Decreto·lai  N.292/89,  02/09/89  Di6rio  da  RepUblica  1,  N.202, 
p.3no, 02/09/89 
Portarfa 879/90,  20/09/90  Di6rio da  Rep(Jblica  I,  N.218,  p.3897, 
20/09/90 
Construction Plant  anc:J  Equipment  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.361, 
UK  (Hanaonisation of  Noise  Emission  03/03/88 
Standards>  Regulations  1988 
128 QIHERAREAS 
Dangerous products resembling foodstuffs 
Council Directive 87/357/EEC of 25 June 1987 on the approximation 
of the laws of the Member States concerning products which, 
appearing to be other than they are, endanger the health of 
safety of consumers. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  26.06.89 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 192, 11.07.87 
87.357 
Arrit6 Royal  du!Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  19/12/89  van  21/02/90,  p.3229 
Reference  not  available 
D 
Lov  N.307  af  16/05/90  Lovtidende  A 5.997,  16/05/90 
DK  BekendtS'relse N.125,  om  produk- Lovtidende  A 5.567,  06/03/91 
tar,  som  p.g.a. deres ydre  kan 
forveksles  med  levnedsmidler, 
06/03/91 
Real  Decreto  N.820/90  de  22/06/90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.153, 
E  p.18164,  27.06/90 
Arrit6 minist6riel  N.F.3193,  Journal  Offfciel B N.609,  21/08/89 
EL  08/08/89 
Lof  N.  83-660,  21/07/83,  relative  Journal  Official de  La  R6publ fque 
F  il  La  s6curit6 du  conaOIIIUteur  fra"'aise,  22/07/83,  p.2262 




Warenwetbesluit  lmftatfeprodukten  Natfonaal  Staatscourant 1989,  N.253, 
NL  06/07/89 
Konfnklfjk  Besluft van  06/06/89  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1989,  N.253 
06/07/89 
Decreto·lef  N.150/90,  10/05/90  Di4rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.107,  p.2199, 
p  10/05/90 
The  Food  lmftatfona  (safety)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N. 1291 
UK  Regulatfona  1989  28/07/89  . 
129 OTHER AREAS 
Non-food products prices 
Council Directive 88/314/EEC of 7 June 1988 on consumer 
protection in the indication of prices for non-food products. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  07.06.90 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 142, 09.06.88 
88.314 
Loi  du/Wet  van  14/07/71  Moniteur  Belge du/Belgisch  5taatsblad 
van  30/07/71 
Arriti Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  5taatsblad 
van  10/07/n  van  13/10/72 
B  Arriti Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  5taatsblad 
van  22/01/76  van  05/02!76 
Arriti Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  29/01/79  van  10/04/79 
Verordnung  vom  25/07/89  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, 5.1557,  05/08/89 
D 
Bekendtgfrelse N.502  af 29/06/90  Lovtidende  1990,  5.1700,  29/06/90 
DK 
E 
Disposition agronome  N.30,  Journal  official  B,  N.569,  p.7192 
EL  13/08/90  06!09!90 




Rtglement  Grand  Ducal  du  08/06/90  Memorial  A N.27,  p.372,  18/06/90 
L 
NL 
Decreto- lef  N.138/90,  26/04/90  Di6rio da  R~lica, N.96,  p.2012, 
p  26/04/90 
UK 
130 OTHER AREAS 
Foodstuff prices 
Council Directive 88/315/EEC of 7 June 1988 amending Directive 
79/581/EEC on consumer protection in the indication of the prices 
of foodstuffs. 
1  1  Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  07.06.90 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 142, 09.06.88 
88.315 
Loi  du/Wet  van  14/07/71  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  30/07/71 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  1  0/07/72  van  13/10/72 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  22/01/76  van  05/02/76 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  29/01/79  van  10/04/79 
Verordnung  vom  25/07/89  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  5.1557,  05/08/89 
D 







Reglement  Grand  Ducal  du  08/06/90  Memorial  A N.27,  p.372,  18/06/90 
L 
NL 
Decreto  •  lei  N.138/90,  26/04/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica,  N.96,  p.2012, 
p  26/04/90 
UK 
131 OTHER AREAS 
Good laboratory practice (GLP) 
Council Directive 88/320/EEC of 9 June 1988 on the inspection and 
verification of Good Laboratory Practice 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 145, 11.06.88 
88.320 
Arrite Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  27/10/88  van  26/11/88 
Reference  not  available 
D 
Miljoministeriets bekendtsg•relse  Lovtidende  370  af 01/07/88 
DK  (god  laboratoriepraksis) 
Sundhedsstyrelsens  bekendtg•relse  Lovtidende  110  af  17/02/89 
E 
D6efsion  du  Consei l  Superieur  de  Journal  Officiel  B N.58,  1990 
EL  Chimie  1285/89 
Dicret 90/206  du  07/03/90  Journal  officiel de  La  Republique 
F  fran~aise, 09.03.90,  p.2891 
I 
IRL 
Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  21!12/88 
L  Reg l  ement  Grand  Due a l ,  30/06/89  Memorial  A N.51,  p.942,  27/07/89 
(Inspection et verification des 
bonnes  pratiques de  laboratoire) 
Reference  not  available 
NL 
Portaria N.1070/90,  24/10/90  Diario da  RepUblica  1, 
p  N.246,  p.4361,  24/10/90 
Implementation  by administrative 
UK  measures 
132 OTHER AREAS 
Noise : Household appliances 
Council Directive 86/594/EEC of 1 December 1986 on airborne noise 
emitted by household appliances. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  04.12.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 344, 06.12.86 
86.594 
B 
Vereinbarung  zwischen  dem  Bundes· 
D  minister  fur Wirtschaft  und  der 
Deutschen  Gesellschaft  fur  Produk· 
tinformatfon m.b.H.,  Burggrafen· 
strasse 4·10,  Berlin 30 
Bekendtg•relse N.247,  19/04/90  Lovtidende  A,  19/04/90 
DK 
Real  Decreto  245/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  11/03/89 
E 
D6cision minist6rielle B  Journal  Offfcfel  B N.437,  p.5827, 
EL  13352/2635/90,  29/06/90  16/07/90 
Arret6,  21/02/90  Journal  Officiel de  la R6publique 
F  fran~aise, 01/03/90,  p.2578 
I 
IRL 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  20/06/90  M6morial  A N.30,  30/06/90 
L 
NL 
Decreto·lei  N.251/87,  24/06/87  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  N  .142,  p.2386, 
p  24/06/87 
Decreto·lei  N.292/89,  02/09/89  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.zoz,  p.3no, 
02/09/89 
The  Household  Appliances  (Noise  Statutory Instrument  N.161,  1990, 
UK  Emission)  Regulations  1990  05/02/90 
133 OTHER AREAS 
Cosmetic products 
Council Directive 88/667/EEC of 21  December 1988 amending .for the 
fourth time Directive 76/768/EEC on the approximation of the laws 
of the Member States relating to cosmetic products. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.89 
2) Reference  Official Journall 38?, 31.12.88 
88.667 
8 
16  Verordnung  zur  Anderung  kosme- Bundesgesetzblatt  I, S.2548,  30/12/89 
D  tfkverordnung  vom  21/12/89 
Dritte Verordnung  zur  lnderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, s.991,  31/05/90 
Fertigpackungsverordnung  vom 
28/05/90 
Bekendtg•relse  N.141  af  15/02/90  Lovtidende  A,  15/02/90 
DIC 
Real  Decreto 349/88  de  15/04/88  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.95, 
E  20/04/88 
EL 
D6cret  91-193,  19/02/91  Journal  Officiel de  la Republique 
F  fran~aise p.2724,  23/02/91 
1 
European  Community  (Cosmetic  Statutory Instrument  N.265,  1990 
lRL  Products)  Regulations  1990 
Ritglement  Grand  Ducal  du  16/10/89  Memorial  A N.79,  18/12/89 
L 
NL 
Partial  implementation 
p 
The  Cosmetic  Products  (Safety)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.2233 
UK  Regulations  1989 
134 CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS 
Fire safety in hotels 
Council Recommendation 86/666/EEC of 22 December 1986 on fire 
safety in existing hotels. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  Not applicable. 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 384, 31.12.86 
Recommendation 86.666 
IMPLEMENTATION NOT COMPULSORY 
B 
Reference  not  available 
0 
Bekendtg•relse N.252  af  21/05/74 
OK 
Reference  not  available 
E 
EL 
Arrete minist6riel,  21/06/82 
F 
I 
"Guide  to fire safety in hotels, 
IRL  guesthouses  and  similar premises11 
L 
Brandweerwet  1985 
NL  Brandveiligingsverordening, 
maart  87 
Bouwverordening  1986 
Decreto  Regulamentar  N.8/89,  Di6rio da  RepQblica, 
p  21/03/89  21/03/89 
1.Fire precaution Act  1971  amended 
UK  by  the fire safety and  safety of 
places of  sport Act  1987 
2.Fire precaution (Hotels  and 
Boarding  Houses)  Order  1972 
135 
aerie I,  N.67 PUBLIC PROCUREMENT 
Public supply contracts 
Council Directive 88/295/EEC of 22 March 1988 amending Directive 
77/62/EEC relating to the coordination of procedures on the award 
of public supply contracts and deleting certain provisions of 
Directive 80/767  /EEC. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.89 Derogations for Greece, Spain and Portugal 
until 1 March 1992, as regards the modification covered by 
Directive 88/295/EEC.  However, these countries are under the 
obligation to apply Directive 77/62/EEC and 80/767/EEC. 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 127, 22.03.88 
88.295 
Arret6  Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  08/12!88  van  17/12/88,  p.17360 
Verwaltungsvorschrift  vom  Bundesanzeiger  N.4Sa,  06/03/90 
D  22/12/88,  zwischenzeitlich  in die 
vorschrift VOZ/A  eingearbeltet 
Statens  lndktbs·cirkulare af  Reference  of  publication not 
DK  13/11!89  available 
Bekendtgtrelse af  07/12/90 
Derogation until 01/03/92 
E 
Derogation until 01/03/92 
EL 
D6cret  N.236,  17/04/89  Journal  Officiel,  19/04/89,  p.S01 
F 
I 
Circular of  23/11/88  of  the 
IRL  Department  of  Finance 
Circulaire,  14/12/88 
L  Cfrculaire,  20/12/88,  N.1197, 
ref.26/88 
NL 
Derogation until 01/03/92 
p 
1.Treasury Guidance  Notes  12/88 
UK  2.D.O.E.  Circular 6!89,  28/02/89 
3.Welsh  Office Circular 11/89 
4.Northern  Ireland Office Minute 
5.Scottish Development  Department 
Circular 15/89 
136 Decreto·lei  N.48547/68  Diario da  RepUblica  1 
p  Decreto·lei  N.10/88  Diario da  R~lica N.12,  15/01/88 
Decreto·lei  N.31/88  Diario  da  RepUblica  N.28,  03/02/88 
Portaria N.528/88  a  reforms  do  Diario da  RepUblica  I aerie N.182, 
ensino de  farmacia  operada  palo  08/08/88 
Decreto  N.111/78 
1.The  Pharmaceutical  Qualifica·  Statutory Instrument  of  Northern 
UIC  tiona  (EEC  Recognition)  Regula·  Ireland of  1987  N.457 
tiona (Northern  Ireland)  1987 
2.The  Pharmaceutical  Qualifica·  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.2202 
tiona  (EEC  Recognition) 
Order  1987 
139 FREE MOVEMENT OF LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS 
Pharmacy : Qualifications in pharmacy 
Council Decision 85/434/EEC of 16 September 1985 setting up an 
advisory committee on pharmaceutical training. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.10.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 253, 24.09.85 
Decision 85.434 













140 FREE MOVEMENT OF LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS 
Pharmacy : Mutual recognition of diplomas in pharmacy 
Council Directive 85/433/EEC of 16 September 1985 concerning the 
mutual recognition of diplomas, certificates and other evidence 
of formal qualifications in pharmacy, including measures to 
facilitate the effective exercise of the right of establishment 
relating to certain activities in the field of pharmacy. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.10.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 253, 24.09.85 
85.433 
B 
Gesetz  zur  Umsetzung  der Apothe- Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.1077, 
D  kerrichtlinie der E.G.  vom  30/07/88 
23/12/88 
Dritte Gesetz  zur  Anderung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, S.1106 
Bunderapothekerordnung,  19/06/89 
1.Bekendta-relse N.318  af 20/06/88  Sundhedsmin  JN.4  KT  7321-1/1983  af 
DK  20/06/88 
2.Bekendtgfrelse N.720  af  01/12/88  Sundhedsmin  JN.4  KT  7321·1/1983  af 
01/12/88 
Real  Decreto  1667/89  de  22/12/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.4, 
E  04/01/90 
D6cret  Minist6riel A4/5226,  Journal  Official B N.613,  10/11/87 
EL  06/11!87 
D6cret  Minist6riel A4/3894/88  Journal  Official a N.835,  16/11/88 
Loi  N.87·588,  30/07/87  Journal  Official, 31/07/87 
F  Loi  N.87·583,  30/07/87  Journal  Officiel, 31/07/87 
D6cret  minist6riel  N.83-785,  Journal  Officiel de  La  R6publique 
02/09/83  fran~aise, 07/09/83 
R6gime  des 6tudes  en  vue  du  dipl6- Bulletin Officiel N.43,  03/12/87 
•  d'Etat de Docteur  en  pharmacie 
D6cret  90-421  du  16/05/90  Journal  Officiel,  22/05/90,  p.9119 
I 
European  Community  (Recognition of  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.239 
IRL  Qualifications  in Pharmacy) 
Regulations  1987 
L 
Ministeriile Besluit onderlinge  Nationaal  Staatscourant,  22/04/88 
NL  erkenning diploma's,  certificaten 
en  anderen  titels op  het  terrein 
van  de  farmacie 
Decreto·lei  N.31/88,  03/02/88  Diario da  R~l  lea  I serie N.28, 
p  03/02/88 
1.The Pharmaceutical  qualifica- Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.457 
UK  tiona  CEEC  Recognition)  Regula-
tiona (Northern  Ireland)  1987 
2.The  Pharmaceutical  qualifica- Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.2202 
tiona  CEEC  Recognition)  Order 
1987 
141 FREE MOVEMENT OF LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS 
Specific training in general medical practice 
Council Directive 86/45  7  /EEC of 15 September 1986 on specific 
training in general medical practice. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  Not later than 01.01.95. 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 267, 19.09.86 
86.457 
Arrit6 minist6riel  du/Ministeriele  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  Besluit van  01/12/87,  art.  1,  2,  van  17/12/87,  p.18941  6/tot 18944 
3,  4,  5,  6 et/en 12 
Partial  Implementation: 
D  Gesetz,  25/05/90  Gesetz  und Verordnungsblatt  fOr  das 
Land  Hessen,  Tefl  1,  S.177,  31/05/90 
Bekendtgtrelse N.324,  02/06/82  lndenrigsministeriet 
DIC  J.N.  5700/1·5/1978 
Bekendtgtrelse  N.402,  08/06/89  08/06/89 
Real  Decreto  3303/78,  29/12/78  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado,  02/02/79 
E 
D6cret  pr6sidentiel  N.80,  23/02/85  Journal  Officiel A 
EL 
Loi  N.  82·1098,  23/12/82  Journal  Officiel  de  la R6publique 
F  fran~aise, 26/12/82,  p.2861 
I 
Vocational  training for general 
IRL  practice is organised of  the  Irish 
College  of  General  Practitioners 
Not  applicable  Not  applicable 
L 
Besluit N.1-1987  lnterimopleiding 
NL  tot huisarts van  college voor 
huisartsgeneeskunde  CC.H.G) 
Decreto-lei  N.310/82,  03/08/82  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I, 03/08/82 
p  Portaria N.1223-B/82,  28/12/82  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I, 28/12/82 
Decreto-lei  N.73/90,  06/03/90  Di6rio  da  RepUblica,  06/03/90 
1.National  Health  Service  (Voce- Statutory Instrument  1,  1979,  N.1644 
UK  tional  training) Regula-
tiona  1979. 
2.Medical  Act  1983  (C.3). 
3.The  National  Health  service  Statutory Instrument  1986,  N.1642 
(Vocational  training)(Amendment) 
Regulations  1986. 
142 FREE MOVEMENT OF LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS 
Comparability of qualifications 
Council Decision 85/368/EEC of 16 July 1985 on the comparability 
of vocational training qualifications. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 199, 31.07.85 
Decision 85.368 













143 FREE MOVEMENT OF LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS. 
Training in technology 
Council Decision 86/365 of 24 July 1986 adopting the programme on 
cooperation between universities and enterprises regarding 
training in the field of technology (COMETT). 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.86 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 222, 08.08.86 
Decision 86.365 













144 FREE MOVEMENT OF LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS. 
Commercial agents 
Council Directive 86/653/EEC of 18 December 1986 on the 
coordination of the laws of the Member States relating to self-
employed commercial agents. 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
Ireland and UK  01.01.94 
Italy (article 17) 01.01.93 
Others  01.01.90. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 382, 31.12.86 
86.653 
B 
Gesetz  zur  DurchfOhrung  der o.a.  Bundesgesetzblatt  1,  5.1910,  31/10/89 
D  EG-Richtlinie,  23/10/89 
Lov  N.272  af 02/05/90  Lovtfdende  A 1989,  46002-103, 





1RL  Derogation  until 01/01/94 
L 
Wet  van  05/07/89  CPBEG  L 382/17)  Staatsblad 312,  1989 
NL  CHerzeniening  van  de  bepalingen 
inzake de  agentuurovereenkomst) 
Decreto-lei  N.178/86,  03/07/86  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  N.150,  p.1575, 
p  03/07/86 
UK  Derogation until 01/01/94 
145 FREE MOVEMENT OF LABOUR AND THE PROFESSIONS 
Recognition of diplomas, certificates, and other evidence of 
formal qualifications awarded on completion of a 
higher-education course of at least three years' duration 
Council Directive 89/48/EEC of 21  December 1988 on a general 
system for the recognition of higher-education diplomas, awarded 
on completion of professional training of at least three years' 
duration. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  04.01.91 









European  Community  (General  System  Statutory Instrument  N.1  of  1991 
IRL  for  the Recognition  of  Higher 
Education Diplomas) 
Regulations  1991 
L 





Annual accounts of banks and other financial institutions 
Council Directive 86/635/EEC of 8 December 1986 on the annual 
accounts and consolidated accounts of banks and other financial 
institutions. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.90 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 372, 31.12.86 
86.635 
B 















Accounting documents of branches of foreign credit and financial 
institutions 
Council Directive 89/117/EEC of 13 February  1989 on the 
obligations of branches established in a Member State of credit 
institutions and financial institutions having their head offices 
outside that Member State regarding the publication of annual 
accounting documents. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.91 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 44, 16.02.89 
89.117 
B 















Council Directive 89/64  7/EEC,  of 18th December 1989, on a 
solvency ratio for credit institutions. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.91 





Lov  N.841  af  20/12/89  Lovtidencle  A,  20/12/89 
DK  Lov  N.306  af 16/05/90  Lovtidencle  A,  S.983,  16/05/90 








Koninklijk  Besluit,  28/12/81  Staatscourant  1981,  771 
NL  Koninklijk  Besluit,  05/12/88  Staatscourant  1988,  574 
Wet  toezicht Kredietwesen  Staatscourant  1978,  255 
Aviso  N.12/90,  04/12/90  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I  N.279,  p.4966, 
p  04/12/90 
Reference  not  available 
UK 
149 BANKING 
Deposit guarantee schemes 
Commission Recommendation 87  /63/EEC of 22 December 1986 
concerning the introduction of deposit-guarantee schemes in the 
Community. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
No deadline as this measure is only a recommendation. Member 
States must inform the Commission of any changes made to their 
deposit-guarantee schemes and of all measures or plans adopted in 
connection with the Recommendation. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 33, 04.02.87 
Recommendation 87.63 












UK  Reference  not  available 
150 BANKING 
Monitoring of large exposures 
Commission Recommendation 8  7  /62/EEC of 22 December 1986 on 
monitoring and controlling large exposures of credit 
institutions. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
No deadline as this is only a recommendation. Member States must 
inform the Commission by the end of 1988 of the laws, regulations 
and administrative provisions they have adopted with respect to 
the Recommendation. 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 33, 04.02.87 
Recommendation 87.62 












p  Reference  not  available 
UIC 
151 BANKING 
Credit institutions : Credit institutions excluded from 
coordinating legislation 
Council Directive 86/524/EEC of 27 October 1986 amending 
Directive 77n80/EEC in respect of the list of permanent 
exclusions of certain credit institutions. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.86 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 309, 04.11.86 
86.524 
B 













legal expenses insurance 
Council Directive 87/344/EEC of 22 June 1987 on the coordination 
of laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating to 
legal expenses insurance. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.90 
2) Reference  Official Journall 185, 04.07.87 
87.344 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklfjk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgfsch  Staatsblad 
8  van  12/10/90  van  08/11/90,  p.21201 
Gesetz  (Zweites  DurchfUhrungs·  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.1249 
D  gesetz/EWG  zum  VAG),  28/06/90 
Zweite  Verordnung  zur  Anderung  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.1511 
dar  Kapitalsstatungsverordnung, 
24/07/90 
Bekendtgtrelse N.354  af 31/05/90  Finanstilsynet J.N.F  101  B 20  IV, 
DK  31/05/90 
Ley  21/1990,  19/12/90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estaclo  N.304, 
E  p.379n,  20/12!90 
D6cret  prisfdentiel 459/1990  Journal  Officfel A N.175,  1990 
EL 





Wet  toezicht verzekeringsbedrijf  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1986,  638 
NL  Mfnfsterieel  Besluft van  27/06/90,  Natfonaal  Staatscourant  1990,  342 
houdende  plaatsing  in het  Staats-
courant  van  de tekst van  de wet 
toezfcht  verzekerfngsbedrijf 
Wet  van  23/05/90  tot aanvullfng  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1990,  285 
van  de wet  toezicht verzekerings-
bedrijf 
p 
The  Insurance Companies  (Legal  Statutory Instrument  1990,  N.1159, 
UK  Expenses  Insurance)  Regulations  29/05/90 
1990 
The  Insurance Companies  (Legal  Statutory Instrument  1990,  N.1160, 
Expenses  Insurance)  (Appl fcation  29/05/90 
for  authorisation) Regulations 
1990 
153 INSURANCE 
Credit and suretyship insurance 
Council Directive 87/343/EEC of 22 June 1987 amending as regards 
credit insurance and suretyship insurance, First Directive 
73/239/EEC on the coordination of laws, regulations and 
administrative provisions relating to the taking-up and pursuit 
of the business of direct insurance other than life assurance. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.90 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 185, 04.07.87 
87.343 
B 
Gesetz  czweites  Durchfurhrungs·  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, 
D  gesetz/EWG  zum  VAG),  28/06/90 





Bekendts•relse N.726  af 27/11/89  Finanstilsynet  J.N.:F.101  2D  I 
DK 
Ley  21/1990,  19/12/90  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.304, 






Konlnklfjk  Besluft van  20/07/89,  Natfonaal  Staatscourant  1989,  N.338, 
NL  houdende  wfjziging  van  enige ult·  29/08/89 
voerings  besluit van  de  wet  toe· 
zfcht verzekeringsbedrijf 
p 
The  Insurance  Companies  (Credit  Statutory Instrument  N.1160,  1990 
UK  Insurance)  Regulations  1990 
154 INSUMNCE 
Direct insurance other than life assurance: freedom to provide 
services 
Second Council Directive 88/357/EEC of 22 June 1988 on the 
coordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
relating to direct insurance other than life assurance and laying 
down provision to facilitate the effective exercise of freedom to 
provide services and amending Directive 73/239/EEC. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.12.89 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 172, 04.07.88 
88.357 
8 
Gesetz  (Zweites  DurchfUhrungs·  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, $.1249 
D  gesetz/EWG  zua  VAG),  28/06/90 
Zweite  verordnung  zur  lnderung  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  I  5.1511 
der Kapitalsstatungsverordnung, 
24/07/90 
Lov  N.304,  16/05/90  Industriministeriets J.N.87·2601·2 
DK  Lov  N.305,  16/05/90,  om  andring  af  Industriministeriets J.N.90·225·1 
lov  om  forsikringsvirksomhed  med 
flere love 
Bekendtg•relse N.462,  21/06/90  Lovtidende  A 1990,  S.1496 
Bekendtgfrelse N.463,  21/06/90  Lovtidende  A 1990,  5.1497 
BekendtS'relse N.464,  21/06/90 
Ley  21/1990,  19/12/90  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.304, 
E  p.37977,  20/12/90 
EL 
Partial  impleMentation: 
F  Loi  1014/89,  31/12/89  Journal  Officiel,  p.63,  03/01/90 




Wet,  20/06/90  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1990,  332 
NL  Konfnklfjk  Besluft,  20/06/90  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1990,  333 
Wet,  20/06/90  tot wijzigfng  van  de  Natfonaal  5taatscourant  1990,  337 
wet  toezfcht verzekerfngsbedrfjf 
Konfnklf jk Besluft,  21/06/90 hou·  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1990,  338 
dende vaststelltng van  het  tijd· 
stfp ven  fnwerkingtreding 
Besluit, 05/09/90  Staatsblad 1990,  479,  b.1 
Besluit,  05/09/90  Staatsblad 1990,  480,  b.2 
Besluit,  26/11/90  Staatsblad 1990,  575,  b.3 
p 
155 The  Insurance  Coq:H~nies (Amend·  Statutory Instrument  N.1160,  1990 
UK  ~~~ent)  Regulations  1990 
156 TRAN$ACTIONS IN SECURITIES 
Investment services: collective investment undertakings (UCITSI 
Council Directive 85/611 /EEC of 20 December 1985 on the 
coordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
relating to undertakings for collective investment in 
transferable securities (UCITS). 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.10.89 Member States may allow an additional period of 
12 months to comply with the new national rules for UCITS 
existing on that date; facility for Greece and Portugal to 
postpone application up to 01.04.92 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 375, 31.12.85 
86.611 
Loi  du/Wet  van  04/12/90  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  22/12/90,  p.23800 
Arr6t6  Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  20/12/90  van  29/12/90,  p.24588 
Gesetz  vom  28/07/69  (Auslin- Bundesgesetzblatt  I S.986 
D  vestung) 
Gesetz  Ober  kapitalanlagegesell- Bundesgesetzblatt  I S.127 
schaften fn  der  fassung  vom 
14/01/70 
Ffnanzmarktf6rderungsgesetz  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.266  vom 
22/02/90  28/02/90 
Lov  N.157,  15/03/89  Lovtidende  A 
DK  Bekendtg~relse N.618,  21/09/89  Lovtidende  A 5.2138 
Bekendt~relse N.619,  21/09/89  Lovtidende  A 5.2140 
Bekendtgtrelse N.620,  21/09/89  Lovtidende  A 5.2141 
E 
Derogation until 01/04/92 
EL 
Loi  88/1201  du  23/12/88  Journal  Officiel 31/12/88,  p.16736 
F  Loi  89/531  du  02/08/89  Journal  Officiel, 04/08/89 
D6crets  89/623  et 89/624,  06/08/89  Journal  Officiel 07/09/89,  p.11305  et 
11306 
I 
European  Community  (undertakings  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.78 
IRL  for collective investments  in 
transferable securities) Regula-
tiona 1989 
1.Loi  du  30/03/88  Memorial  A N.13,  p.140,  31/03/88 
L  2.Circulaire  IML  88/48,  08/04/88 
(lnstftut 11101'16tai re  luxem-
bourgeois) 
157 Partial  implementation 
Koninklijk  Besluit  van  04/09/89,  Nationaal  Staatscourant 380,  1989 
NL  houdende  goedkeuring  om  werkzaam-
heiden door  de  Nederlandsche  Bank 
N.Y. 
lesluft van  18/09/89 N.89/2343  Natfonaal  Staatscourant  188,  p.9, 
uftbreiding vrfjstellingbeschik- 27/09/89 
king  NG  met  (opties) financial 
futures 
Besluit van  18/09/89 N.89/1546  Natfonaal  Staatscourant  188,  p.9, 
coordinatfe bepalingen  collectieve  27/09/89 
belegging  in effecten 
Derogation  until  01/04/92 
p 
1.The  Financial  Services Act  1986 
UK  (Sections  24  and  86) 
2.The  Financial  Services Act  1986  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1583 
(commencement)(N.12)  Order  1989  (C.54) 
3.The  Financial  Services  (schemes  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1585 
constituted in other member 
states) Regulations  1989 
4.The  Financial  Services  (recogni·  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1586 
sed  collective investment  sche-
mea  from  other member  states) 
(Lux)  Order  88  (revoc)  Order  89 
158 TRAN$ACIIONS IN SECURITIES 
Investments : special measures for certain investments by UCIIS 
Council Directive 88/220/EEC of 22 March 1988 amending as regards 
the investment policies of certain UCITS, Directive 85/611 JEEC on 
the coordination of laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions relating to undertakings for collective investments in 
transferable securities (UCIISI. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.10.89 
Derogation for Greece and Portugal until 1 April 1992 and power 
for the Commission to propose an extension of the derogation. 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 100, 19.04.88 
88.220 
Lof  du/Wet  van  04/12/90  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  22/12/90,  p.23800 
Arrltf Royal  du/Konfnklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  20/12/90  van  29/12/90,  p.24588 
Finanzmarktf5rderungsgesetz  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.266  vom 
D  22/02/90  28/02/90 
Lov  N.  157,  15/03/89  Lovtidencle  A 
DK  Bekendtgtrelse  N.618  af 21/09/89  Lovtidencle  A 5.2138 
Bekendtg~relse N.619  af 21/09/89  Lovtidende  A 5.2140 
Bekendtg~relse N.620  af 21/09/89  Lovtidencle  A 5.2141 
Ley  46/1984  de  26/12/84  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.310, 
E  27/12/84 
Real  Decreto  1346/85  de  17/07/85  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.184, 
03/08/85 
Orden  de  15/10/85  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.263, 
02/11/85 
Orden  de 31/05/88  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.140, 
11/06/88 
Ley  24/88  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado,  04/08/89 
Derogation  until 01/04/92 
EL 
Loi  88·1201,  23/12/88  (rectifies·  Journal  Officiel, 31/12/88,  p.16736 
F  tif publif au  Journal  Officiel du 
17/06/89) 
Dfcrets 89/623  et 89/624,  06/09/89  Journal  Officiel, 07/09/89,  p.11305 
Lof  89·531,  02/08/89  Journal  Official, 04/08/89 
I 
European  Community  (undertakings  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.78 
IRL  for collective investment  in 
transferable securities) 
Regulations  1989 
1.  Loi  du  30/03/88  M6morial  A N.13,  p.140,  31/03/88 
L  2.  Circulafre  IML  88/48,  08/04/88 
(lnstftut mon6tafre  luxembour· 
geofs) 
159 Partial  implementation 
NL  Koninklijk  Besluit van  04/09/89,  Nationaal  Staatscourant 380,  1989 
p 
UK 
houdende  goedkeuring  om  werkzaam-
heiden  door  de  Nederlandsche  Bank 
N.Y. 
Besluit van  18/09/89  N.89/2343  Nationaal  Staatscourant  188,  p.9, 
uftbrefding vrfjstellingbeschik- 27/09/89 
kfng  NG  Met  (opties)  financial 
futures 
Besluit van  18/09/89  N.89/1546  Nationaal  Staatscourant  188,  p.9, 
coordinatie bepalingen  collectieve  27/09/89 
balegging  in effecten 
Derogation  until  01/04/92 
1.The  Financial  Services Act  1986 
(CH.60) 
2.The  Financial  Services Act  1986 
(commencement)(N.12)  Order  1989 
3.The  Financial  Services  (schemes 
constituted in other  member 
states) Regulations  1989 
4.The  Financial  Services  (recogni-
sed collective investment 
schemes  in other  member  states) 
(Lux)  Order  1988  (revoc.) 
Order  1989 
160 
Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1583 
(C.54) 
Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1585 
Statutory  Instrument  1989,  N.1586 TRAN$ACTIONS IN SECURITIES 
Information on major holdings 
Council Directive 88/627/EEC of 12 December 1988 on information 
to be published when a major holding in a listed company is 
acquired or disposed of. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.91 
2) References  Official Journal L 348, 17.12.88 
88.627 
Loi  du/Wet  van  02/03/89  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgfsch  Staatsblad 
B  van  24/05/89,  p.8913 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Konfnklfjk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  18/09/90  van  22/09/90,  p.18127 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  18/09/90  van  22/09/90,  p.18138 
Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 





Lof  85·705,  12/07/85  Journal  Officiel p.7918,  13/07/85 
Lof  87·416,  17/06/87  Journal  Officfel  p.6519,  18/06/87 
F  Lof  89·531,  02/08/89  Journal  Offfciel p.9822,  04/08/89 







161 TBAN$ACIIONS IN SECURITIES 
Prospectus for public offerings of securities 
Council Directive 89/298/EEC of 17 April 89 coordinating the 
requirements for the drawing up, scrutiny and distribution of the 
prospectus to be published when securities are offered to the 
public. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  17.04.91 















162 TRANSACTIONS IN SECURITIES 
Mutual recognition of listing particulars to be published for the 
admission of securities to official stock exchange listing 
Council Directive 87/345/EEC of 22 June 1987 amending Directive 
80/390/EEC coordinating the requirements for the drawing-up, 
scrutiny and distribution of the listing particulars to be 
published for the admission of securities to official stock 
exchange listing. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
Portugal  01.01.92 
Spain  01.01.91 
Others  01.01.90 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 185, 04.07.87 
87.345 
Loi  du/Wet  van  09/03/90  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  09/06/90,  p.10401 
ArrAt6  Royal  du/Koninklijk  Besluit  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  18/09/90  van  22/09/90,  p.18144 
Gesetz  zur  Anderung  des  Borsen- Bundesgesetzblatt  1,  5.1412 
D  gesetzes 
Bekendtg•relse N.709,  18/10/90  Lovtidende  A 1990, 
DK  S.2528 
E 
EL 
1.  ArrAt6  minist6riel,  27/02/90  Journal  Officiel p.2563,  01/03/90 
F  2.  Rtglement  du  COB  N.88-04 
3. Ordonnance  67-833,  28/09/67 
(Article 5 bis) 
Regolamento  per  l'ammissione di 
I  tftoli alla quotazione ufficiale 
nelle borse valori,  05/89 
European  Community  (Stock  Statutory Instrument  N.18  of  1991 
IRL  Exchange)  (~t)  Regulations 
1991 
R6ilement  Grand  Ducal,  28/12/90  M6morial  B N.77,  28/12/90 
L 
Mfnisterfile Besluit  Fonds  regle-
NL  ment  van  de verenfging voor  de 
Effectenhandel,  22/12/89 
Portarfa N.295-A/88,  10/05/88  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I  N.108,  p.1986·3 
p 
Application by administrative 
UK  measures-amendment  to Stock 
Exchange  listing rules 
163 TRAN$ACTIONS IN SECURITIES 
Mutual recognition of public-offer pl'ospectuses as stock-exchange 
listing particulars 
Council Directive 90/211/EEC of 23 April 1990 amending Directive 
80/390/EEC in respect of mutual recognition of public offer 
prospectuses as stock-exchange listing particulars. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  17.04.91 
















164 TRANSPORT SERVICES 
Maritime transport : freedom to supply services and competition 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 4055/86 of 22 December 1986 applying 
the principle of freedom to provide services to maritime 
transport between Member States and between Member States and 
third countries. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  None 
required. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 378, 31.12.86 
Regulation 86.4055 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
165 TRANSPORT SERVICES 
Maritime transport : freedom to supply services and competition 
Council Regulation (EECI  No 4056/86 of 22 December 1986 laying 
down detailed rules for the application of Articles 85 and 86 of 
the Treaty to maritime transport. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  None 
required. 




Lov  505  af 29/11/72,  anc:lret  den  EF-Tidenc:le  L 137/89 
DIC  10/03/89 
E 






Wet  27/10/82  Nationaal  Staatscourant 629,  1982 
NL 
Decreto-lei  N.353/89,  16/10/89  Diario da  RepUblica  1 serie N.238, 
p  16/10/89 
Application by administrative 
UIC  measures 
166 TRANSPORT SERVICES 
Maritime transport : freedom to supply services and competition 
Council Regulation (EECI No 4057/86 of 22 December 1986 on unfair 
pricing practices in maritime transport. 
11  Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  None 
required. 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 378, 31.12.86 
Regulation 86.4057 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
167 IMNSPORT SERVICES 
Maritime transport : freedom to supply services and competition 
Council Regulation (EECI No 4058/86 of 22 December 1986 
concerning coordinated action to safeguard free access in ocean 
trades. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  None 
required. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 378, 31.12.86 
Regulation 86.4058 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
168 TRANSPORT SERVICES 
Air transport: fares (second phase) 
Council Regulation (EEC)  No 2342/90, of 24 July 1990, on fares 
for scheduled air services. 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  Not required 
2) References  Official Journal L 217, 11.08.90 
Regulation 90.2342 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
169 TRANSPORT SERVICES 
Air transport : sharing of passenger capacity and market 
access (second phase) 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2343/90, of 24 July 1990, on access 
for air carriers to scheduled intra-Community air-service routes 
and on the sharing of passenger capacity between air carriers on 
scheduled air services between Member States. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  not applicable 
2) References  Official Journal L 217, 11.08.90 
Regulation 90.2343 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
170 TRANSPORT SERVICES 
Air transport : procedure for application of the Competition 
rules 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3975/87 of 14 December 1987 laying 
down the procedure for the application of the rules on 
competition to undertakings in the air transport sector. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  None required. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 374, 31.12.87 
Regulation 87.3975 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
B 
D 
Lov  505  af 29/11/72,  nret den  EF·Tidende  L 137/89 








Reference  not  available 
p 
Application via administrative 
UK  measure 
171 TBANSPORT SERVICES 
Air transport : procedure for application of the Competition 
rules 
Council Regulation (EEC)  No 3976/87 of 14 December 1987 on the 
application of Article 85(3) of the Treaty to certain categories 
of agreements and concerted practices in the air transport 
sector. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  None required. 














172 TBANSPORT SERVICES 
Carriage of goods by road : carriage between Member States 
Council Regulation (EEC)  no  1841/88 of 21  June 1988 amending 
Regulation (EEC)  No 3164/7  6 on the Community quota for the 
carriage of goods by road by Member States. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member States  01.07.88 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 163, 30.06.88 
Regulation 88.1841 
DIRECTLY APPLICABLE MEASURE 
173 TRANSPORT 
Carriage of goods by road  : non-resident carriers in the national 
market (inland trading) 
Council Regulation (EEC)  No 4059/89 of the 21  December 1989, 
laying down the conditions under which non-resident carriers may 
operate national road-haulage services within a Member State. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.90 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 390, 30.12.89 
Regulation 89.4059 
Arret6  Royal  du  20/08/90  modifiant  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  l 1A.R.  N.7  du  27/12/77 concernant  van  29/08/90 
l 1application de  La  TVA  sur  L•im-
portation de  biens/Koninklijk Bes-
luit van  20/08/90  tot wijziging 
van  het  K.B.  N.7  van  27/12/77  be-
treffende de  aanpassing  van  BTW  op 
goedereninvoer 
Reference  not  available 
D 
lndringer vedr.  forordning  4059/89  Lovtidende  851  af 21/12/89 
DK  af 21/12/89.  Bet.  for  transport-
virksomheders  adg.  til at udf•re 
int.  godstransp.  i  en  medlemsstat, 
hvor  de  ikke  er hjemmeh•rende. 
E 
EL 
Reference  not  available 
F 
Reference  not  available 
I 
IRL 
Reference  not  available 
L 
Besluit van  12/09/90  Staatsblad 1990,  485 
NL 
p 
Reference  not  available 
UK 
174 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND  SERVICES 
Pan-European mobile telephones 
Council Directive 87/372/EEC of 25 June 1987 on the frequency 
bands to be reserved for the coordinated introduction of public 
pan-European cellular digital land-based mobile communications in 
the Community. 
1  I Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  25.12.88 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 196, 17.07.87 
87.372 
B 
Application by administrative 
D  measures  (frequenzbereichszu-
weisungsplan) 
Skrivelse af 16/11/87  Ministerialtidende 
OK 
E 
D6cret  ministeriel  N.21229,  Journal  Officiel  N.SSO,  21/09/83 
EL  21/09/83 
Arrite ministeriel,  27/04/87  Journal  Officiel,  29/04/87 
F 
Decreto ministeriale del  31/01/83  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.47,  17/02/83 
I 
AO  Wireless  Telegraphy Act  1926 
IRL  AO  Wireless  Telegraphy Act  1956 
AO  Wireless  Telegraphy Act  1972 
Decision du  directeur des  Postes 
L  et Telecommunications  du  20/03/90 
Bekendmaking  van  de  Minister  van 
NL  verkeer  en  waterstaat 31/07/90 
Ministerieel  Besluit N.J.  88/12333  National  Staatscourant  1988,  N.254 
30/12/88 
Decreto  - Lei  N.283/89  de  23/08/89  DiArio  da  RepUblica  I,  23/08/89 
p  DecisAo  administrative de  03/06/87 
(parcial) 
The  1949  Wireless  Telegraphy Act 
UK  Circular of  May  1987 
175 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES 
Pan-European mobile telephones 
Council Recommendation 87/371 /EEC of 25 June 1987 on the 
coordinated introduction of public pan-European cellular digital 
land-based mobile communications in the Community. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
Member States to inform the Commission at the end of each year, 
beginning at the end of 1987, of actions taken and problems 
occurring. 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 196, 17.07.87 
Recommendation 87.371 













176 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES 
Information services : Information services market 
Council Decision 88/524/EEC of 26 July 1988 concerning the 
establishment of a plan of action for setting up an information 
services market. This plan of action has been named IMPACT 
(Information Market and Policy Actions). 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  None required. 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 288, 21.10.88 
Decision 88.524 













177 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES 
Payment systems: electronic payments 
Commission Recommendation 87/598/EEC of 8 December 1987 on a 
European Code of Conduct relating to electronic payments. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  None required. 
2) Reference  Official Journal l  365, 24.12.87 
Recommendation 87.598 













178 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES 
Telecommunications terminal equipment: type approval 
Council Directive 86/361/EEC of 24 July 1986 on the initial stage 
of the mutual recognition of type approval for telecommunication 
terminal equipment. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  24.07.87 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 217, 05.08.86 
86.361 
B 
Verordnung  uber  die Zulassung  von  Bundesgesetzblatt  I S. 518,  N. 16, 
D  Fernmeldeeinrichtungen  vom  22/04/88 
15/04/88 
Forordning  om  gensidig  anerkendel· 
OK  se af udstyr til telekommunikation 
af  jul i  1989 
E 
Arrete N.68857  Journal  Officiel B N.375,  10/06/88 
EL 
Decret  89·327,  19/05/89  Journal  Officiel 21/05/89 
F  Arrete ministeriel  N.2015,  Journal  Officiel  11/04/90 
02/04/90 
Arrete ministeriel N.2016,  Journal  Officiel  11/04/90 
02/04/90 
Decreto ministeriale N.220,  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.145,  22/06/88 
I  28/05/88 
AO  Postal  and  telecommunications 
IRL  services Act  1983 
AO  telegraphy Act 
AO  telegraphy Act  1983 
Rtglement  Grand  Ducal,  15/12/88  Memorial  A N.67,  p.1266,  21/12/88 
L 
Koninklijk Besluit  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1988,  520 
NL  Ministeriele Besluit  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1988,  254 
Decreto·lei  N.432/88,  21/11/88  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  21/11/88 
p  Lei  N.88/89,  11/09/89  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  11/09/89 
S.Telecommunications  Act,  1984 
UK  (CHP.22) 
179 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES 
Standardization: information and telecommunications 
Council Decision 87/95/EEC of 22 December 1986 on standardization 
in the field of information technology and telecommunications. 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  07.02.88 














180 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES 
Implementation of an open network provision (ONP) 
Council Directive 90/387/EEC, of 28 June 1990 on the 
establishment of the internal market for telecommunications 
services through the implementation of open network provision 
(ONP). 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.91 











Reference  not  available 
NL 
p 
Reference  not  available 
UK 
181 CAPITAL MOVEMENTS 
Full liberalization of capital movements 
Council Directive 88/361/EEC of 24 June 1988 for the 
implementation of Article 67 of the Treaty. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.07.90 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 178, 08.07.88 
88.361 
Reglementation  du  Change  en  Union  Institut Belgo-Luxembourgeois  du 
a  Economique  Belgo-Luxembourgeoise.  Change,  Texte  Coordonne,  01/01/87. 
Code  de  Commerce  (loi).  Art.108,  Code  de  Commerce,  livre I, 
titre V. 
Decision  d'abolition du  double 
marche  des  changes,  02/03/90. 
Aussenwirtschaftsgesetz  September  1961 
D 
Udf•rende  forordning  N.194  af  Industriministeriet 
OK  20/05/85  vedr•rende  udenlandske 
udvekslingsarrangementer 
Derogation until: 31/12/92  Derogation 
E 
Derogation until: 31/12/92  Derogation 
EL 
Decret  N.89-938,  29/12/89  Journal  Officiel, 30/12/89 
F 
Decreto del  27/04/90  CDisposizioni  Gazzetta Ufficiale N.100,  02/05/90 
I  in materia  valutaria) 
Derogation until: 31/12/92  Derogation 
IRL 
Reglementation  du  Change  en  Union  Institut Belgo-Luxembourgeois  du 
L  Economique  Belgo-Luxembourgeoise.  Change,  Texte  Coordonne,  01/01/87. 
Decision d'abolition du  double 
marche  des  changes,  02/03/90. 
Communication  of  the Nederlandsche 
NL  Bank 
lntrekking deviezenvoorschriften  Nederlandse  Staatscourant,  24/09/86 
kapitaaluitvoer 
Derogation until: 31/12/92  Derogation 
p 
Finance  Act  1987,  Section 68  Treasury 
UK 
182 COMPANY  LAW 
Disclosure and the validity of obligations entered into 
by, and the nullity of, companies with limited liability: first 
Directive 
First Council Directive 68/151/EEC of 9 March 1968 on 
coordination of safeguards which, for the protection of the 
interests of members and others, are required by Member States of 
companies within the meaning of the second paragraph of Article 
58 of the Treaty, with a view to making such safeguards 
equivalent throughout the Community. 
11  Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  11.09.69 
21  References  Official Journall 65, 14.03.68 
68.151 
Loi  du/Wet  van  06/03/73  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  23/06/73 
. 
Gesetz  zur  Koordinierung  des  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  5.1146,  18/08/69 
D  gesellschaftsrechts vom·15/08/69 
Lov  N.503,  29/11/72  Ministerialtidende  BM  J.N.119, 
DK  p.1755,  29/11!72 
Ley  19/1989  de  25/07/89  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.178, 
E  p.2408,  27/07/89 
Decret  presidentiel 409/86  Journal  Officiel A N.191,  p.3473, 
EL  28/11/86 
Decret  presidentiel  419/86  Journal  Officiel A N.197,  p.3562, 
10/12/86 
Ordre  N.69-1176  du  20/12/69,  modi- Journal  Officiel 
F  fiant  la  loi  66-537  du  24/07/66 
Decret  N.69-1177  du  24/12/69,  mo- Journal  Officiel  p.193,  28/12/69 
difiant  les decrets 66-236  et 
66-237 
Decreto  del  Presidente della  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.35,  p.782, 
I  Repubblica  N.1127  del  29/12/69  10/02/70 
European  Community  (Companies)  Statutory Instrument  N.163  of  1973, 
IRL  Regulations  1973  20/06/73 
Loi  du  23/11/72  Memorial  A N.72,  p.1586-1594, 
L  13/12/72 
Wet  van  29/04/71,  houdende  aanpas- Nationaal  Staatscourant 285,  1971 
NL  sing van  de  nederlandse  wetgeving 
Wet  van  28/05/75  Nationaal  Staatscourant  277,  1975 
C6digo  das  sociedades  comerciais  Diario da  RepUblica  I,  N.201, 
p  decreto-lei  N.262/86  de  02/09/86  02/09/86 
C6digo  do  regfstro comercial  Diario da  RepUblica  I 
decreto-lei  N.403/86  de  03/12/86 
S.European  Communities  Act  1972  17/10/72 
UK 
183 COMPANY  LAW 
The formation of public limited liability companies and the 
maintenance and alteration of their capital: second Directive 
Second Council Directive 77/91/EEC of 13 December 1976 on 
coordination of safeguards which, for the protection of the 
interests of members and others, are required by Member States of 
companies within the meaning of the second paragraph of Article 
58 of the Treaty, in respect of the formation of public limited 
liability companies and the maintenance and alteration of their 
capital, with a view to making such safeguards equivalent. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  16.12.78 
2) References  Official Journal L 26, :30.01.77 
77.91 
Loi  du/Wet  van  05/12/84  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  5taatsblad 
B  van  12/12/84 
Loi  programme  du/Programma  wet  van  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  5taatsblad 
30/12/88  van  05/01/89,  p.161 
Gesetz  zur  Koordinierung  des  Bundesgesetzblatt  I,  5.1959,  1978 
D  Gesellschaftsrechts  vom  13/12/78 
Lov  N.282  af  09/06/82  Lovtidende  A 1982,  hafte 46  5.649, 
DK  17/06/82 
Ley  19/1989  de  25/07/89  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.178, 
E  p.2408,  27/07/89 
D6cret  pr6sidentiel  409/86  Journal  Officiel A N.191,  p.3473, 
EL  28/11/86 
D6cret  pr6sidentiel 419/86  Journal  Officiel A N.197,  p.3562, 
10/12/86 
Loi  N.1882/90  Journal  Officiel A N.43,  p.327, 
23/03/90 
Loi  N.81-1162,  30/12/81  Journal  Officiel  de  La  R6publique 
F  fran~aise N.306,  p.3593,  31/12/81 
Decreto  del  Presidente della  Gazzetta  Ufficiale N.40,  p.8, 
I  Repubblica  N.30  del  10/02/86  18/02/86 
5.Companies  (Amendment)  Act  1983 
IRL  (N.13  of  1983),  05/06/83 
Loi  du  24/04/83  Memorial  A,  p.864 
L 
Wet  van  15/05/81  tot aanpassing  Nationaal  5taatscourant 1981,  332 
NL  van  de  wetgevfng  aan  de  tweede 
richtli jn 
C6dfgo  das  socfedades  comerciais  Diario da  RepUblica  1,  N.201, 
p  decreto-lei  N.262/86  de  02/09/86  02/09/86 
5.Companies  Act  1980 
UK  S.Companies  Act  1985 
184 COMPANY LAW 
Mergers between public limited liability companies: 
domestic mergers (third Directive) 
Third Council Directive 78/855/EEC of 9 October 1978 based on 
Article 54(3)(g) of the Treaty concerning mergers of public 
limited liability companies. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.86 
21 References  Official Journal L 295, 20.1 0. 7 8 
78.855 
B 
Gesetz  zur  Koordinierung  des  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, S.1425 
D  Gesellschaftsrechts vom  25/10/82 
Lov  N.282  af 09/06/82  Lovtidende A 1982,  h•fte 46,  S.649, 
DK  17/06/82 
Ley  19/1989  de  25/07/89  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.178, 
E  p.2408,  27/07/89 
Decret  presidentiel  N.498/87  Journal  Officiel A N.236,  31/12/87 
EL 
Loi  N.88-17  du  05/01/88  Journal  Officiel p.227,  06/01/88 
F 
Decreto  legislative N.22,  16/01/91  Gazzetta Ufficiale Anno  132,  N.19, 
I  23/01/91 
European  Community  (Mergers  and  Statutory Instrument  N.137,  1987 
IRL  divisions of  companies) 
Regulations  1987 
Loi  du  07/09/87  Memorial  A N.77,  p.1792,  15/09/87 
L 
Wet  van  19/01/83  tot regeling van  Nationaal  Staatscourant  1983,  59 
NL  de  fusie van  naamloze  en  besloten 
venootschappen 
C6digo  das  sociedades  comerciais  Diario da  RepUblica  I  N.201,  02/09/86 
p  decreto-lei  N.262/86  de  02/09/86 
The  Companies  (Mergers  and  divi- Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.1991 
UK  sion)  Regulations  1987 
185 COMPANY  LAW 
Division of public limited liability companies:  sixth Directive 
Sixth Council Directive 82/891/EEC of 17 December 1982 based on 
Article 54(3)(g) of the Treaty, concerning the division of public 
limited liability companies. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.86 
2) References  Official Journal L 378,31.12.82 
82.891 
8 
Not  applicable 
D 
Not  applicable 
DIC 
Ley  19/1989  de  25/07/89  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.178, 
E  p.2408,  27/07/89 
Decret  presidentiel  N.498/87  Journal  Officiel A N.236,  31!12/87 
EL 
Loi  88·17,  05/01/88  Journal  Officiel p.227,  06/01/88 
F 
Decreto  legislativo N.22,  16/01/91  Gazzetta  Ufficiale Anno  132,  N.19, 
I  23/01/91 
European  Community  (Mergers  and  Statutory Instrument  N.137,  1987 
IRL  divisions of  Companies) 
Regulations  1987 
Loi  du  07!09!87  Memorial  A N.77,  p.1792,  15/09/87 
L 
Not  applIcable 
NL 
C6digo  das  sociedades  comerciais  Di6rio da  RepUblica  I,  N.201, 
p  decreto-lef  N.262/86  de  02/09/86  02/09/86 
The  Companies  (Mergers  and  divi- Statutory Instrument  N.1991,  1987 
UK  sions) Regulations  1987 
186 COMPANY LAW 
Annual accounts of companies with limited liability:  fourth 
Directive 
Fourth Council Directive 78/660/EEC of 25 July 1978 based on 
Article 64(3)(gl of the Treaty on the annual accounts of certain 
types of companies. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.07.80 
21 References  Official Journal L 222, 14.08.  78 
78.660 
Loi  du  01/07/83 modifiant  la  loi  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  du  17/07/75/Wet  van  01/07/83  tot  van  08/07/83 
wijziging  van  de  wet  van  17/07/75 
Arrete Royal/Koninklijk  Besluit,  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
portent  sur  l'execution de  la  lol  van  28/09/83 
du  17/07/75  (Comptabilite et 
comptes) 
Lol  du/Wet  van  05/12/84,  modifiant  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
la  loi  sur  les socletes commer- van  12/12/84 
ciales 
Arrete Royal  du  16/01/86 modifiant  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
la loi  du  17/07/75/Koninklijk Bes·  van  28/01/86 
luit van  16/01/86  tot wijziging 
van  de wet  van  1  7/07/75 
Bllanzrichtliniengesetz vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I  5.2355,  24/12/85 
D  19/12/85 
Lov  N.284  af 10/06/81  Ministerialtidende J,  N.101·2·80 
DK  Lov  N.285  af  10/06/81  Ministerialtidende J,  N.101-2·80 
Ley  19/1989  de  25/07/89  Boletfn Oficial  del  Estado  N.178, 
E  p.2408,  27/07/89 
Decret  presidentlel 409/86  Journal  Officiel  A,  N.191,  p.3473, 
EL  28/11/86 
Decret  presidentlel 419/86  Journal  Officiel  A,  N.197,  p.3562, 
10/12/86 
Arrete ministeriel du  27/04/82  Journal  Offlciel  N.43,  p.55,  07/05/82 
F  Lol  N.83·353  du  30/04/83  Journal  Officiel p.1335,  03/05/83 
Decret  N.83-1020  du  29/11/83  Journal  Officiel p.3461,  01/12/83 
I 
AO  Companies  (Amendment)  Act,  N.25 
IRL  of  1986 
Lol  du  04/05/84  Memorial  A N.40,  p.586,  10/05/84 
L 
Wet  van  07/12/83  houdende  aanpas- Staatsblad N.663,  1.983 
NL  sing van  de  wetgeving 
Koninklijk  Besluit van  22/12/83  Staatsblad N.665,  1983 
houdende  regels over  de  inhoud 
van  de  grenzen 
Decreto·lei  N.410/89  de  21/11/89  Diario da  RepQblica  N.268,  p.5112  (2) 
p  21/11/89 
187 S.Companies  Act  1985  (schedule 4) COMPANY  LAW 
Consolidated accounts of companies with limited liability: 
seventh Directive 
Seventh Council Directive 83/349/EEC of 13 June 1983 based on 
Article 54(3)(g) of the Treaty on consolidated accounts. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.88 
2) References  Official Journal L 193, 18.07.83 
83.349 
1.Arrit6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Bes- Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
8  luit van  06/03/90  van  27/03/90,  p.5675 
2.Arret6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Bes- Moniteur  Bel;e dU/Bel;isch  Staatsblad 
luit van  06/03/90  van  27/03/90,  p.5718 
3.Arret6 Royal  du/Koninklijk Bes- Moniteur  Belge  du/Bel;isch  Staatsblad 
luit van  06/03/90  van  27/03/90,  p.5719 
Gesetz  vom  19/12/85  (Bilanzricht- Bundes;esetzblatt  I,  5.2355,  24/12/85 
D  l inien;esetz) 
Lovforslag  N.130  om  andrin; af  lov  17/01/90 
DK  om  visse selskabers afl•;;else af 
Arsre;nskab m.v. 
Lov  N.308  af 16/05/90  LM  J.N.89-15.742,  16/05/90 
Bekendt;frelse af 13/06/90  LM  J.N.89-73.625,  13/06/90 
Ley  19/1989  de  25/07/89  Boletfn Oflcial del  Estado  N.178, 
E  p.2408,  27/07/89 
D6cret  pr6sidentiel  409/86  Journal  Officiel A N.191,  p.3473, 
EL  28/11/86 
D6cret  presidentiel 419/86  Journal  Officiel A N.197,  p.3562, 
10/12!86 
Loi  N.85-11,  03/01/85  Journal  Officiel de  La  Republique 
F  fran~aise, p.101,  04/01/85 
Decret  86-221,  17/02/86  Journal  Officiel,  p.2728,  19/02/86 
l 
lRL 
Loi  du  11/07/88  M6morial  A N.45,  p.872,  18/08/88 
L 
Wet  van  10/11/88,  houdende  bijzon- Staatscourant  1988,  517 
NL  dere bepalin;en van  de  ;econsoli-
deerde  jaarrekenin; 
p 
S.Companies  Act  1989,  Chapter  40 
UK 
189 COMPANY LAW 
Qualifications of persons responsible for carrying out the 
statutory audits of accounting documents: eighth Directive 
Eighth Council Directive 84/253/EEC of 10 April 1984 based on 
Article 54(3)(g) of the Treaty on the approval of persons 
responsible for carrying out the statutory audits of accounting 
documents. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.88 
21 References  Official Journal L 126, 12.05.84 
84.253 
1.Arret6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Bes·  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  luit van  21/02/85  van  28/02/85,  p.2230 
2.Arret6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Bes·  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
luit van  15/04/85  van  20/04/85,  p.5505 
3.Arret6 Royal  du/Koninklijk  Bes·  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
luit van  15/05/85  van  30/05/85,  p.8097 
4.Arret6 Royal  du/Koninkl i jk  Bes:·  Moniteur  Belge  du/belgisch  Staatsblad 
luit van  16/07/85  van  20/07/85,  p.10751 
Bilanzrichtliniengesetz vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  I, 5.2355,  24/12/85 
D  19/12/85 
Bekendtg•relse  N.229  af 05/05/86  Lovtidende  A 
DK  Lov  N.815  af  21/12/88  Lovtidende  A 
Bekendtg•relse  N.56  af  19/01/89  Lovtidende A 
Ley  19/1988  de  12/07/88  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.169, 
E  p.21874,  16/07/88 
D6cret  presidentiel  N.15/89,  Journal  Officiel A N.S,  05/01/89 
EL  03/01/89 
Lof  du  24/07/86  sur  les societes  Journal  Officiel 
F  conmerciales 
D6cret  69·810  du  12/08/69  Journal  Officfel 
Arret6 minist6riel  du  11/08/81  Journal  Officiel 
D6cret  81·536  du  12/05/81  Journal  Offfciel 
I 
IRL 
Lof  du  28/06/84  Memorial  A N.81,  p. 1346,  23/08/84 
L  R~glement Grand  Ducal  du  16/08/84  Memorial  A N.81,  p.1352,  23/08/84 
NL 
1.Decreto·lei  N.519·L2/79,  Diario da  RepUblica  I 
p  29/12/79 
2.C6digo  das  sociedades comerciais  Diario da  RepUblica  I  N.201,  02!09/86 
decreto·lei  N.262/86,  02/09/86 
3.Decreto·lei  N.201/86,  02/09/86  Diario da  RepUblica  I  N.201,  02!09/86 
4.Decreto·lei  N.280/87,  08!07!87  Diario da  RepUblica  I  N.54,  p.2658, 
(Correc.)  08!07!87 
S.Companies  Act  1989,  Chapter  40 
UK 
190 COMPANY LAW 
European Economic Interest Grouping 
Council Regulation (EEC)  No 2137/85 of 25 July 1985 on the 
European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG). 
1  l Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  31.06.89 
2) References  Official Journal L 199, 31.07.85 
Regulation 85.2137 
1.Loi  du/Wet  van  12/07/89  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  22/08/89,  p.14385 
2.Arrit6 Royal  du!Koninklijk  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  27/07/89  van  22/08/89,  p.14400 
3.Loi  du!Wet  van  17/07/89  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
van  22/08/89,  p.14391 
1.BWIV-AusfUhrungsgesetz  vom  Bundesgesetzblatt  1988,  I  N.16,  S.514 
D  14/04/88 
2.Achte  Verordnung  zur  lnderung  Bundesgesetzblatt  1989,  I  N.28,  S.1113 
der  HandelsregisterverfOgung  vom 
19/06/89 
1.Lov  N.217  af  05/04/89  Lovtidende  A N.217,  h•fte N.52  af 
DK  11/04/89 
2.Administrativ forordning  N.534  Lovtidende  A,  h•fte N.80  af  15/08/89 
og  535,  07/08/89 
Reference  not  available 
E 
EL 
1.Loi  N.89-377  du  13/06/89  Journal  Officiel,  15/06/89,  p.7440 
F  2.Arrit6 du  20/06/89  Journal  Officiel, 30/06/89,  p.8101 
I 
European  Economy  Interest  Statutory Instrument  N.1910,  1989 
IRL  Grouping  regulation 1989 
L 
Wet  van  28/06/89  Staatsblad 1989,  Blz  245 
NL 
Reference  not  available 
p 
The  European  Economic  Interest  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.638 
UK  Grouping  Regulations  1989 
The  European  Economic  Interest  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.216 
Grouping  Regulations  (Northern 
Ireland)  1989 
191 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
Legal protection : topographies of semi-conductor products 
Council Directive 87/54 EEC of 16 December 1986 on the legal 
protection of topographies of semi-c:onductor products. 
1  1  Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  07.11.87 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 24, 27.01.87 
87.54 
Loi  du  10/01/90  concernant  la pro- Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
tection juridique des  topographies  van  26/01/90,  p.1093 
8  de produits semi-conducteurs/Wet 
van  10/01/90 betreffende de 
rechtsbescherming  van  ontwerpen 
van  halfgeleider produkten. 
Verordnung  Ober  die Anmeldung  der  Bundesgesetzblatt  1987,  I,  p.236 
D  Topographien  von  mikroelektro-
nischen  Halbleitererzeugnissen 
(Halbleiterschutzanmelde-
verordnung) 
Lov  om  beskyttelse af halvleder- Lovtidende  N.778,  09/12/87 
DK  produkter  (topografi> 
Ley  11/88,  03/05/88  Boletin Oficial  del  Estado  N.108 
E  p.13669,  05/05/88 
EL 
Loi  N.87/890,  04/11/87  Journal  Official de  la Republique 
F  fran~aise, 05/11/87,  p.12920 
Decret  816/89  du  02/11/89  Journal  Officiel,  02/11/89 
Legge  N.70  del  21/02/89  Gazzetta  Ufficiale della Republica 
I  italiana,  03/03/89,  N.52 
European  Community  (protection of  Statutory Instrument  1988,  N.101 
IRL  semi-conductor  products) 
regulations  1988 
Loi,  29/12/88  Memorial  N.74,  30/12/88 
L 
Wet  van  28/10/87  Staatscourant  1987,  484 
NL  Besluit van  23/07/87  Staatscourant  1987,  486 
Lei  na~ionale 15/89,  30/06/89  Diario da  RepUblica  N.148,  p.2549, 
p  30/06/89 
Designs  the semiconductor  products  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.1497 
(protection of  topography) 
UK  regulations  1987 
The  Design  Right  (semiconductor  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.1100 
topographies)  regulations  1989 
192 VALUE ADDED TAX 
Refunds to non-EEC taxable persons (thirteenth VAT Directive) 
Thirteenth Council Directive 86/560/EEC of 17 November 1986 on 
the harmonization of the laws of the Member States relating to 
turnover taxes-arrangements for the refund of value added tax to 
taxable persons not established in Community territory. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.88 
21 Reference  Official Journal L 326, 21.11.86 
86.560 
Circulaire N.4  du  Ministere des 
B  finances  du  24/02/88  (rembourse-
ment  de  la TVA  6 un  assujetti 
6tabli  6 l 16tranger) 
Paragraph  18  Absatz  9 Umsatz- Bundesgesetzblatt  I  1979,  5.1953 
D  steuergesetz 1980,  26/11/79 
Paragraphen  59-61  umsatzsteuer- Bundesgesetzblatt  I  1979,  5.2359 
DurchfUhrungsverordnung  1980, 
21/12/79 
National  implementation measures  cfr.  79/10n/cEE 
DK  not  necessary  Forordning  N.420  af 23/09/80, 
ministerfet for skatter og  afgffter 
Ley  33/87,  23/12/87  Boletfn Oficial del  Estado  N.307, 
E  24/12187 
Loi  N.1642/86  Journal  Officiel de  la Republique 
EL  Hellenique  N.125,  fascicule A, 
21/08/86 
1.1nstruction du  02/05/88  N.3  Bulletin officfel des  imp6ts  N.85, 
F  D8·88  02/05/88 
2.D6cret  N.88-255,  15/03/88  (moda-
lit6s de  remboursement  de  la TVA 
aux  assujettis 6tablfs hors  CEE) 
3.Arr6t6 du  01/04/88  pris pour 
application de l•article 1er du 
D6cret  88-255 
I 
The  Value  Added  Tax  Act  19n, 
IRL  section 13(3) 
R~glement Grand  Ducal,  23/05/80  Memorial  A,  p.817 
L  Reglement  Grand  Ducal,  07/12/82  Memorial  A,  p.2235 
R~lement Grand  Ducal,  25/09/84  Memorial  A,  p.1483 
Wet  op  de  omzetbelasting  1968 
NL  (art.33) 
Decreto-lei  N.408/87,  31/12/87  Diario da  RepUblica  N.300,  31/12/87 
p 
The  Value  Added  Tax  (repayments  to  Statutory Instrument  1987,  N.2015 
UK  to third country traders) 
Regulations  1987 
193 VALUE ADDED TAX 
Temporary importation of goods (seventeenth VAT Directive) 
Seventeenth Council Directive 85/362/EEC of 16 July 1985 on the 
harmonization of the laws of the Member States relating to 
turnover taxes and exemption from value added tax on the 
temporary importation of goods other than means of transport. 
1) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States  01.01.86 
The Federal Republic of Germany and Greece were allowed to delay 
implementation of certain provisions until 1 January 1987 and  1 
January 1989 respectively. 
2) Reference  Official Jour.nal L 192, 24.07.85 
85.362 
1.Loi  du/Wet  van  04/07/86  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
B  van  01/08/86,  p.10778 
2.Arrite Royal  du/Koninklijk  Moniteur  Belge  du/Belgisch  Staatsblad 
Besluit van  11/08/86  van  23/08/86,  p.11740 
Verordrulg  zur  lnderung  der E  in- Bundesgesetzblatt  I  S.2116  vom 
D  fOhrumsatzsteuerbefreiungsverord- 21/11/85 
nung  vom  21/11/85 
Bekendtg•relse N.631  af 18/12/85 
DK 
Reference  not  available 
E 
1.Loi  1642/86  Journal  Officiel  125,  21/08/86 
EL  2.Loi  1684/87  Journal  Official A N.18,  26/02/87 
Arrete du  15/01/86  Journal  Official,  05/02/86 
F 
I 
European  Connunity  (Value  Added  Statutory Instrument  1986,  N.264 
IRL  Tax),  (exemption  on  temporary  im-
portation of  certain goods) 
Regulations  1986 
Rlslement  Grand  Ducal,  30/12/85  Memorial  A,  N.88,  p.1937,  30/12/85 
L 
Besluit wijziging  rageling vrij- Staatscourant 249,  23/12/85 
NL  stellingen belastingen bij  invoer 
van  20/12/85 
1.Decreto-lei  N.404/87  de  31/12/87  Di4rio da  RepUblica  I  N.300,  31!12/87 
p  2.Circular administrative do 
Ministerio das  Finances  de 
08/01!88  1988,  N.18/88 
3.Lei  N.96/89  de  12/12/89  Diario da  RepUblica  N.284,  p.5384, 
12/12/89 
4.Decreto-lei  N.135/90  de  24/04/90  Oiario da  RepUblica  1,  N.95,  p.1932, 
24/04/90 
The  Value  Added  Tax  (temporarily  Statutory Instrument  1986,  N.1989 
UK  in.,orted goods)  Rel fef  Order  1986 
194 VALUE ADDED TAX 
Uniform basis of assessment : abolition of derogations 
(eighteenth VAT Directive) 
Eighteenth Council Directive 89/465/EEC of 18 July 1989 on the 
harmonization of the laws of the Member States relating to 
turnover taxes - abolition of certain derogations provided for in 
Article 28(3) of Directive 77/388/EEC- common system of value 
added tax. 
11 Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
01.01.90 -for points 1, 3-6, 8-10 and  12-14 of Annex E 
- for points 3,  14 and  18-22 of Annex F 
01.01.91 -for points 4, 13, 15 and 24 of Annex F 
01.01.92- for point 9 of Annex F 
01.01.93- for point 11  of Annex F 
Derogation for Portugal until 01.01.94 for points 3 and 9 of 
Annex F. 
21  Reference  Official Journal L 226, 03.08.89 
89.465 
Projet de  loi  modifiant  l'  article 
B  44  du code  de  la TVA 
Zweites  Gesetz  zur  lnderung  des  Bundesgesetzblatt  l  N.161  06/04/90 
D  Umsatzsteuergesetzes  vom  30/03/90 
Lov  om  andring  af mervardiafgift- Lovtidende  A 1989,  hafte 123, 
DK  sloven  N.822,  19/12/89  19/12/89 
Reference  not  available 
E 
Reference  not  available 
EL 
Loi  des  finances  pour  1990  Journal  Officiel  N.303,  30/12/89 
F  Instruction administrative,  Bulletin Officiel des  lmp6ts,  05/10/90 
24/09/90 
Reference  not  available 
I 
Finance  Bill  1990  (Sections 98,99, 
IRL  102,104,106) 
Loi  concernant  le budget  des  re- Memorial  A 81,  22/12/89 
L  cettes et des  depenses  de  l'Etat 
pour  1990  (modification de  la loi 
TVA  du  12/02/79) 
Resolutie  WV  89/381  BTW  278,  06/12/89 
NL 
Reference  not  available 
p 
195 Treasury Order  (Vat  Order  1989)  Statutory Instrument  1989,  N.zzn, 
UK  (finance,  Health  and  Welfare)  06/12/89 
Finance  Bill  1990  To  be  published 
Section 13  of  the Finance Act  1990 
196 HARMONIZATION OF DUTY STRUCTURES 
Rum from French overseas departments 
Council Decision 88/245/EEC of 19 April 1988 authorizing the 
French Republic to apply in its overseas departments and in 
metropolitan France, by way of derogation from Article 95 of the 
Treaty, a reduced rate of the revenue duty imposed on the 
consumption of traditional rum produced in those departments. 
1  ) Deadline for implementation of the legislation in the Member 
States 
2) Reference  Official Journal L 1  06, 27.04.88 
Decision 88.245 
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The Commission of the 
European Communities database 
focusing on the objectives of the Single Market 
Help Desk Eurobases: 
fax  : + 32 (2) 236 06 24 






INFO 92 contains vi-
tal  information  for 
all  those who  intend 
to be ready for 1992. 
INFO 92  is  nothing 
less  than  a  "single-
market scoreboard". 
It provides a running 
commentary  on  the 
course  of  Commis-
sion  proposals  as 
they  advance  from 
stage to stage, with each notable 
development  summarized  and 
set into context. 
The game is followed right to the 
end,  i.e.  up to the transposition 
of directives into Member States' 
internal legislation. 
Using  INFO 92  is  simplicity  it-
self. 
It can be consulted on-screen by 
means of a wide  range of every-
day equipment connected to spe-
cialized  data  relay  networks. 
Fast  transmission, 
the  instant  updating 
facility (several times 
a  day,  if  necessary) 
and  dialogue  proce-
dures  requiring  no 
prior  training  make 
INFO  92  ideal  for 
the general public as 
well  as  busmess  cir-
c~es  and  the  profes-
sions. 
The system offers easy access to 
information by means of sugges-
ted menus and a logical presenta-
tion,  modelled  on  the  structure 
of  the White Paper and the stages 
of the  decision-making  process 
within the institutions. 
Inquiries  may  also  be  made  to 
the  Commission's  Information 
Offices or-for small businesses 
- the  Euro  Info  Centres  now 
open in  all  regions of the Com-
munity. 
fS/03/91 Official Journal of the European Communities 
DIRECTORY 
OF COMMUNITY LEGISLATION IN  FORCE 
and other acts of the Community institutions 
The  Community's  legal  system  is  of direct  concern  to  the 
individual citizen as much as to the Member States themselves. 
Both lawyers and non-lawyers, then, need to be familiar not just 
with  national law,  but also with Community legislation, which 
is  implemented, applied or interpreted by  national law  and in 
some cases takes precedence over it. 
To make Community legislation more accessible to the public, 
the  Commission  of  the  European  Communities 
publi~hes  a  Directory,  updated  twice  a  year, 
covermg: 
- binding  instruments  of  secondary  legislation 
arising out of the Treaties establishing the three 
Communities  (regulations,  decisions,  directives, 
etc ... ); 
- other legislation (internal agreements, etc  ... ); 
- agreements  between  the  Communities and non-
member countries. 
Each entry in the Directory gives  the number and 
title of the instrument, together with a reference to 
the Official Journal in  which  it is to be found.  Any 
amending instruments are also indicated,  with the 
appropriate references in each case. 
914 pp. - ECU 75 
ISBN 92-77-60346-1  (Volume I) 
The  legislation  is  classified  by  subject  matter. 
Instruments  classifiable  in  more  than  one  subject 
area appear under each of the headings concerned.  ISBN 92-77-60348-8 (Volume I and II) 
FX-50-90-001-EN-C 
The Directory proper (Vol.  I)  is  accompanied  by 
two indexes (Vol.  II), one chronological by document number 
and the other alphabetical by keyword. 




European Economy appears four  times  a 
year, in March, May, July and November. 
It contains  important  reports  and  com-
munications from  the Commission to the 
Council  and  to  the  Parliament  on  the 
economic  situation and developments,  as 
well  as  on  the  borrowing  and  lending 
activities of the Community.  In  addition, 
European  Economy  presents  reports  and 
studies on problems concerning economic 
policy. 
Two  supplements  accompany  the  main 
periodical: 
- Series  A - 'Economic  trends'  appears 
monthly except in August and describes 
with  the  aid  of tables  and graphs  the 
most  recent  trends  of industrial  pro-
duction,  consumer  prices,  unemploy-
ment,  the  balance  of trade,  exchange 
rates, and other indicators. This supple-
ment  also  presents  the  Commission 
staff's  macroeconomic  forecasts  and 
Commission  communications  to  the 
Council on economic policy. 
- Series  B - 'Business  and  consumer 
survey results' gives the main results of 
opinion  surveys  of  industrial  chief 
executives  (orders,  stocks,  production 
outlook,  etc.)  and  of consumers  (eco-
nomic  and  financial  situation  and 
outlook,  etc.)  in  the  Community,  and 
other business  cycle  indicators. It also 
appears monthly, with the exception of 
August. 
Unless  otherwise  indicated  the  texts  are 
published  under  the  responsibility  of the 
Directorate-General  for  Economic  and 
Financial Affairs of the Commission of the 
European Communities, rue de la Loi 200, 
1049  Brussels,  to  which  enquiries  other 
than  those  related  to  sales  and  sub-
scriptions should he adressed. 
Subscription terms are shown on the back 
cover and the addresses of the sales offices 
are shown on page 3 of the cover. Also available: 
The single financial market 
Dominique SERVAIS 
53  pp.- ECU 6 
ISBN 92-825-8572-7  CB-PP-88-C03-EN-C 
Individual choice and higher growth 
The aim of consumer policy in  the single market 
Eamonn LAWLOR 
Second edition 
72 pp.- ECU 8 
ISBN 92-826-0087-4  CB-56-89-869-EN-C 
1992: The European social dimension 
Patrick VENTURINI 
119 pp.- ECU 9.75 
ISBN 92,.825-8703-7 
1992 and beyond 
John PALMER 
95  pp.- ECU 8 
ISBN 92-826-0088-2 
CB-PP-88-B05-EN  -C 
CB-56-89-861-EN-C 
lfi/O:i/'11 Audiovisual  production  in  the  single  market 
Matteo MAGGIORE 
206  pp. - ECU  I  0.50 
ISBN  92-826-0268-0  CB-58-90-481-EN-C 
The  creation of the  internal market 
•  •  In  Insurance 
Bill  POOL 
126  pp. - ECU I  0.50 
ISBN  92-826-0246-X 
From  EMS to  monetary  union 
Jean-Victor  LOUIS 
65  pp. - ECU 8.25 
ISBN 92-826-0067-X 




with the collaboration of Nicholas  P.  COSTELLO 
Revised edition,  1990 
257 pp.- ECU 10 
ISBN 92-826-1640-1 
The  European  Monetary  System 
Origins, operation and  outlook 
Jacques van YPERSELE 
CM-59-90-346-EN-C 
with the cooperation of Jean-Claude KOEUNE 
New edition  (in preparation) 
15/03/91 
• 
AlJDIOVISlJAL  PR()DUCTK1N 
;f\1,  lHF 
SINGL ~  MAFlKFl 
The creation 
of the internal market 
in insurance The Community legal order 
Jean-Victor LOUIS 
Second,  completely revised edition 
200 pp.- ECU 10.50 
ISBN 92-826-1665-7  CB-56-89-392-EN-C 
European Economy - No 3  5 
The economics of 1992 
222 pp.- ECU 16 
ISSN 0379-0991  CB-A  R-88-035-EN-C 
European Economy- No 40 
Horizontal mergers and competition policy 
in the European Community 
98 pp. - ECU 16 
ISSN 0379-0991  CB-AR-89-040-EN-C 
European Economy- No 4.3 
Economic transformation in Hungary 
and Poland 
218  pp. - ECU 18 
ISSN 0379-0991  CB-AR-89-043-EN-C 
European Economy - No 44 
One market, one money 
An evaluation of the potential benefits and costs of 
forming  an economic and monetary union 
351  pp.  - ECU  18 
ISSN 0379-0991  CB-AR-90-044-EN-C 
15(03/91 European Economy - No 45 
Stabilization, liberalization and devolution 
Assessment of the economic situation and reform process 
in the Soviet Union 




Social Europe - Special edition 1990 
The impact of the internal market by industrial 
sector: the challenge for  the Member States 
340 pp. - ECU 18 
ISBN  92-826-1818-8 
Panorama of EC industry 1990 
CM-59-90-887-EN-C 
Over 165 sectors of manufacturing and service industries 
in  the European Community in focus 
1130 pp.  - ECU 38 
ISBN 92-825-9924-8 
Europe in figures 
1989/90 Edition 
64 pp.- ECU 6 
ISBN 92-825-9457-2 
Employment in  Europe 
1990 





15/03/91 Colnmon~ _....,.  for eaterprlses,  Florence NICOLAS 
with the' cooperation .:of Jacques RBPUSSARD 
~  .  5 
• IDN  92-SZS-8067.-9 • CB-PP..u.oo4.EN-C 
' ;. ~.t;:l_,  .·  ';  .  '?ii"""  . .  · -.  '  ,. 
Freedom of ..-...-eat in  the  Community - Entry ad  residenc:e, 
Jean-Claude  SEC}I~  . 
~  pp. • ECU 1.5tf: • JS8Jf ~X  • €8-PP-8.8-004-EN-C 
'>  ';t.; 
244 pp.  •  ECU '.2$ •  - JIZ..GS.5341-8 • CB-43-SS-741 -EN-C 
498  pp.  • ECU 1S' ISBN 9U25-26Jl-6 • CB-32-81·681-.EN.C 
212 pp. •  ECU  16 • ISSN 0319-0991  •  ~AR-88..()36-EN.C  . 
15/03/91 Social Europe - Special edition - The social dimension of the internal market 
115  pp. ·•  ECU 4.20 •  ISBN  92-825-8256-6 • CB-PP-88-005-EN-C 
Energy ia :r-ope - Special issue- The 1......-__.., •arket 
' 
59  pp.  •  ECU  12.70 •  ISBN 92-825-8507-7  • CB-PP-88-010-EN-C 
62  pp.  •  ECU  12.70 • ISBN 92-826-0724-0 • CB-BI-89-004-EN-C 
The Community budget: The facts in figures - 1989 Edition 
103  pp.  •  ECU  10 • ISBN 92-825-9716-4 •  CB-55-89-576-EN-C 
Community public fmance- The European bad&et after the 1988 reform 
116 pp. •  ECU  10.50 •  ISBN 92-825-98»6 • CB-55-89-625-EN-C 
Research on the 'cost of aon-Europe' - Basic findings· 
Volume  1 - ........  ,  ~iid'fe -.riel 
m pp. • ECU 9.25 • ISBN 92-825-8605-7 • CB-,..._11..-.c 
Volume 
Vol\nne  3 - The completion of the internal market: 
A survey of Europeaa industry's perception of die likely effects 
309 pp.  •  ECU  25.50  •  ISBN  92-825-8610-3  • CB-PP-88-014-EN-C 
Volume  4 - The 'cost of non-Europe' 
Border-related a.troll aad ede=hfttratM r..uties 
Ala •••  b ...  Ia ..  road ...... --
280 pp. •  ECU 22.50 • ISBN 92-82s..,611-9 • CB-I't..as..El4-EN-C 
Volume  S (parts A  + B) 
The 'eost of 1101t-Europe' Ia public ledoJ' ,. ..  eaeut 
Part A:  552  pp.  •  ISBN  92-825-8646-4 • CB-Pt-88-F14-EN-C' 
Part B:  278  pp.  •  ISBN 92-825-8647-2  • CB-PZ.S8-Fl4-EN-C 
Part A + Part B:  ECU  120 • ISBN  92~825-8648-0 
Volume  6- Tech*al banien in  die EC: An Wustration'by t'lxflllllatllw 
Tile 'CGit of non-Europe': some ca1e 8tlldies oa tecbttmNailws 
242 pp. •  ECU  21  • ISBN 92-825-8649-9  • CB-PP-88-014-EN-C 
Volume  7 - Tile 'COlt of non-EIII"'pe': Obstacles to transborder business activity 
IS4 pp.  •  ECU  12.75 •  ISBN 92-825-8638-3  • CB-PP-88-Hl4-EN-C 
15/03/91 "  ~  ... tr.  ·.J)e '.cost of .-.Europe.' for  IMpsiness services 
1  ~,.  t&  ~·pP· •  ~C£  l3.SO{ l~BN  .!}2-Sl$.8637~5 •  C~PP-88-114-EN-C 
'  %  W'  .  Jl 
~Sflld'  11!-..Ditope'•  m··~·  setvi~  . 
.  20'1,.,'1BN'92--S25-86~1•  ~PP-88-JWBN-C 
Volume  1  ~ (Parts A + ))  , 
Tbe.  'cost of...,.._~, in the focxfsadl's ·w.stry 
Part A: 424 PJ>· • . .  tSBN"9lJ2S:864l"'l  •  CB·Pl-88-M14-~N.c 
·  Part B: 328 pp. t .ISBN  92..S25-$643~X • CB-P24Ml4-!.N.C  . 
Patt·A + Part 'B:  ECU  12()[• lSBN 92·825-8644.8 
1!J/03/91 European Communities - Commission 
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Document 
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